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PART I
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This Annual Report on Form 10-K may contain, in addition to historical information, forward-looking statements. These
forward-looking statements are based on the Company’s current assumptions, expectations and projections about future events.
Words like “believe,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “estimate,” “expect,” “project,” “may,” “could,” “would,” “will,” “should,” “can,”
“can have,” “likely,” the negatives thereof and similar expressions are used to identify forward-looking statements, although
not all forward-looking statements contain these words. These forward-looking statements are estimates reflecting the best
judgment of the Company’s management and actual events or results may differ materially from the results anticipated in these
forward-looking statements as a result of a variety of factors. While it is impossible to identify all such factors, factors that
could cause actual results to differ materially from those estimated by us include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

each of the factors discussed in Item 1A of this Annual Report on Form 10-K, Risk Factors, as well as risks discussed
elsewhere in this report;
our ability to recruit and retain key technical and management personnel;
changes in existing laws;
our ability to expand our customer base;
infringement on the proprietary rights of our property and the rights of others;
competitive pricing pressures in the service management industry and our responses to those pressures;
our ability to develop new products on a timely basis that keep pace with new technological developments;
our increased dependence on technology from third parties; and
our ability to expand our products into international markets.

Many of these factors are beyond our ability to predict or control. In addition, as a result of these and other factors, our past
financial performance should not be relied on as an indication of future performance. The cautionary statements referred to in
this section also should be considered in connection with any subsequent written or oral forward-looking statements, whether
as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by law. In light of these risks and uncertainties,
the forward-looking events and circumstances discussed in this report might not occur. Furthermore, we cannot guarantee
future results, events, levels of activity, performance, or achievements.
The Company is not under any obligation and does not intend to make publicly available any update or other revision to any
forward-looking statements to reflect circumstances existing after the date of this Annual Report on Form 10-K or to reflect
the occurrence of future events even if experience or future events make it clear that any expected results expressed or implied
by these forward-looking statements will not be realized.
Item 1.

Business.

General
Astea International Inc. and its subsidiaries (collectively “we,” “us,” “our,” “Astea” or the “Company”) develop, market and
support service management software solutions, which are licensed to companies that sell and service equipment, and/or sell
and deliver professional services. Customers purchase Astea’s software and services to automate enterprise business processes
to enhance revenue, contain costs, improve operational efficiency improvement, and expand their awareness of operational
performance through analytical reporting. Customers’ return on investment from implementing Astea’s solutions is achieved
through more efficient management of information, people, processes and cash flows, which we believe increases competitive
advantage and customer satisfaction as well as top-line revenue and profitability.
Astea’s solutions are used in industries such as information technology, medical devices and diagnostic systems, industrial
controls and instrumentation; retail/point-of-sale equipment; heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems (“HVAC”);
office equipment; imaging systems; fire and security; gaming/leisure equipment; facilities management; telecommunications;
and other related industries with equipment sales and service requirements. Astea’s strong focus on enterprise solutions for
organizations that sell and deliver services is a unique industry differentiator that draws upon the Company’s extensive industry
experience and core expertise.
Founded in 1979, Astea is known throughout the industry, largely from its proven success as a provider of software solutions
for field service management. Astea has since expanded its product portfolio to also include integrated management
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applications for sales, multi-channel customer contact centers, third party vendor management, workforce optimization and
professional services automation.
Astea offers all the cornerstones of service lifecycle management, including customer management; service management; asset
management; complete forward and reverse logistics management; and mobile workforce management with enhanced
scheduling optimization and actionable business intelligence. We believe this comprehensive approach provides unmatched
expertise in service lifecycle workflow and integration needs throughout the service continuum. Astea’s solutions empower
companies by making more actionable data readily accessible, providing companies the agility needed to achieve sustainable
value more quickly and to compete successfully in a global community.
Astea’s software has been licensed to approximately 700 companies worldwide. Its customers range from mid-size
organizations to large, multinational corporations with geographically dispersed locations around the globe. The Company
markets and supports its products through a worldwide network of direct and indirect sales and services offices with corporate
headquarters in the United States and regional headquarters in the United Kingdom, Australia and Japan. Sales partners include
distributors (value-added resellers, system integrators and sales agents) and original equipment manufacturing partners (“OEM
partners”). See Note 12 to the Consolidated Financial Statements for Geographic Segment Data for revenues, income (loss)
from operations and long lived assets related to each of the Company’s geographic operating regions for the past two years.
In addition to its own product development that is conducted at Company facilities in the United States and Israel, Astea has
contractual relationships with complementary technology companies in order to reduce time-to-market with new product
capabilities and continually increase its value proposition to customers. The Company’s product strategies are developed from
the collective feedback from customers, industry consultants, technology partners and sales partners, in addition to its internal
product management, professional services, and development teams. Astea also works with its active user community who
closely advises and participates in ongoing product development efforts.
Astea provides customers with an array of professional consulting, training and customer support services to implement its
products and integrate them with other corporate systems such as back-office financial and enterprise resource planning (ERP)
applications. Astea also maintains and supports its software over the software’s installed life cycle. The Company’s experience
and domain expertise in service and sales management, distribution, logistics, finance, mobile technologies, internet
applications and enterprise systems integration are made available to customers during their assessments of where and how
their business processes can be improved.
The Company’s sales and marketing efforts are primarily focused on new software licensing and support services for its latest
generation of Astea Alliance and FieldCentrix products.
Industry Overview – Field Service Management
Field Service Management is generally defined as a technician performing repair, installation, or maintenance activities at a
customer site. It involves the manual or automated creation and management of incoming service requests, scheduling and
dispatching of service technicians, coordinating parts planning, delivery and usage, managing contracts, meeting service level
agreements based upon problem severity and impact, and the repair, refurbishment and retirement process for assets. This
definition is increasingly expanding to include remote maintenance and predictive maintenance performed by both a technician
or intelligent technology (if such activities fall within a standard service contract). Field service organizations vary greatly in
size, industries and supported technologies. Although every industry relies on field service to some degree, for certain
industries, field service is critical. Equipment, ranging from computers and peripherals to building systems, office equipment
and medical equipment depends on field service. Sometimes this equipment is the lifeblood of a customer or potential customer,
and any downtime or service interruption can significantly impair operations or even endanger human life and safety.
Today's service-driven enterprises must plan and manage complex service delivery on a global scale. They must be sensitive
to an ever more demanding customer and be effective at using new business processes to service an increasingly more complex
and connected set of intelligent assets. The benefits of implementing service management solutions are applicable in virtually
every service organization, regardless of type, size, or geography served.
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Current Product Offerings
Astea Alliance Enterprise

Astea Alliance Enterprise is a service management offering that includes both software applications and services. The software
product consists of a series of applications. The offering has been developed as a global solution for large, complex, servicedriven organizations who often require multi-lingual and multi-currency capabilities in both the cloud and on-premises.
Alliance Enterprise has been designed to address the complete service lifecycle, from lead generation and project quotation to
service and billing through asset retirement. It integrates and optimizes critical business processes for Campaigns, Call Center,
Depot Repair, Field Service, Logistics, Projects and Sales and Order Processing applications. Astea extends its application
suite with mobile workforce management, dynamic scheduling optimization, third party vendor and customer self-service
portals, and business intelligence. In order to ensure customer satisfaction and quick return on investment, Astea also offers
infrastructure tools and services.
In September of 2018, Astea released Alliance Enterprise (Version 15). We believe that Alliance Enterprise introduces to the
field service industry an entirely new perspective on how an enterprise-grade technology can unify the increasingly complex
ecosystem in which service-driven companies must operate. Alliance Enterprise is not just a new version of one of the most
capable field service applications in the industry. It is expected to be the transition of our technology into a platform that gives
customers the power to streamline workflows to create differentiating customer experiences, integrate freely into any other
environment, seamlessly and consistently interact with customers and stakeholders via nearly any medium, and do so using a
new toolset that does not require technical capabilities. It is designed to give organizations the ability to maximize the value of
5

any workers—employees, third parties and contingent workers—during any type of service activity throughout the entire
lifecycle. The platform also automatically updates end customers on the status of their service activities and helps management
understand organizational performance out-of-the box.
The market’s response to Alliance Enterprise includes a prestigious award from Frost & Sullivan, a well-recognized industry
focused firm, which granted us the 2018 Company of the Year for Mobile Field Service award. Based on its analysis of the
field service management software industry, Frost & Sullivan selected Astea for its comprehensive and user-oriented mobile
field service application portfolio, its ability to meet the evolving needs of field service organizations and the Company’s ability
to incorporate emerging technologies into its product offerings.

FROST & SULLIVAN

A summary of features released with the updated Alliance enterprise Platform V.15 are highlighted below:
Powerful Workflow and Integration Capabilities that Enable Agility
Alliance Enterprise puts powerful capabilities into the hands of non-technical users via a new process flow engine that offers
graphical, drag-and-drop functionality to modify application workflows. This new tool can be harnessed by any user to build
flexible, agile business processes that address a wide variety of needs such as integrations, multi-channel communication
automation and service escalations. These custom workflows allow organizations to create a unique combination of processes
that reflect the nuanced way leaders think about serving their customers, balancing costs versus service-level commitments,
differentiating their customers’ experience and managing profitability.
Smart Scheduling that Efficiently Connects All the Right People and Parts
Long considered one of the most mathematically intelligent scheduling optimization engines in the field service industry,
Alliance Enterprise enhances this scheduling capability by integrating with FedEx® and UPS® to coordinate parts delivery
dates with technician arrival dates. Additionally, Alliance’s scheduling module creates schedules that incorporate the realworld situations our customer’s technicians and their customers encounter daily. It integrates with Microsoft Outlook® to
consider technicians’ personal time off when creating schedules, and it also allows end customers to schedule appointments
via the Alliance customer self-service mobile application or web portal.
Sleek, Web-Inspired User Interface Designed for Configurability and Usability
Alliance Enterprise sports a new clean look and feel that is highly configurable, enabling users to create a streamlined user
experience, focusing their attention on only the information they need to do their job. Improved user satisfaction can drive
better technology adoption and engagement, and ultimately a better customer experience.
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The Alliance Enterprise software version release also included several new and enhanced native mobile applications. We
believe that the service industry will soon be at a point where every worker can do their job and be fully mobile at the same
time. Our Alliance Manager Edge mobile app proved that field service managers can perform their complex job while being
fully mobile. The same is true of our Customer Edge app that gives end-customers complete control over their service
experience from anywhere. Now, that same mission of making all field service stakeholders mobile has been achieved for the
warehouse with the launch of Warehouse Edge.
The new and enhanced native mobile applications in our Alliance Enterprise platform include:
Enhanced Customer Self-Service Management Capabilities - Including New Customer Self-Service App
The customer-centric design philosophy of Alliance Enterprise empowers service organizations to meet their clients’ increasing
demands for mobile, real-time participation in the service delivery process.
With Alliance Enterprise, service companies can deliver a full customer self-service management capability that gives their
clients the transparency and control they want. Through the Alliance customer portal called Alliance Connect and mobile app
called Alliance Customer Edge, customers have on-demand access to a 360-degree view of their service relationship, allowing
them to address their service needs quickly and accurately. This heightened level of smart, instant self-service is convenient,
mobile, and conforms to how customers want to interact with their service provider.
Enhanced Warehouse Management Capabilities – Including New Mobile App for Warehouse Workers
Alliance Warehouse Edge™ enables warehouse workers to perform all their daily activities on a mobile device. This latest
expansion of its Alliance Enterprise™ field service management platform adds full back office warehouse management
functionality along with a new native mobile application for warehouse floor workers. Warehouse Edge expands upon the
logistic supply chain capabilities within Alliance Enterprise to provide real-time visibility into parts availability, parts usage,
and the purchasing and replenishment process from any of the platform’s native mobile applications or browser-based user
interfaces. Astea customers can now realize even greater efficiency by allowing their warehouse and logistics supply chain to
utilize the same platform without the need for additional integration.
New Mobile Application for Field Service Managers and Supervisors
Our newest native mobile application, Alliance Manager Edge, enables managers, supervisors and crew chiefs to perform all
their daily duties while they are on the road, in their service truck, or at a job site. In the app, managers can redirect workloads
and assign new service orders with drag-and-drop functionality; review and approve timesheets, field quotes and purchase
requisitions; and view vital, real-time information on their service team’s performance such as SLA Hit Rates and Cost per
Call. Service personnel are mobile, and we believe service management should be as well.
The current Astea Alliance offering consists of:
•
•
•
•
•

Core Applications;
Mobile Applications;
Extended Portals;
Reporting and Business Intelligence; and
Tools.

Astea Alliance Enterprise Core Applications:
Alliance Contact Center
Alliance Depot Repair
Alliance Field Service
Alliance Logistics
Alliance Order Processing
Alliance Professional Services
Alliance Sales
Alliance Dynamic Scheduling Engine
Alliance Workforce Planning
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Astea Alliance Enterprise Mobile Applications:
Alliance Mobile Edge (Technician mobile app)
Alliance Partner Edge (Third Party Vendor Mobile app)
Alliance Customer Edge (New customer self-service mobile app)
Alliance Warehouse Edge (New warehouse management mobile app)
Alliance Manager Edge (New mobile app for field service managers)
Astea Alliance Extended Portals:
Alliance Customer Connect (Customer Self-Service Portal)
Alliance Partner Connect (Vendor Self-Service Portal)
Astea Alliance Reporting and Business Intelligence:
Alliance Reporting
Alliance Business Intelligence
Astea Alliance Tools:
Alliance Link
Alliance Knowledge Base
Astea Alliance Core Applications
The Alliance Contact Center application supports call centers, information desks, service hotlines, inside sales and
telemarketing activities. Integrated multi-channel inbound/outbound capabilities enable customer service representatives to
serve prospects and customers in their media of choice, including phone, fax, e-mail or Internet. Integrated customer selfservice portals with automated e-mail response, automated call escalation and interface to Computer Telephony Integration
systems help streamline customer interaction processes. Work scheduling and demand balancing optimize staff utilization.
Employee portals with access to comprehensive real-time customer data and decision support tools including intelligent
knowledge management and scripting for problem resolution, drive higher staff productivity. The objectives of Astea’s Alliance
Contact Center software are to reduce overhead through improved first-call resolution rates and shorter service-call handling
times, as well as more efficient customer service and higher levels of customer satisfaction. A knowledge engine enhances the
diagnostic tools available to contact center agents. This knowledge engine is also available in other areas of the solution suite
such as Depot Repair and Field Service.
Alliance Depot Repair
Alliance Depot Repair automates the tracking of assets through equipment calibration and repair chains, including merchandise
ownership, location, repair status and warranty coverage. Objectives are to gain real-time visibility of all repair chain activities,
ensure compliance with warranty and contractual agreements, respond to customer inquiries with up-to-the-minute repair status,
collect and analyze repair statistics for product design improvement, and reduce overhead such as inventory carrying costs.
Applications support in-house, subcontractor and vendor calibration and repair; customer and vendor exchanges and advance
exchanges; equipment on loan; change of ownership; merchandise shipments, cross shipments and pickups; consolidated repair
orders; and, storage and refurbishment programs. Integration with other Astea Alliance modules allows repair orders and repair
status queries to be initiated from customer contact centers, field service, field sales and warehouses as well as the repair depot.
Alliance Field Service
The Alliance Field Service core application delivers a set of automated capabilities intended to streamline and improve
management of field service activities. By automating workflow, field service representatives should be able to efficiently
complete and document assignments, manage vehicle assets, capture expenses and generate revenue through add-on sales
during a customer contact. Applications alert dispatchers to contractual minimum response times and expedite coordination of
field force skills matching, scheduling, dispatch and repair parts logistics. The use of the Dynamic Scheduling Engine automates
much of this process. The software supports all field service categories including equipment project installations, break/fix
activities, planned maintenance and predictive maintenance. Applications can be integrated with equipment diagnostic systems
for fully automated solutions that initiate and prioritize service requests and dispatch assignments to field employees’
smartphones, laptops or tablets without human intervention, or that facilitate remote maintenance activities.
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The Alliance Enterprise Version release delivers significant enhancements to the Field Service core application’s Dispatch
Console, enabling organizations to optimize schedules across all workers, including employees, third party and contingent
workers. This allows organization to control and reduce costs and meet customers’ increasing demands for tighter appointment
windows using a wider range of workers. In addition to optimizing schedules across all workforces, the Dispatch Console now
offers “just-in-time service” which coordinates the schedule of each technician with the parts delivery date.
Alliance Logistics
The Alliance Logistics core application is divided into three functional portals. These are Supply Chain, Inventory Management
and Reverse Supply Chain, reflecting the diversity of needs in this area. Seamlessly integrated with sales and service applications,
Alliance Logistics enables service organizations to control inventory costs, manage assets and implement proactive service
management strategies. Automated calculation of stock profiles based on usage eliminates overstocking and dramatically reduces
costs associated with storing, depreciating, and insuring inventory. The application supports parts and tools management for
effective field service delivery and Service Level Agreements compliance. We believe that improved cost management improves
cash flow by streamlining and shortening the cycles from inventory to usage to billing and collection. Lower logistics costs create
opportunities to recognize higher margins on products and services. Key areas to apply Alliance Logistics include asset
management, field service parts/tools management, demand fulfillment and sales fulfillment.
Alliance Order Processing
The Alliance Order Processing module provides straightforward functionality for the management of quotations and order
fulfillment. Quotations can be created for the sale of products and the provision of field services. Integration with the approvals
process and the Logistics and Field Service modules ensures efficient management control and sustainable promises for
delivery. This application is ideally suited to the sale of “consumable products” in association with the provision of equipmentbased services, but can be equally applied to the supply of finished products resulting from up-sell and cross-sell opportunities.
Alliance Professional Services
Alliance Professional Services supports management of knowledge workers, such as those deployed by professional services
organizations and internal service departments of large organizations. Functionality focuses on planning, deploying and
invoicing service engagements that can extend for days, weeks, months and years. Applications are expected to improve
resource planning and allocation, workflow management, consultant time and expense reporting, subcontractor and vendor
invoice processing, customer billing and visibility of service engagements. Integration with other Astea Alliance modules
delivers an end-to-end solution to market, sell, manage and bill professional services. Capabilities to share sales, service,
project, and post-project field service data across the enterprise, generally enables professional services organizations to operate
with less overhead, improved cash flow, higher profitability, and more competitive bidding.
Alliance Sales
Alliance Sales consolidates and streamlines the sales processes of an enterprise, from quote generation through order
processing, at all points of customer contact including field sales, inside sales, contact center sales and field service sales. Leadto-close sales process capabilities include integration with customer support and field service applications, leveraging all
enterprise knowledge pools with the goal to increase sales opportunities, margins and close rates. Consolidated views of sales
and service data also provide a clearer understanding of enterprise operations to drive strategic business decisions. Sales force
automation application automates business rules and practices such as enterprise-defined sales methodologies, sales pipeline
management, territory management, contact and opportunity management, forecasting, collaborative team selling and literature
fulfillment. Other Alliance applications, such as our mobility solutions, prompt customer support and service staff to up-sell
and cross-sell during contact with customers.
Alliance Dynamic Scheduling Engine (“Alliance DSE”)
Alliance DSE uses the latest technology for a new era of service management. It is a real-time scheduling solution designed to
optimize and balance the tradeoffs between service cost and level of service, in accordance with management’s philosophy. It
addresses the specific challenges of field service scheduling, while simultaneously calculating ways to increase efficiency,
accuracy and profitability with the goal to help users sustain a competitive advantage in today’s customer experience-oriented
market place. One key differentiator for the Astea Alliance DSE is its ability to calculate the most efficient route and schedule
by blending traditional break/fix activities with preventive maintenance activities, project activities and predictive maintenance,
while also factoring in how unplanned maintenance activities influence the need for future planned service activities.
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The Alliance Enterprise release enhances the DSE’s scheduling capability by integrating with FedEx® and UPS® to coordinate
parts delivery dates with technician arrival dates. Additionally, the DSE creates schedules that incorporate the real-world
situations that technicians and customers encounter daily. It integrates with Microsoft Outlook® to consider technicians’
personal time off when creating schedules, and it also allows end customers to schedule appointments via the Alliance customer
self-service mobile application or web portal. It also integrates with ADP’s WorkMarket online service provider marketplace
so that customers can pick the best and most cost-effective mix of its direct employees and contingent workers and seamlessly
schedule and manage them from one platform.
Alliance Workforce Planning
Workforce Planning assists in forecasting workforce requirements based on planned and unplanned orders and tracks actual
results against the plan. Multiple workforce plans can be created, and plans can be maintained for different groups of resources
and/or different planning periods. The Workforce planning module is flexible and can be leveraged to create plans that are
comprised of days dedicated to only unplanned work, or the workforce can be allocated a percentage of planned work to be
accomplished. Workforce demands for service technicians are not always consistent from period to period or from branch to
branch. This often times creates a surplus of manpower in some locations and a shortage in others. Based on an Alliance
Workforce plan, personnel can be temporarily transferred to another branch or action group to absorb the additional workload.
A workforce plan shows the daily available hours for labor, and compares these to the daily activities from both planned and
unplanned selected sources, including PM schedules, field change orders, project demands, committed sales orders and
unplanned work. Plans can be frozen to compare actual time spent against the frozen plan to track performance.
Astea Alliance Enterprise Mobile Applications
Alliance Mobile Edge™ - Alliance Mobile Edge utilizes the latest in mobile development technology and design principles to
help companies increase user adoption, boost technician productivity, improve service margins and contract profitability, and
deliver a superior user experience. Alliance Mobile Edge simplifies the complexity of today’s service experience by combining
deep functionality, robust customer and asset lifecycle information, and powerful new emerging technology with highlyconfigurable interfaces, workflow rules and reporting. The result is a platform designed to enhance technician effectiveness
and efficiency in every possible way, including the ability to create a digital work environment that suits each technician’s
affinity for technology and speed of learning.
Astea Alliance Mobile Edge sets a new standard in mobile workforce management, offering industry leading features and
benefits, including:
•

A Sleek, Intuitive User Interface Inspired by the Latest Google Material Design Principles: Technicians will execute
their workflow, interact with information and launch productivity-enhancing applications through a sleek new user
interface (UI) inspired by Google’s Material Design principles. The familiarity of this design aids in easy adoption
and allows users to intuitively understand how to interact with the application, minimizing the number of screen
touches for greater efficiency. Alliance Mobile Edge leverages the latest mobile technology infrastructure, making it
more powerful than ever before, with faster rendering, automatic landscape and portrait orientation changes,
embedded legends, intelligent help screens and numerous other features designed to enhance user satisfaction.

•

Unprecedented Configuration Capabilities: Alliance Mobile Edge puts the power to customize the work environment
in the hands of business users. Non-technical users can now mirror the most efficient and effective way of working
through robust configuration settings. Administrators, managers or supervisors can configure the application to
accommodate the needs of each individual worker. The Mobile Edge customizer allows organizations to balance
universal settings and workflows with local requirements by function, region, business unit, customer group or skill
set. New users can start in “simple mode” utilizing only basic functions, before experience and training allows them
to move into “slim” or “full mode” where additional capabilities are available. This gives workers a natural progression
designed to ease them into the application, all while working in a way that accommodates an organization’s need for
standardization and consistency.

•

Easy-to-Use Productivity Tools for Faster Learning and Greater End User Adoption: Every aspect of Alliance Mobile
Edge was designed to allow technicians to focus on their job—not on the technology that supports it. Technicianenhancing tools, including team and crew collaboration, “Google-like” knowledge base search results, augmented
reality and Artificial Intelligence, are all at their fingertips. These features are designed to help engineers diagnose
problems, make repairs, perform preventative maintenance and resolve customer issues quickly, even if they have
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never before worked with a piece of equipment. Alliance Mobile Edge was designed to help overcome the challenges
of an aging workforce, the ever growing number of increasingly complex new assets in the field, and new worker
inexperience.
Alliance Mobile Edge is optimized to operate with the latest devices in the market including Android smartphones and tablets,
iPhones, and iPads. Organizations can choose the device that works best for their environment and still be able to leverage the
most powerful mobile solution designed specifically for the way field technicians work.
Alliance Partner Edge™
While Alliance Mobile Edge delivers all the features and functionality that native field technicians require, the Alliance Partner
Edge Mobile application offers a streamlined version designed for third party workers to use when processing their service
order assignments. Alliance Partner Edge answers the market’s increasing need to provide seamless connectivity with third
party and contingent workers. It also ensures that a contingent workforce has access to the same tools as native workers; the
end result of which is greater efficiency and productivity across an entire service organization and a seamless, cohesive
customer experience.
Astea Alliance Extended Portals
Alliance Customer Connect™ web portal
Alliance Customer Connect is a customer self-service portal that enables service companies to give today’s highly demanding
customers what they want—greater visibility into and control over their service experience. It also enables them to reduce costs
by shifting customer service activities to a less expensive channel. Alliance Customer Connect is a secure, multi-level entry
point web or native application environment that facilitates service, sales and account management activities without the need
for direct employee involvement. It empowers the service organization’s end customers to take actions that benefit both parties.
It reduces routine phone calls, emails and other communications to customer contact centers, freeing up resources for those
customers that do have needs which can only be met by a real service representative. The pre-defined Entry-Level, Standard
and Enterprise profiles, in connection with a security utility, are designed to ensure tight control on access to sensitive data and
a range of configurable features. The portal also provides another channel to promote and sell more products and services to
an existing customer base, thereby adding new revenue streams at no additional cost. The customer portal can delay or eliminate
needs for contact center expansion and associated increases in facility, equipment and staffing costs.
Alliance Customer Edge™ mobile application
With the release of Alliance Version 14.5, Astea introduced the new Alliance Customer Edge mobile application that allows a
company’s end customer to access the Alliance Customer Connect self-service portal from an Android or iOS mobile device.
Companies can now provide customers with a convenient mobile application where they can interact with their service provider
in real-time using intuitive technology that is accessible anytime, anywhere, on nearly any mobile device. In Alliance Customer
Edge, clients can self-service a variety of tasks: create and edit service orders; view contract quotations; view invoices and
activities; and visualize the service technician traveling in real time. Customers can also search the Knowledge Base for answers
to service issues, which may prevent the need to dispatch a technician, further reducing service costs and freeing up limited
resources.
Alliance Partner Connect™ - vendor & third-party management portal
The Alliance Partner Connect vendor & third-party management portal enables companies to manage their external vendors
and third party service providers with a robust, secure and unified platform. This portal can now serve as their single point of
information for all full-time and out-sourced stakeholders. As a result, they will have the necessary level of upstream and
downstream visibility and accountability that is a critical stepping stone to better service network automation and optimization.
Whether that third party is an external service agent or a vendor that supplies parts, they will now be able to track and manage
all of the parties that participate in our customers’ service supply chain. Their vendors and external service agents will have
access to a secure portal that allows them to enter, update and view pertinent information as it relates to a service order and
logistics and reverse logistics functions. Service organizations are able to easily interconnect their entire service lifecycle
ecosystem to eliminate redundant processes and drive ongoing efficiencies. Additionally, organizations benefit by increased
visibility, collaboration and communication.
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Astea Alliance Reporting and Business Intelligence (“Alliance BI”)
For proactive service management, Alliance BI provides highly visual, real-time analysis of business performance, focusing
on key performance indicators—a tool that facilitates businesses’ understanding of customer behavior. Alliance BI enables the
viewing of information for the entire enterprise, increasing revenues and identifying new business opportunities. Alliance BI
has been designed to ensure that users of all kinds have immediate access to crucial information whenever it's needed. In the
boardroom, at agent level, or even for customers, this tool effortlessly allows the viewing of performance data such as
performance against service level agreements, contract profitability, product failure rate, repair turnaround times, customer
satisfaction and engineer efficiency. Reports allow businesses to see how many orders have met their contractual service
estimated time of arrival and how many failed, which helps organizations better understand customer satisfaction. Workloads
show the available working hours at a specific location in contrast to the demand for workforce planning and optimization.
Astea Alliance Tools
Alliance Link
Alliance Link is an enterprise application integration product that interfaces Astea Alliance to other enterprise systems, such
as back-office financial and ERP applications, remote equipment monitoring and diagnostic software, and wireless data
transmission services. Alliance Link extends Astea Alliance’s return on investment for customers by making all Alliance
modules accessible to external software through web services and open, well defined, synchronous and asynchronous
application programming interfaces that are extensible Markup Language (“XML”) based.
Alliance Knowledge Base
Alliance Knowledge Base provides powerful and scalable enterprise search functionality for corporate content, across a
network or on a portal, intranet or Internet site, or mobile device. Delivering single-point access to enterprise-wide data
collections; full-text searches can be conducted quickly and easily across disparate data sources, improving knowledge
retention and sharing across the organization. Alliance Knowledge Base offers advanced functionality for entering queries and
results navigation to help users quickly find the information they need. Alliance Knowledge Base can provide user-friendly
access to a vast range of information, including product manuals, technical support documentation, maintenance histories,
repair notes, announcements, and much more. With search functionality, Alliance Knowledge Base becomes much more than
simply an operations tool; it provides organizations the capability to share all sorts of information, improve problem resolution
times, and improve the quality of decision-making across an organization.
FieldCentrix Enterprise Suite
The FieldCentrix Enterprise is a service management solution that runs on a wide range of mobile devices, and integrates
seamlessly with popular customer relationship management (“CRM”) and ERP applications. Add-on features include a webbased customer self-service portal, workforce management capabilities, and equipment-centric functionality. FieldCentrix has
licensed applications to companies in a wide range of sectors including HVAC, building and real estate services, manufacturing
and process instruments and controls, and medical equipment.
In 2017, Astea released FieldCentrix Version 7. This release supported the core themes of the Company’s product development
strategy by enhancing usability, facilitating easier administration of the software, and driving further cloud deployment
adoption. Highlights of this release include:
•
•
•
•

A streamlined, flexible interface that matches the preferences of today’s end users;
Technical updates to certain applications to support operation on today’s most popular browsers;
Appearance enhancements that support better internal branding for customers; and
The ability to adopt business logic through configuration settings, minimizing the need for customization.

These enhancements were guided by our longstanding design principles, which state that customers should be able to adopt
new capabilities when they are ready and that all new updates should remain highly compatible with existing customer systems,
making upgrading to newer releases easy.
In 2018, Astea released FieldCentrix Version 7.1. This recent release included key visual and technical improvements, plus
features like “Team Mapper” (a Google Maps integration in the FX Service Center). Several FieldCentrix customers have
upgraded to the 7.1 Version release, including our biggest FieldCentrix customer, Honeywell.
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The current FieldCentrix Enterprise offering consists of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FX Service Center;
FX Mobile;
FX e-Service;
FX Fleet Manager;
FX Interchange;
FX Interchange for JD Edwards; and
FX Mobility Express

FX Service Center
FX Service Center is an Internet-based service management and dispatch solution that gives organizations command over their
field service operation in order to more effectively manage call taking, entitlement verification, field personnel scheduling and
dispatching, customer service, work orders, timesheets, service agreements, inventory and equipment tracking, pre-invoicing,
and reporting. The software is intuitive, giving organizations graphical picture views of the scheduling board, work order lists,
field service worker and site locations, and more. Real-time drag-and-drop scheduling and re-scheduling take just a few mouse
clicks, and pre-scheduling preventive maintenance calls are simple as well. FX Service Center makes completed work order
and timesheet information instantly available for export to an organization’s accounting, ERP, or CRM system. They can
integrate FX Service Center with an organization’s accounting, ERP or CRM system for seamless information flow. FX
Resource Utilization is a strategic workforce modeling tool expected to accurately plan, track, and analyze service resources in
real-time. It provides an automated way to size, manage, and report on resource capacity and utilization across the enterprise
to provide suggestions to deploy resources, cost-effectively balance workloads and service engineers, and still make sure all
service level commitments are met and contracts remain profitable. By adding FX Resource Utilization as part of the Service
Center module, organizations have a new tool that is designed to increase the productivity and efficiency of their work force
and service operations through load balancing and optimized resource planning.
FX Mobile
FX Mobile is a workflow software product that uses wireless communications technology with smartphones, laptops, and
tablets to automate field service processes and should help field service personnel do their jobs better and faster. FX Mobile
leverages the latest HTML5 technology, optimized for the latest devices such as Android, iPhone and iPad, to deliver a sleek
and innovative user interface while still providing the ability for mobile workers to continue working whether they are in or
out of wireless coverage. With FieldCentrix’s technology, field service workers are able to complete their work, uninterrupted,
regardless of wireless coverage. Along with FX Service Center, FX Mobile eliminates the manual inefficiencies and paperwork
that can overwhelm service technicians and an organization’s business. With FX Mobile, service technicians receive work
orders electronically on their mobile devices. It then guides them, screen by screen, through the job – prompting them to
perform standard tasks, take notes, and even record future recommended repairs or activities. With FX Mobile, field service
personnel can now spend their time in the field, better serving customers, generating new business, and increasing
organizations’ bottom lines. FX Mobile is an international offering that supports various languages, as well as currencies,
measurement systems and time zones.
FX e-Service
FX e-Service is an extension of the FieldCentrix solution that provides a dynamic customer self-service portal that links directly
from a customer’s web site. When integrated with FX Mobile software, it provides the unique capability to truly deliver realtime information from the point of service to our customers’ customers. Working seamlessly with FX Service Center call
center and dispatching software, FX e-Service gives an organization’s customers the flexibility of submitting service requests,
accessing work order information, and managing their account over the Internet. Customers can receive an e-mail notification
each time the status of a work order changes. This allows them to know instantly when the request has been received, scheduled,
is in progress and when it is complete – all without ever calling into the office, waiting on hold or taking up valuable CSR
resource.
FX Fleet Manager
FX Fleet Manager is FieldCentrix’s Global Positioning System offering to help customers manage their mobile resources more
effectively. FX Fleet Manager gives companies control and management of their field operations with the expectation that they
will make decisions that will increase profitability, reduce service costs, enhance customer responsiveness and satisfaction, and
improve productivity and efficiency. With FX Fleet Manager, dispatchers and office personnel will always know where mobile
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resources are located — in real-time. Are they where they should be? Are they lost? Are they safe? There’s an emergency
service request — which resource is the closest with the right parts and skill sets? All this information and more should
contribute to more efficiently managed mobile resources.
FX Interchange
FX Interchange software provides data transporting services that allow enterprises to quickly and easily integrate FieldCentrix
Enterprise to existing legacy and business systems – that are expected to maximize value from field data. FX Interchange
converts data stored in FX Service Center knowledge base to XML or a Microsoft SQL Server database. Once converted, the
data is accessible to other systems for basic billing and payroll extraction, and bi-directional integration purposes that should
support the needs of an accounting, call center, or service dispatch integrated solution.
FX Interchange for JD Edwards®
FieldCentrix field service automation software and JD Edwards® Enterprise and EnterpriseOne applications are integrated to
provide medium to large companies with an easy-to-use, cost-effective way to streamline and automate field service operations.
The systems are integrated through FX Interchange™ for JD Edwards. This interface dynamically transfers key customer, work
order, and accounting related information between the FieldCentrix and JD Edwards applications. This means the key functions
that organizations need to run their business efficiently and cost-effectively are now seamless and completed electronically —
without paper.
With the FieldCentrix and JD Edwards solution, service workers in the field access and enter all work order information using
a mobile device at the job site. When the work is done, the service worker closes the work order and the completed information
is sent wirelessly back to the office automatically. The electronic information is instantly accessible for processing by an
organization’s billing system so there's no data entry needed. Because the customers’ back office no longer has to wait for the
field service worker to bring in the paperwork before our customers can close the work order, customers can be billed quicker.
FX Mobility Express™
For customers who want to mobilize their workforce without deploying a full field service automation solution, FieldCentrix
offers a special mobilized application development toolkit called FX Mobility Express™. The FX Mobility Express toolkit is
bundled with FieldCentrix’s popular mobile middleware and allows organizations to quickly and easily build custom mobile
applications that fully leverage FieldCentrix’s robust and scalable mobile infrastructure and user-friendly interface. Mobilizing
applications with FX Mobility Express should provide organizations with a cost-effective way to create a solution that fits their
unique business requirements on a platform built from years of mobile and wireless technology experience and used by
thousands of users worldwide.
Astea Client Services
Professional Services
Astea’s typical professional services engagement includes planning, prototyping and implementing Astea’s products
within the client’s organization, and follow-up engagements designed to increase the efficiency of a service operation, increase
the revenue it generates, or influence the customer experience. Some customers may require customization during the initial
implementation or as a follow-on activity to create a more nuanced workflow or customer experience.
During the initial planning phase of the engagement, Astea’s professional services personnel work closely with representatives
of the customer to prepare a detailed project plan that includes a timetable, resource requirements, milestones, in-house training
programs, onsite business process training and demonstrations of Astea’s product capabilities within the customer’s
organization.
The next phase of the Astea professional services engagement is the prototyping phase, in which Astea works closely with
representatives of the customer to configure Astea’s software solutions to the customer’s specific business process
requirements.
The professional services team then performs the implementation phase, in which Astea’s professional services personnel work
with the client to develop detailed data mapping, conversions, interfaces and other technical and business processes necessary
to integrate Astea’s solutions into the customer’s computing environment. Ultimately, education plans are developed and
executed to provide the customer with the process and system knowledge necessary to effectively utilize the software and fully
implement the solution.
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The last phase of the engagement utilizes Astea’s professional services personnel to assist in Go Live planning and the Go Live
effort. Astea will assist in the planning for installation, initialization, data preparation, operational procedures, schedules and
required resources. The initialization and creation of the production database is planned and prepared for the data history, open
orders and all required data for go live processing. During the cutover to the solution, Astea business resources are best utilized
to assist new users with functionality/processes while Astea technical resources support the customer’s IT staff.
Following go live, Astea’s professional services team engages the customer in the Assessment Phase. During this effort, the
delivered system is assessed to validate benefits, analyze processes to measure key performance indicators, document and
understand lessons learned. To perform these assessments, Astea consultants collect and analyze the planned benefits, processes
used to capture and report on the key performance indicators, and document the lessons learned from all phases of the
implementation. An action plan is then developed from the lessons learned and key performance indicators for use in future
phases and/or releases.
During all phases, professional services are generally charged on an hourly or daily basis.
Technical Services
Astea’s technical services teams provide services related to installation, data verification, functional design, technical design,
system infrastructure setup or changes, customizations, Quality Assurance (QA) activities, testing and go live support. Initially,
software and database installation resources are available to prepare the environment for the prototyping phase.
Data verification and feedback services can be provided for initial data verification analysis. These efforts are conducted to
determine the present state of information as far as type, conversions, data manipulation, location, frequency, method of
interface (initial load, ongoing load, data export or data import) and data integrity. Findings are documented and shared with
the project team.
During the implementation phase, Astea’s technical services team is often engaged to assist with the functional and/or technical
design as related to customer desired system personalization, minor customization and interfaces, often referred to as “gaps”.
Gap solutions are assessed and categorized into system, studio, customization or interface. Utilizing the services of the customer
project team, Astea professional services and Astea technical services create Business Requirement Documents (“BRDs”) for
all customizations and interfaces. Astea technical services will provide specifications and a quote for the customization. The
customer and Astea agree on the outcome of the customization and all expected outputs prior to the actual development
customization. Following acceptance of the BRDs, code will be written as per design. QA of the code with test data sets will
complete these efforts.
Astea’s technical services team will also provide testing and go live support, as required.
Customer Support
Astea’s customer support organization provides customers with telephone and online technical support, as well as product
enhancements, updates and new software releases. The Company can provide 24/7 “follow-the-sun” support through its global
support network. Local representatives support all regions of Astea’s worldwide operations. Astea personnel or a distributor’s
personnel familiar with local business customs and practices provide support in real-time and usually spoken in native
languages. Typically, customer support fees are established as a fixed percentage of license fees and are invoiced to customers
on an annual basis. Astea’s customer support representatives are located in the United States, Europe, Israel, Japan and
Australia. In addition, Astea provides customer support 24/7 with its self-service portal. The maintenance offering provides
customers with support and help desk services, as well as software service packs and unspecified release upgrades for the
modules they have purchased.
Education & Training
Application Training:
Key business owners responsible for the implementation of the core components will receive in-depth training designed to
present the features, functionality and terminology of Astea’s solutions. The objective of this training is to provide the audience
with a working knowledge of these solutions. This exposure to the system will enable project communication and add insight
into specific business processes.
End-user training plans and documents are created during the implementation phase. These plans and documentation are
utilized to conduct end-user training sessions prior to go live.
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Technical Training:
Software and database installation/creation training is provided, as required and/or recommended.
System Administration training provides the customer’s IT staff pre-requisite knowledge to manipulate and manage
administrative tasks associated with the Astea solutions. Included within these tasks are: Security, Batch Applications,
Escalation, Import, etc.
Many customers are interested in performing their own personalization and minor customization to the system. Training
sessions are available to enhance customer understanding of available options for personalization and how to perform
customizations.
Customers
The Company estimates that it has sold licenses to approximately 700 customers ranging from small, rapidly growing
companies to large, multinational corporations with geographically dispersed operations and remote offices. The broad
applicability of the Company’s products is demonstrated by the wide range of companies across many markets and industries
that use one or more of Astea’s products, including customers in information technology, medical devices and diagnostic
systems, industrial controls and instrumentation, retail/point-of-sale systems equipment, HVAC, office automation equipment,
imaging systems, fire and security, gaming/leisure equipment, facilities management, telecommunications and other related
industries with equipment sales and service. In both 2018 and 2017, there were no customers that accounted for 10% or more
of total revenues.
Sales and Marketing
The Company markets its products through a worldwide network of direct and indirect sales and services offices with corporate
headquarters in the United States and regional headquarters in the United Kingdom (Europe, Middle East and Africa
Operations), Japan and Australia (Asia Pacific Operations). Sales partners include distributors (value-added resellers, system
integrators and sales agents) and OEM partners. The Company actively seeks to expand its reseller network and establish an
international indirect distribution channel targeted at the mid-market tier. See “Risk Factors — Need to Expand Indirect Sales.”
Astea’s direct sales force employs a consultative approach to selling, working closely with prospective clients to understand
and define their needs and determine how such needs can be addressed by the Company’s products. These clients typically
represent the mid- to high-end of the market. A prospect development organization comprised of telemarketing representatives,
who are engaged in outbound telemarketing and inbound inquiry response to a variety of marketing vehicles, develops and
qualifies sales leads prior to referral to the direct sales staff. Additional prospects are identified and qualified through the
networking of direct sales staff and the Company’s management as part of daily business activities.
The modular structure of Astea’s software and its ongoing product development efforts provide opportunities for incremental
sales of product modules and consulting services to existing accounts. See “Risk Factors — Continued Dependence on Large
Contracts May Result in Lengthy Sales and Implementation Cycles and Impact Revenue Recognition and Cash Flow.”
Astea’s corporate marketing department is responsible for product marketing, lead generation and marketing communications,
including the Company’s corporate website, dialogue with high tech industry analysts, trade conferences, advertising, digital
marketing, online and traditional seminars, direct mail, product collateral, public relations and partner development. Based on
feedback from customers, analysts, business partners and market data, the marketing department provides input and direction
for the Company’s ongoing product development efforts and opportunities for professional services.
One of our major long-term goals is our transformation to a sales and marketing-driven culture. In 2017, Astea made significant
changes in both sales and marketing, improving personnel, process, approach and infrastructure. That year, Astea brought
Emily Hackman in to lead the reinvigorated marketing initiatives and under her leadership we have seen many positive changes
to our brand, our message and our positioning in the marketplace. We also began to enhance our marketing strategies to improve
how we communicates the unique value of our products, services and industry expertise.
In 2018, the corporate marketing department continued its reinvention by beginning a brand transformation that will continue
into 2019 and beyond. We have modernized our marketing approach to better engage with today’s empowered and informed
B2B buyer, and have created greater integration between our sales and service departments.
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Critical components of our brand transformation include: a new, mobile-friendly website; modern imagery and videos that
better explain our value proposition; updated sales collateral and sales enablement tools; new content marketing pieces that
position Astea as a thought leader; and lastly, the re-engagement of our Gartner partnership. The Gartner opinion carries much
weight when companies are looking for new software vendors, so we are happy to partner with them once again to ensure that
they have a full and complete understanding of our technology that would allow them to recommend us to potential buyers.
Astea’s international sales accounted for 44% of the Company’s revenues in 2018 and 47% of the Company’s revenues in
2017. See “Risk Factors — Expansion of International Sales.”
Product Development
Astea’s product development strategy is to provide products that perform with exceptional depth and breadth of functionality
and are easy to implement, use and maintain. Products are designed to be flexible, modular and scalable, so that they can be
implemented incrementally in phases and expanded to satisfy the evolving information requirements of Astea’s clients and
their customers.
The Company uses widely accepted commercially available application development tools from Microsoft Corporation. These
software tools provide the Company’s customers with the flexibility to deploy Astea’s products across a variety of hardware
platforms, operating systems and relational database management systems. The latest Astea Alliance solution suite is
engineered for existing and emerging Microsoft technologies such as Microsoft.NET Framework, Visual Studio 2012,
Windows Presentation Framework, Internet Information Server, and supports Windows 10, Windows Server 2012 & 2012 R2,
MS SQL 2012 & 2012 R2, MS SQL 2015, Oracle Databases 10 & 11, and BizTalk Server. Astea Alliance supports deployments
in both on-premise and cloud environments by leveraging a multi-tenant architecture. This multi-tenant architecture supports
running the application using one set of hardware/software, serving multiple client organizations (tenants). The computing
resources and application code are generally shared between all the tenants on a server. Each tenant has its own set of data that
remains logically isolated from data that belongs to all other tenants.
In addition to product development that is conducted at Company facilities in the United States and Israel, Astea may participate
in contractual relationships with complementary technology companies to reduce time-to-market with new product capabilities
in order to continually increase its value proposition to both existing and prospective customers.
The Company’s expense for product development for both the years ended December 31, 2018 was and 2017 was $1,067,000
and $1,303,000, respectively. These expenses amounted to 4% and 5% of total revenues for 2018 and 2017, respectively. The
Company’s capitalized software development costs were $3,144,000 and $2,633,000 in 2018 and 2017, respectively. Total
software development costs increased $275,000 to $4,211,000 in 2018 compared to $3,936,000 in 2017. Total software
development costs, including capitalized software development costs were 15% of revenue in both 2018 and 2017. The
Company anticipates that it will continue to allocate substantial resources to its development effort for the upgrade of its suite
of products. See “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations” and “Risk Factors
— Need for Development of New Products.”
Manufacturing
The Company’s software products are distributed electronically via a client-server file transfer protocol. Included with the
software products are security keys (a software piracy protection) and documentation available electronically and in hard copy.
Competition
The service management software market is intensely competitive and subject to rapid change. To maintain or increase its
position in the industry, the Company will need to continually enhance its current product offerings, introduce new products
and features and maintain its professional services capabilities. The Company currently competes on the basis of the depth and
breadth of its integrated product features and functions, including the adaptability and scalability of its products to specific
customer environments; the ability to deploy complex systems locally, regionally, nationally and internationally; product
quality; ease-of-use; reliability and performance; breadth of professional services; integration of Astea’s offerings with other
enterprise applications; price; implementation time; and the availability of Astea’s products on popular operating systems,
relational databases, cloud-based, Internet and communications platforms.
Competitors vary in size, scope and breadth of the products and services offered. The Company encounters competition
generally from a number of sources, including other software companies, third-party professional services organizations that
develop custom software, and information systems departments of potential customers developing proprietary, custom
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software. In the service management marketplace, the Company competes against publicly held companies and numerous
smaller, privately held companies. Some of the Company’s competitors include SAP AG (“SAP”), Oracle Corporation
(“Oracle”), IFS, Service Max and a number of smaller privately held companies. See “Risk Factors — Competition in the CRM
Software Market is Intense.”
Licenses and Intellectual Property
Astea considers its software proprietary and licenses its products to its customers under written license agreements. The
Company also employs an encryption system that restricts a user’s access to source code to further protect the Company’s
intellectual property. Because the Company’s products allow customers to use the software’s built-in features to customize
their applications without altering the framework source code, the framework source code for the Company’s products is
typically neither licensed nor provided to customers. The Company does, however, license source code from time to time and
maintains certain third-party source code escrow arrangements.
The Company seeks to protect its products through a combination of copyright, trademark, trade secret and fair business
practice laws. The Company also requires employees, consultants and third parties to sign nondisclosure agreements. Despite
these precautions, it may be possible for unauthorized parties to copy certain portions of the Company’s products or reverse
engineer or obtain and use information that the Company regards as proprietary. The Company presently has no patents or
patent applications pending. See “Risk Factors — Dependence on Proprietary Technology.”
Because the software development industry is characterized by rapid technological change, Astea believes that factors such as
the technological and creative skills of its personnel, new product developments, frequent product enhancements, and reliable
product maintenance are more important to establishing and maintaining a technology leadership position than current legal
protections.
Employees
As of December 31, 2018, the Company, including its subsidiaries, had a total of 170 full-time employees worldwide, 81 in the
United States, 16 in the United Kingdom, 3 in the Netherlands, 44 in Israel, 11 in Australia and 15 in Japan. In addition, we
have 3 part-time employees in Israel. The Company’s future performance depends, in significant part, upon the continued
service of its key technical and management personnel and its continuing ability to attract and retain highly qualified and
motivated personnel in all areas of its operations. See “Risk Factors — Dependence on Key Personnel; Competition for
Employees.” None of the Company’s employees is represented by a labor union. The Company has not experienced any work
stoppages and considers its relationships with its employees to be good.
Corporate History
The Company was incorporated in Pennsylvania in 1979 under the name Applied System Technologies, Inc. In 1992, the
Company changed its name to Astea International Inc. In May 1995, the Company reincorporated in Delaware. In July 1995,
the Company completed its initial public offering of Common Stock.
The Company released a new system architecture based on Microsoft.NET during the third quarter of 2004. On September 21,
2005, the Company acquired substantially all the assets and certain liabilities of FieldCentrix, Inc. In 2013, Astea Alliance
11.0 was released, which introduced an abundance of new features and enhancements that were developed based on three
primary concepts; optimizing and streamlining processes, enabling proactive service insight and intelligence at every level, and
significantly increasing ease of use and customizations without technical skills. Most importantly, this version gave customers
the option to use Alliance as either as an on-premise or cloud application, allowing every company to choose the right platform
that aligns with their strategy and IT ecosystem.
In October 2016, Astea released Version 14.0, and subsequently released Version 14.5 in September 2017, delivering an
extensive number of both technical and functional advancements to help companies catapult revenue growth, optimize the
employee/customer/partner interaction experience, drive productivity improvements, and boost customer satisfaction levels.
This release was a major step in unifying and connecting all service stakeholders—both within and outside of an organization—
into one cohesive service ecosystem focused on delivering superior service outcomes for a company and its customers.
Designed to share information and data effortlessly through more physical and digital mediums that ever before possible, Astea
Alliance 14.5 provides extensive connectivity designed to strengthen the relationship between a service provider and its
customer: portals that provide a 360 degree view of the relationship; the ability to leverage contingent worker job markets;
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seamless scheduling of employee, third party and contingent workers within one environment; and a best-in-class mobile
experience for technicians, subcontractors and customers.
In September 2018, Astea released Alliance Enterprise (Version 15), the newest version of its award-winning Alliance field
service management and mobility platform. We believe that Alliance Enterprise introduces to the field service industry an
entirely new perspective on how an enterprise-grade technology can unify the increasingly complex ecosystem in which
service-driven companies must operate. This transformational release is not just a new version of one of the most capable field
service applications in the industry. It is expected to be the transition of our technology into a platform that gives customers
the power to streamline workflows to create differentiating customer experiences, integrate freely into any other environment,
seamlessly and consistently interact with customers and stakeholders via nearly any medium, and do so using a new toolset
that does not require technical capabilities. It is designed to give organizations the ability to maximize the value of any
workers—employees, third parties and contingent workers—during any type of service activity throughout the entire lifecycle.
The platform also automatically updates end customers on the status of their service activities and helps management
understand organizational performance out-of-the box.
The launch of Alliance Enterprise was the latest step Astea has taken to expand the scope and definition of service. As the
company that first defined service management technology, Astea continues to empower its customers to achieve even higher
levels of operational efficiency, profitability and differentiation.
Item 1A.

Risk Factors.

The following discussion of the Company’s risk factors should be read in conjunction with the financial statements and related
notes thereto set forth elsewhere in this report. The following factors, among others, could cause actual results to differ
materially from those set forth in forward looking statements contained or incorporated by reference in this report and presented
by management from time to time. Such factors, among others, may have a material adverse effect upon the Company’s
business, results of operations and financial condition.
History of Net Losses
The Company has a history of net losses. As of December 31, 2018, the Company had an accumulated deficit of approximately
$34.3 million. Moreover, the Company expects to continue to incur additional operating expenses for research and
development and investment in software development costs to achieve its projected revenue growth. There is no assurance
that the Company may be able to achieve the necessary revenue growth or profitability in the future. If the Company does not
attain or sustain profitability or raise additional equity or debt in the future, the Company may be unable to continue its
operations.
Need for Development of New Products
The Company’s future success will depend upon its ability to enhance its current products and develop and introduce new
products on a timely basis that keep pace with technological developments, industry standards and the increasingly
sophisticated needs of its customers, including developments within the client/server, thin-client and object-oriented computing
environments. Such developments may require, from time to time, substantial capital investments by the Company in product
development and testing. The Company intends to continue its commitment to research and development and its efforts to
develop new products and product enhancements. There can be no assurance that the Company will not experience difficulties
that could delay or prevent the successful development, introduction and marketing of new products and product enhancements;
that new products and product enhancements will meet the requirements of the marketplace and achieve market acceptance; or
that the Company’s current or future products will conform to industry requirements. Furthermore, reallocation of resources
by the Company, such as the diversion of research and development personnel to development of a particular feature for a
potential or existing customer, can delay new products and certain product enhancements. Some of our customers adopted our
software on an incremental basis. These customers may not expand usage of our software on an enterprise-wide basis or
implement new software products introduced by the Company. The failure of the software to perform to customer expectations
or otherwise to be deployed on an enterprise-wide basis could have a material adverse effect on the Company’s ability to collect
revenues or to increase revenues from new as well as existing customers. If the Company is unable to develop and market new
products or enhancements of existing products successfully, the Company’s ability to remain competitive in the industry will
be materially adversely affected.
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Rapid Technological Change
In any software industry there is a continual emergence of new technologies and continual change in customer requirements.
Given the changing demands of service customers and the changing service models brought about my emerging technology,
this is perhaps more true for field service and mobility technology at this time than any other software category. Because of
this rapid change, the Company’s current market position could be rapidly eroded without proper product advancements. In
order to remain competitive, the Company must continuously introduce new products or product enhancements that meet
customers’ requirements, and allow our customers to effectively compete with other service providers, in a timely manner. If
the Company is unable to do this, it may lose current and prospective customers to competitors.
The Company’s application environment relies primarily on software development tools from Microsoft Corporation. If
alternative software development tools were to be designed and generally accepted by the marketplace, we could be at a
competitive disadvantage relative to companies employing such alternative developmental tools.
The Company’s future success will depend mainly on its ability to increase licensed users of Astea Alliance, primarily in cloud
environments. This will be achieved through effective marketing and sales execution supported by properly developed new
products and product enhancements that allow our customers to continuously evolve and adapt. This is turn will generate
additional professional service revenue as these customers look to us for guidance, along with the corresponding support and
maintenance revenues. Like any company, Astea must control its operating expenses to improve profitability. Any failure of
the Company’s products to achieve or sustain market acceptance due to rapid technological changes, would have a material
adverse effect on the Company’s business and results of operations. There can be no assurance that the Company will be able
to increase demand for Astea Alliance products, maintain an acceptable level of support and maintenance revenues or to lower
its expenses, thereby avoiding future losses.
Burdens of Customization
The Company’s clients may request significant customization of Astea Alliance products to address unique characteristics of
their businesses or computing environments. In these situations, the Company would apply contract accounting to determine
the recognition of license revenues. The Company’s commitment to the customization could place a burden on its client support
resources or delay the delivery or installation of products, which, in turn, could materially adversely affect its relationship with
significant clients or otherwise adversely affect business and results of operations. In addition, the Company could incur
penalties or reductions in revenues for failures to develop or timely deliver new products or product enhancements under
development agreements and other arrangements with customers. If customers are not able to customize or deploy the
Company’s products successfully, the customer may not complete expected product deployment, which would prevent
recognition of revenues and collection of amounts due, and could result in claims against the Company.
Product Defects; Failure to Meet Performance Criteria
The Company’s software is intended for use in enterprise-wide applications that may be critical to its customers’ business. As
a result, customers and potential customers typically demand strict requirements for installation and deployment. The
Company’s software products are complex and may contain undetected errors or failures, particularly when software must be
customized for a particular customer, when first introduced or when new versions are released. Although the Company
conducts extensive product testing during product development, the Company has at times delayed commercial release of
software until problems were corrected and, in some cases, has provided enhancements to correct errors in released software.
The Company could, in the future, lose revenues or incur additional and unexpected costs as a result of software errors or
defects. Despite testing by the Company and by current and potential customers, errors in the software, customizations or
releases might not be detected until after initiating commercial shipments, which could result in additional costs, delays,
possible damage to the Company’s reputation and could cause diminished demand for the Company’s products. This could
lead to customer dissatisfaction and reduce the opportunity to renew maintenance contracts or sell new licenses.
Our Sales Cycles Can Be Long, Unpredictable and Require Considerable Time and Expense, Which May Cause our
Operating Results to Fluctuate
The timing of our closing sales to customers is difficult to predict. These efforts require us to educate our customers about the
use and benefit of our services, including the technical capabilities and potential cost savings to an organization. customers
typically undertake a significant evaluation process that has in the past resulted in a lengthy sales cycle, typically between four
and twelve months. We spend substantial time, effort and money on our sales efforts without any assurance that our efforts will
produce any sales. In addition, service subscriptions are frequently subject to budget constraints and unplanned administrative,
processing and other delays. If sales expected from a specific customer for a particular quarter are not realized in that quarter
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or at all, our results could fall short of public expectations, and our business operating results and financial condition could be
adversely affected from quarter to quarter.
Continued Dependence on Large Contracts May Result in Lengthy Sales and Implementation Cycles and Impact
Revenue Recognition and Cash Flow
The sale and implementation of the Company’s products generally involve a significant commitment of resources by
prospective customers. As a result, the Company’s sales process is often subject to delays associated with lengthy approval
processes attendant to significant capital expenditures, definition of special customer implementation requirements, and
extensive contract negotiations with the customer. Therefore, the sales cycle varies substantially from customer to customer
and typically lasts between four and twelve months. During this time the Company may devote significant time and resources
to a prospective customer, including costs associated with multiple site visits, product demonstrations and feasibility studies.
The Company may experience a number of significant delays over which the Company has no control. Because the costs
associated with the sale of the product are fixed in current periods, there may be a lag between the time the Company incurs
costs with regard to a particular customer or contract and the time the Company begins to receive or recognize revenues from
such customer or contract. Moreover, in the event of any downturn in any existing or potential customer’s business or the
economy in general, purchases of the Company’s products may be deferred or canceled.
In addition, the implementation of the Company’s products typically takes several months of integration of the product with
the customer’s other existing systems and customer training requires a close working relationship between the customer and
members of the Company’s professional service organization. These issues make it difficult to predict the quarter in which
expected orders will occur. Delays in implementation of products could cause some or all of the professional services revenues
from those projects to be shifted from the expected quarter to a subsequent quarter or quarters.
When the Company has provided consulting services to implement certain larger projects, some customers have delayed
payment of a portion of license fees until implementation was complete and in some cases have disputed the consulting fees
charged for implementation. There can be no assurance the Company will not experience additional delays or disputes
regarding payment in the future, particularly if the Company receives orders for large, complex installations. Additionally, as
a result of the application of the revenue recognition rules applicable to the Company’s licenses under generally accepted
accounting principles, license revenues may be recognized in periods after those in which the respective licenses were signed.
The Company believes that period-to-period comparisons of its results of operations should not be relied upon as any indication
of future performance.
We Cannot Accurately Predict Subscription Renewal Rates and the Impact These Rates May Have on Our Future
Revenue and Operating Results
Our customers have no obligation to renew their subscriptions for our cloud service after the expiration of their initial
subscription period, which is typically 1 to 3 years. Some customers may elect not to renew. In addition, our customers may
renew for fewer users or renew for shorter contract lengths. We cannot accurately predict attrition rates given our varied
customer base and the number of multi-year subscription contracts. Our attrition rates may increase or fluctuate as a result of a
number of factors, including customer dissatisfaction with our service, customers’ spending levels, decreases in the number of
users at our customers, pricing changes and deteriorating general economic conditions. If our customers do not renew their
subscriptions for our subscription services or reduce the number of paying subscriptions at the time of renewal, our revenue
will decline and our business may suffer.
Our future success also depends in part on our ability to sell new and additional services and/or more subscription service to
new and existing customers. The rate at which our customers purchase new licenses or upgraded services depends on a number
of factors, including general economic conditions and that our customers do not react negatively to any price changes related
to these services. If our efforts to sell to new and existing customers are not successful, our business may suffer.
Fluctuations in Quarterly Operating Results May Be Significant
The Company’s quarterly operating results have in the past and may in the future vary significantly depending on factors such
as:
• revenue from software sales;
• timing of new product releases;
• market acceptance of new and enhanced versions of the Company’s products;
• customer order deferrals in anticipation of enhancements or new products;
• size and timing of significant orders, the recognition of revenue from such orders;
• changes in pricing policies by the Company and its competitors;
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•
•
•
•
•

introduction of alternative technologies;
changes in operating expenses;
changes in the Company’s strategy;
personnel changes; and
effect of potential acquisitions by the Company and its competitors.

The Company has limited or no control over many of these factors. Due to all these factors, it is possible that in some future
quarter the Company’s operating results will be materially adversely affected.
Fluctuations in Quarterly Operating Results Due to Seasonal Factors
The Company expects to experience fluctuations in the sale of licenses for its products due to seasonal factors. The Company
has experienced and anticipates that it may experience relatively lower sales in the first fiscal quarter due to patterns in capital
budgeting and purchasing cycles of current and prospective customers. The Company also expects that sales may decline
during the summer months of its third quarter, particularly in the European markets. Moreover, the Company generally records
most of its total quarterly license revenues in the third month of the quarter, with a concentration of these revenues in the last
half of that third month. This concentration of license revenues is influenced by customer tendencies to make significant capital
expenditures at the end of a fiscal quarter. The Company expects these revenue patterns to continue for the foreseeable future.
Thus, its results of operations may vary seasonally in accordance with licensing activity, and will also depend upon recognition
of revenue from such licenses from time to time. The Company believes that period-to-period comparisons of its results of
operations are not necessarily meaningful and should not be relied upon as an indication of future performance.
Competition in the CRM Software Market is Intense
The Company competes in the CRM software market. This market is highly competitive and the Company expects competition
in the market to increase. The Company’s competitors include large public companies such as Oracle, which owns PeopleSoft
and Siebel, and SalesForce.com, as well as traditional ERP software providers such as IFS and SAP who is developing CRM
capabilities. In addition, a number of smaller privately held companies generally focus only on discrete areas of the CRM
software marketplace, such as Click. Because the barriers to entry in the CRM software market are relatively low, new
competitors may emerge with products that are superior to the Company’s products or that achieve greater market acceptance.
Moreover, the CRM industry is currently experiencing significant consolidation, as larger public companies seek to enter the
CRM market through acquisitions or establish other cooperative relationships among themselves, thereby enhancing their
ability to compete in this market with their combined resources. Some of the Company’s existing and potential competitors
have greater financial, technical, marketing and distribution resources than the Company. These and other competitors pose
business risks to the Company because:
•
•
•
•

they compete for the same customers that the Company tries to attract;
if the Company loses customers to its competitors, it may be difficult or impossible to win them back;
lower prices and a smaller market share could limit the Company’s revenue generating ability, reduce its gross
margins and restrict its ability to become profitable or sustain profitability; and
competitors may be able to devote greater resources to more quickly respond to emerging technologies and
changes in customer requirements or to the development, promotion and sales of their products.

There can be no assurance that the Company will be able to compete successfully against current and future competitors or that
competitive pressures faced by the Company will not adversely affect its business and results of operations.
Part of our Business is Dependent on Market Demand for, and Acceptance of, the Cloud-based Model for the Use of
Software
We derive, and expect to continue to derive a growing percentage of our revenue from the sale of cloud-based services. As a
result, widespread acceptance and use of the cloud-based business model is critical to our future growth and success. Under the
perpetual or periodic license model for software procurement, users of the software typically run applications on their hardware.
Because companies are generally predisposed to maintaining control of their IT systems and infrastructure, there may be
resistance to the concept of accessing the functionality that software provides as a service through a third party. If the market
for cloud-based, software solutions ceases to grow or grows more slowly than we currently anticipate, demand for our services
could be negatively affected.
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Dependence on Proprietary Technology
The Company depends heavily on proprietary technology for its business to succeed. The Company licenses its products to
customers under license agreements containing, among other terms, provisions protecting against the unauthorized use, copying
and transfer of the licensed program. In addition, the Company relies on a combination of trade secrets, copyright and
trademark laws and confidentiality procedures to protect the Company’s proprietary rights in its products and technology. The
legal protection is limited, however. Unauthorized parties could copy aspects of the Company’s products and obtain and use
information that the Company believes is proprietary. Other parties may breach confidentiality agreements or other contracts
they have made with the Company. Policing unauthorized use of the Company’s software is difficult and, while the Company
is unable to determine the extent to which piracy of its software products exists, software piracy can be expected to be a
persistent problem. There can be no assurance that any of the measures taken by the Company will be adequate to protect its
proprietary technology or that its competitors will not independently develop technologies that are substantially equivalent or
superior to the Company’s technologies. If the Company fails to successfully enforce its proprietary technology, its competitive
position may be harmed.
Other software providers could develop similar technology independently, which may infringe on the Company’s proprietary
rights. The Company may not be able to detect infringement and may lose a competitive position in the market before it does
so. In addition, competitors may design around the Company’s technology or develop competing technologies. The laws of
some foreign countries do not protect the Company’s proprietary rights to the same extent as do the laws of the United States.
Litigation may be necessary to enforce the Company’s proprietary rights. Such litigation is time-consuming, has an uncertain
outcome and could result in substantial costs and diversion of management’s attention and resources. However, if the Company
fails to successfully enforce its proprietary rights, the Company’s competitive position may be harmed.
Limited Number of Data Centers to Deliver our Cloud Services
We host our cloud-based software using several third-party data center facilities. We do not control the operation of these
facilities. The owners of our data center facilities have no obligation to renew their agreements with us on commercially
reasonable terms, or at all. If we are unable to renew these agreements on commercially reasonable terms, we may be required
to transfer our hosting operations to other data center facilities, and we may incur significant costs and possible service
interruption in connection with a transfer of this type.
Any changes in third-party service levels at our data centers or any errors, defects, disruptions or other performance problems
with our services could harm our reputation and may damage our customers’ businesses. Interruptions in our services might
reduce our revenue, cause us to issue credits to customers, subject us to potential liability, cause customers to terminate their
subscriptions or harm our renewal rates.
Our data centers are vulnerable to damage or interruption from human error, intentional bad acts, pandemics, earthquakes,
hurricanes, floods, fires, war, terrorist attacks, power losses, hardware failures, systems failures, telecommunications failures
and similar events. The occurrence of a natural disaster or an act of terrorism, or vandalism or other misconduct, a decision to
close the facilities without adequate notice or other unanticipated problems could result in lengthy interruptions in our services.
Our Success Depends on Our Customers’ Continued High-Speed Access to the Internet
Because our cloud services are designed to work over the Internet, our revenue growth depends on our customers’ high-speed
access to the Internet, as well as the continued maintenance and development of the Internet infrastructure. The future delivery
of our cloud services will depend on third-party Internet service providers to expand high-speed Internet access, to maintain a
reliable network with the necessary speed, data capacity and security, and to develop complementary products and services,
including high-speed modems, for providing reliable and timely Internet access and services. The success of our business
directly depends on the continued accessibility, maintenance and improvement of the Internet as a convenient means of
customer interaction, as well as an efficient medium for the delivery and distribution of information by businesses to their
employees. All of these factors are out of our control.
To the extent that the Internet continues to experience increased numbers of users, frequency of use or bandwidth requirements,
the Internet may become congested and be unable to support the demands placed on it, and its performance or reliability may
decline. Any future Internet outages or delays could adversely affect our ability to provide cloud services to our customers.
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Possible Infringement of Third Party Intellectual Property Rights
Substantial litigation and threats of litigation regarding intellectual property rights are common in this industry. The Company
is not aware that its products and technologies employ technology that infringes any valid, existing proprietary rights of third
parties. While there currently are no pending lawsuits against the Company regarding infringement of any existing patents or
other intellectual property rights or any notices that it is infringing the intellectual property rights of others, third parties may
assert such claims in the future. Any claims, with or without merit, could:
•
•
•
•
•

be time consuming to defend;
result in costly litigation or damage awards;
divert management’s attention and resources;
cause product shipment delays; or
require the Company to seek to enter into royalty or licensing agreements, which may not be available on terms
acceptable to the Company, if at all.

A successful claim of intellectual property infringement against the Company or the Company’s failure or inability to license
the infringed or similar technology could seriously harm its business because the Company would not be able to sell the
impacted product without exposing itself to litigation risk and damages. Furthermore, redevelopment of the product so as to
avoid infringement could cause the Company to incur significant additional expense and delay.
Security Breaches and Other Disruptions Could Compromise our Information and Expose us to Liability, Which Would
Cause our Business and Reputation to Suffer
In the ordinary course of the Company’s business, it collects and stores sensitive data, including intellectual property and
proprietary business information of the Company and the Company’s customers, suppliers and business partners as well as
personally identifiable information of the Company’s customers and employees. The secure processing, maintenance and
transmission of this information is critical to the Company’s operations and business strategy. Despite the Company’s security
measures, its information technology and infrastructure may be vulnerable to attacks by hackers or breached due to employee
error, malfeasance or other disruptions. Any such breach could compromise the Company’s networks and the information
stored there could be accessed, publicly disclosed, lost or stolen. Any such access, disclosure or other loss of information could
result in legal claims or proceedings, liability under laws that protect the privacy of personal information, and regulatory
penalties, disrupt the Company’s operations and the services the Company provides to customers, damage the Company’s
reputation, and cause a loss of confidence in the Company’s products and services, which could adversely affect the Company’s
business/operating margins, revenues and competitive position.
Need to Expand Indirect Sales
The Company has historically sold its products through its direct sales force and a limited number of distributors (value-added
resellers, system integrators and sales agents). The Company’s ability to achieve significant revenue growth in the future will
depend in large part on its success in establishing relationships with distributors and OEM partners. The Company is currently
investing, and plans to continue to invest, significant resources to expand its domestic and international direct sales force and
develop distribution relationships. The Company’s distributors also sell or can potentially sell products offered by the
Company’s competitors. There can be no assurance that the Company will be able to retain or attract a sufficient number of
its existing or future third party distribution partners or that such partners will recommend, or continue to recommend, the
Company’s products. The inability to establish or maintain successful relationships with distributors and OEM partners or to
train its direct sales force could cause its sales to decline.
Future Acquisitions
As part of Astea’s growth strategy, it may pursue the acquisition of businesses, technologies or products that are complementary
to its business. Acquisitions involve a number of special risks that could harm the Company’s business, including the diversion
of management’s attention, the integration of the operations and personnel of the acquired companies, and the potential loss of
key employees. In particular, the failure to maintain adequate operating and financial control systems or unexpected difficulties
encountered during expansion could harm the Company’s business. Acquisitions may result in potentially dilutive issuances
of equity securities, and the incurrence of debt and contingent liabilities, any of which could materially adversely affect the
Company’s business and results of operations.
Under the covenants with Western Alliance Bank (“WAB”) regarding our line of credit, the Company must first receive WAB’s
approval before entering into any acquisition transactions.
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Expansion of International Sales
Astea’s international sales accounted for 44% of the Company’s revenues in 2018 and 47% in 2017. The Company expects
that international sales will continue to be a significant component of its business. In the Company’s efforts to expand its
international presence, it will face certain risks, which it may not be successful in addressing. These risks include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

difficulties in establishing and managing international distribution channels and in translating products into
foreign languages;
difficulties finding staff to manage foreign operations and collect accounts receivable;
difficulties enforcing intellectual property rights;
liabilities and financial exposure under foreign laws and regulatory requirements;
potential political, economic or military instability in the countries in which the Company operates;
fluctuations in the value of foreign currencies and currency exchange rates; and
potentially adverse tax consequences.

Additionally, the current economic difficulties in several European and Asian countries could have an adverse impact on the
Company’s international operations in future periods. Any of these factors, if not successfully addressed, could harm the
Company’s operating results.
Subjection to Anti-Bribery and Anti-Corruption Laws
We are required to comply with anti-bribery and anti-corruption laws in the jurisdictions in which we operate, including the
U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (the “FCPA”). The FCPA generally prohibits covered entities and their intermediaries from
engaging in bribery or making other prohibited payments to foreign officials for the purpose of obtaining or keeping business
or other benefits. In addition, the FCPA imposes accounting standards and requirements on covered entities which are intended
to prevent the diversion of corporate funds to the payment of bribes and other improper payments, and to prevent the
establishment of “off-books” slush funds from which such improper payments can be made. Although we believe that we have
acted in compliance with applicable anti-corruption laws, there is no assurance that our practices have prevented or will work
to prevent anti-corruption violations or that they will protect us against liability under anti-corruption laws for actions taken by
our integrators, distributors, agents and other intermediaries with respect to our business or any businesses that we may acquire.
Compliance with the FCPA and other applicable anti-corruption laws is expensive and difficult, particularly in countries in
which corruption is a recognized problem. If we or our intermediaries acting on our behalf are found to have failed to comply
with the FCPA or other applicable anti-corruption laws, we may be subject to criminal and civil penalties, disgorgement and
other remedial measures, any of which could have an adverse impact on our business, results of operations and financial
condition. Any investigation of any potential violations of anti-corruption laws also could have an adverse impact on our
business, results of operations and financial condition, such as through legal expenses and reputational effects.
Research and Development in Israel; Potential Political, Economic or Military Instability
Astea’s principal research and development facilities are located in Israel. Accordingly, political, economic and military
conditions in Israel may directly affect its business. Continued political and economic instability or armed conflicts in Israel or
in the region could directly harm the Company’s business and operations.
Since the establishment of the State of Israel in 1948, a number of armed conflicts have taken place between Israel and its Arab
neighbors, and a state of hostility has existed in varying degrees and intensity. This state of hostility has led to security and
economic problems for Israel. The future of peace efforts between Israel and its Arab neighbors, particularly in light of the
recent violence and political unrest in the Middle East, remains uncertain and several countries still restrict business with Israel
and Israeli companies. These restrictive laws and policies may also materially harm the Company’s operating results and
financial condition. Any hostilities involving Israel or the interruption or curtailment of trade between Israel and its trading
partners could adversely affect our operations and results of operations. The political and security situation in Israel may also
result in parties with whom we have agreements involving performance in Israel claiming that they are not obligated to perform
their commitments under those agreements pursuant to force majeure provisions in such agreements.
Dependence on Key Personnel Who Are Required to Perform Military Service
Many of the Company’s employees in Israel are obligated to perform annual military reserve duty in the Israeli army and are
subject to being called to active duty at any time, which could adversely affect the Company’s ability to pursue its planned
research and development efforts. The Company cannot assess the full impact of these requirements on its workforce or
business and the Company cannot predict the effect of any expansion or reduction of these obligations. The Company’s
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operations could be disrupted by the absence for a significant period of time of one or more of our key employees or a significant
number of other employees due to military service. Any such disruption in the Company’s business could harm its operations.
Inflation and Currency Fluctuations
The Company generates most of its revenues in U.S. dollars but all of its costs associated with the foreign operations located
in Europe, the Pacific Rim, Japan, and Israel are denominated in the respective local currency and translated into U.S. dollars
for consolidation and reporting. As a result, the Company is exposed to risks to the extent that the rate of inflation in Europe,
the Pacific Rim, Japan, or Israel exceeds the rate of devaluation of their related foreign currency in relation to the U.S. dollar
or if the timing of such devaluations lags behind inflation in Europe, the Pacific Rim, Japan, or Israel. In that event, the cost of
the Company’s operations in Europe, the Pacific Rim, Japan, and Israel measured in terms of U.S. dollars will increase and the
U.S. dollar-measured results of operations will suffer.
Dependence on Key Personnel; Competition for Employees
The continued growth and success largely depends on the managerial and technical skills of key technical, sales and
management personnel. In particular, the Company’s business and operations are substantially dependent on the performance
of Zack Bergreen, the founder and chief executive officer. If Mr. Bergreen were to leave or become unable to perform services
for the Company, the business would likely be harmed. The Company’s success also depends, to a substantial degree, upon its
continuing ability to attract, motivate and retain other talented and highly qualified personnel. Competition for key personnel
is intense, particularly so in recent years. From time to time the Company has experienced difficulty in recruiting and retaining
talented and qualified employees. There can be no assurance that the Company can retain its key technical, sales and managerial
employees or that it can attract, assimilate or retain other highly qualified technical, sales and managerial personnel in the
future. If the Company fails to attract or retain enough skilled personnel, its product development efforts may be delayed, the
quality of its customer service may decline and sales may decline.
Concentration of Ownership
Currently, Zack Bergreen, the Company’s chief executive officer, beneficially owns approximately 55% of the outstanding
Common Stock of the Company, which includes 826,000 shares of Series A Convertible Preferred Stock and 797,000 shares
of Series B Convertible Preferred Stock. As a result, Mr. Bergreen exercises significant control over the Company through his
ability to influence and control the election of directors and all other matters that require action by the Company’s stockholders.
Under certain circumstances, Mr. Bergreen could prevent or delay a change of control of the Company which may be favored
by a significant portion of the Company’s other stockholders, or cause a change of control not favored by the majority of the
Company’s other stockholders. Mr. Bergreen’s ability under certain circumstances to influence, cause or delay a change in
control of the Company also may have an adverse effect on the market price of the Company’s Common Stock.
Possible Volatility of Stock Price
The market price of the Company’s common stock (the “Common Stock”) has in the past been, and may continue to be, subject
to significant fluctuations in response to, and may be adversely affected by, variations in quarterly operating results, changes
in earnings estimates by analysts, developments in the software industry, and adverse earnings or other financial announcements
of the Company’s customers as well as other factors. In addition, the stock market can experience extreme price and volume
fluctuations from time to time, which may bear no meaningful relationship to the Company’s performance. Broad market
fluctuations, as well as economic conditions generally and in the software industry specifically, may result in material adverse
effects on the market price of the Company’s Common Stock.
Under Our Loan Agreement with Western Alliance Bank (WAB), if We Fail to Meet Certain Financial and Liquidity
Covenants, WAB May Increase Our Interest Rate, Lower Our Borrowing Base or Refuse to Grant Us Any Additional
Borrowings in the Future
Our ability to continue to meet certain financial and liquidity covenants on our line of credit with WAB depends on our future
performance, which is subject to economic, financial, competitive, and other factors beyond our control. Our business may not
continue to generate cash flows from operations sufficient to meet our financial and liquidity covenants. If there were an event
of default under any of our financial or liquidity covenants that was not cured or waived, WAB could increase the interest rate
or accelerate the line of credit. We cannot assure you that our assets or cash flow would be sufficient to fully repay the line of
credit, either upon maturity or if accelerated, upon an event of default, or that we would be able to refinance or restructure the
payments on the line of credit.
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In the event the Company does not meet its covenants and WAB does not grant a waiver or forbearance agreement, and the
Company believes that it does not have adequate liquidity to operate, the Company will implement a cost cutting plan that
reduces its expenditures to the appropriate level that matches its operating cash flows.
Limitations of the Company Charter Documents
The Company’s Certificate of Incorporation and By-Laws contain provisions that could discourage a proxy contest or make
more difficult the acquisition of a substantial block of the Company’s Common Stock, including provisions that allow the
Board of Directors to take into account a number of non-economic factors, such as the social, legal and other effects upon
employees, suppliers, customers and creditors, when evaluating offers for the Company’s acquisition. Such provisions could
limit the price that investors might be willing to pay in the future for the Company’s shares of Common Stock. The Board of
Directors is authorized to issue, without stockholder approval, up to 5,000,000 shares of preferred stock with voting, conversion
and other rights and preferences that may be superior to the Company’s Common Stock and that could adversely affect the
voting power or other rights of our holders of Common Stock. There are currently 826,000 Series A and 797,000 Series B
Convertible Preferred Stock shares outstanding. The issuance of preferred stock or of rights to purchase preferred stock could
be used to discourage an unsolicited acquisition proposal.
Our business is subject to complex and evolving U.S. and foreign laws and regulations regarding privacy, data
protection, competition, consumer protection, and other matters. Many of these laws and regulations are subject to
change and uncertain interpretation, and could result in claims, changes to our business practices, monetary penalties,
increased cost of operations, or otherwise harm our business.
We are subject to a variety of laws and regulations in the United States and abroad that involve matters central to our business,
including privacy, data protection, and personal information, intellectual property, data security, data retention and deletion,
personal information, electronic contracts and other communications, competition, consumer protection, taxation, economic or
other trade prohibitions or sanctions, and securities law compliance. The introduction of our products, expansion of our
activities in certain jurisdictions, or other actions that we may take may subject us to additional laws, regulations, or other
government scrutiny. In addition, foreign data protection, privacy, competition, and other laws and regulations can impose
different obligations or be more restrictive than those in the United States.
These U.S. federal and state and foreign laws and regulations, which in some cases can be enforced by private parties in addition
to government entities, are constantly evolving and can be subject to significant change. As a result, the application,
interpretation, and enforcement of these laws and regulations are often uncertain, particularly in the new and rapidly evolving
industry in which we operate, and may be interpreted and applied inconsistently from country to country and inconsistently
with our current policies and practices.
Proposed or new legislation and regulations could also significantly affect our business. There currently are a number of
proposals pending before federal, state, and foreign legislative and regulatory bodies. In addition, the European Commission
has approved a data protection regulation, known as the General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”), which has been
finalized and became effective in May 2018. The GDPR includes operational requirements for companies that receive or
process personal data of residents of the European Union that are different than those currently in place in the European Union,
and that will include significant penalties for non-compliance. Similarly, there are a number of legislative proposals in the
United States, at both the federal and state level, that could impose new obligations in areas affecting our business, such as
liability for copyright infringement by third parties. In addition, some countries are considering or have passed legislation
implementing data protection requirements or requiring local storage and processing of data or similar requirements that could
increase the cost and complexity of delivering our services.
These laws and regulations, as well as any associated inquiries or investigations or any other government actions, may be costly
to comply with and may delay or impede the development of new products, increase our operating costs, require significant
management time and attention, and subject us to remedies that may harm our business, including fines or demands or orders
that we modify or cease existing business practices.
Item 1B.

Unresolved Staff Comments.

None
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Item 2.

Properties.

The Company’s headquarters are located in a leased facility of approximately 24,000 square feet in Horsham, Pennsylvania
which runs through August 2022. The Company also leases facilities for operational activities in Irvine, California; Vianen,
Netherlands; and Karmiel, Israel, and for sales and customer support activities in Maidenhead, England; Tokyo, Japan; and
North Sydney, Australia. The Company believes that suitable additional or alternative office space will be available in the
future on commercially reasonable terms as needed.
Item 3.

Legal Proceedings.

None
Item 4.

Mine Safety Disclosures.

Not applicable
PART II
Item 5.

Market for Registrant’s Common Equity and Related Stockholder Matters and Issuer Purchases of
Equity Securities.

The Company’s Common Stock is traded on OTCQB marketplace of the OTC Markets Group, Inc. (“OTCQB). The trading
on the OTCQB began on February 19, 2015 under the symbol “ATEA.”
As of March 27, 2019, there were approximately 52 holders of record of the Company’s Common Stock. On March 27, 2019,
the last reported sale price of the Common Stock as reported by OTCQB was $5.59 per share. The Company currently has
outstanding 826,000 Series A Convertible Preferred Stock shares and 797,000 Series B Convertible Preferred Stock shares.
Dividend Policy
The Board of Directors from time to time reviews the Company’s forecasted operations and financial condition to determine
whether and when payment of a dividend or dividends on common stock is appropriate. No common stock dividends have been
declared since June 2000. The Company has no intention at this time to pay dividends on its common stock. The Revolving
Facility also restricts the Company’s ability to pay dividends on the Common Stock. In September 2008, the Company issued
826,000 shares of Series A Convertible Preferred Stock and in June 2014 issued 797,000 shares of Series B Convertible
Preferred Stock. Dividends accrue daily at a rate of 10% and are payable quarterly only when they are declared by the Board
of Directors. The Company continues to either accrue or disburse quarterly payments on the preferred dividends.
Securities Authorized for Issuance Under Equity Compensation Plans

Plan Category

Number of Securities
to be Issued upon
Exercise of
Outstanding Options,
Warrants & Rights
(a)

Weighted Average
Exercise Price of
Outstanding
Options, Warrants
& Rights
(b)

Number of Securities Remaining
Available for Future Issuance
Under Equity Compensation
Plans (excluding securities
reflected in column (a))
(c)

762,000

$2.54

453,000

-

-

-

762,000

$2.54

453,000

Equity compensation plans
approved by security holders
Equity compensation plans not
approved by security holders
Total
Item 6.

Selected Financial Data.

Not applicable
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Item 7.

Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations.

Overview
The Company develops, markets and supports service management software solutions, which are licensed to companies that
sell and service equipment, or sell and deliver professional services. The Company’s principal product offerings, Astea Alliance
and FieldCentrix Enterprise suites, integrate and automate sales and service business processes and are designed to assist its
users to increase competitive advantages, top-line revenue growth and profitability through better management of information,
people, assets and cash flows.
The Company’s products and services are primarily used in industries such as information technology, medical devices and
diagnostic systems, industrial controls and instrumentation, retail systems, office automation, imaging systems, facilities
management and telecommunications. An eclectic group of other industries, all with equipment sales and service requirements,
are also represented in Astea’s customer base. The Company maintains offices in the United States, United Kingdom, Australia,
Israel, Japan and the Netherlands.
The Company generates revenues from three sources: software license fees for its software products, subscriptions services
from its cloud services, and services and maintenance revenues from professional services, which includes consulting,
implementation, training and maintenance related to those products.
Software license fees accounted for approximately 10% of the Company’s total revenues in 2018 and 2017. Software license
fee revenues include some fees from the sublicensing of third-party software and mapping software licenses. Typically,
customers pay a license fee for the software based on the number of licensed users. Depending on the contract terms and
conditions, software license fees are recognized as revenue upon delivery of the product if no significant vendor obligations
remain and collection of the resulting receivable is deemed probable. If significant vendor obligations exist at the time of
delivery or if the product is subject to uncertain customer acceptance, revenue is deferred until no significant obligations remain
and/or acceptance has occurred.
We provide SaaS solutions which generate revenue from cloud subscription services. Our SaaS customers typically purchase
three-year license subscriptions, but occasionally will purchase annual license subscriptions. We do not recognize any revenue
from SaaS sales until the customer goes live. The revenues recognized from SaaS projects were attributable to projects that
went live in 2018 or were already live before the start of 2018. A larger than expected amount of SaaS revenue was reported
in 2018 due to certain customers taking 2 years or longer to go live, allowing us to recognize $229,000 of additional subscription
revenue which we do not expect to continue into future years. It generally only takes several months of implementation and
consulting for a new customer to go live. Subscription revenue is recognized on a straight-line basis over the expected service
period.
The remaining component of the Company’s revenues consists principally of fees derived from professional services associated
with the implementation and deployment of the Company’s software products, and maintenance fees for ongoing customer
support, primarily external customer technical support services and unspecified product upgrades and enhancements.
Professional services (including training) are generally charged on an hourly or daily basis and invoiced on a regular basis,
generally monthly, pursuant to customer work orders. Training services may also be charged on a per-attendee basis with a
minimum daily charge. Out-of-pocket expenses incurred by Company personnel performing professional services are typically
reimbursed by the customer. The Company recognizes revenue from professional services as the services are performed unless
the services are under a fixed-price arrangement or are pursuant to a subscription arrangement. Consulting, training and other
services that are sold under fixed-price arrangements are recognized using the percentage of completion method based on direct
labor hours incurred to date as a percentage of total estimated direct labor hours required to complete the project. In a
subscription arrangement, all professional services are deferred until the customer goes live. Once live, implementation
services are recognized ratably over the remaining life of that contract or two years whichever is longer. Consulting services
primarily comprise implementation support related to the installation and configuration of the Company's products and do not
typically require significant production, modification or customization of the software. In arrangements that require significant
production, modification or customization of the software and where services are not available from third-party suppliers, the
consulting and license fees are recognized concurrently. When total cost estimates exceed revenue in a fixed-price arrangement,
the estimated losses are recognized immediately in cost of revenue.
Maintenance fees are typically paid to the Company under written agreements entered into at the time of the initial software
license sale. Maintenance revenue, which is generally invoiced annually, is recognized ratably over the term of the agreement.
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Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates
The Company’s significant accounting policies are more fully described in its “Summary of Significant Accounting Policies,”
Note 2, to the Company’s consolidated financial statements. The preparation of financial statements in conformity with
accounting principles generally accepted within the United States of America requires management to make estimates and
assumptions in certain circumstances that affect amounts reported in the accompanying financial statements and related notes.
In preparing these financial statements, management has made its best estimates and judgments of certain amounts included in
the financial statements, giving due consideration to materiality. The Company does not believe there is a great likelihood that
materially different amounts would be reported related to the accounting policies described below; however, application of
these accounting policies involves the exercise of judgments and the use of assumptions as to future uncertainties and, as a
result, actual results could differ from these estimates.
Revenue Recognition
Astea’s revenue is principally recognized from contracts with customers for the following performance obligations: (i)
licensing arrangements, (ii) subscription services and (iii) services and maintenance.
The Company markets its products primarily through its direct sales force and resellers. License agreements do not provide
for a right of return, and historically, product returns have not been significant.
In May 2014, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”) issued Revenue from Contracts with Customers which
modifies how all entities recognize revenue, and consolidates revenue recognition guidance into one, Revenue from Contracts
with Customers (“new guidance”). The Company adopted the new guidance on January 1, 2018 and applied the modified
retrospective method of adoption with a cumulative catch-up adjustment to the opening balance of accumulated deficit at
January 1, 2018. Under this method, the Company applied the revised guidance in the year of adoption and applied the old
guidance, Revenue Recognition (“old guidance”), in the prior years. As a result, the Company applied the new guidance only
to contracts that were not yet completed as of January 1, 2018. The Company recognized a cumulative catch-up adjustment to
the opening balance of accumulated deficit at the effective date for contracts that still required performance by the Company
at the date of adoption. See Note 1 of the Consolidated Financial Statements for disclosure of adoption. The new
guidance outlines a comprehensive five-step revenue recognition model based on the principle that an entity should recognize
revenue to depict the transfer of promised goods or services to customers in an amount that reflects the consideration to which
the entity expects to be entitled in exchange for those goods or services. The five steps are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Identify the contract with a customer.
Identify the performance obligations in the contract.
Determine the transaction price.
Allocate the transaction price to performance obligations in the contract.
Recognize revenue when or as the Company satisfies a performance obligation.

The Company satisfies performance obligations as discussed in further detail below. Revenue is recognized at the time the
related performance obligation is satisfied by transferring a promised good or service to a customer.
The Company recognizes revenue from license sales when the above criteria are met. The Company generally uses written
contracts as a means to establish the terms and conditions by which our products, services and maintenance support are sold to
our customers. The Company satisfies the performance obligation when the license key has been delivered electronically to
the customer. If these criteria are not met, then revenue is deferred until such criteria are met or until the period(s) over which
the last performance obligation is delivered.
The Company recognizes revenues from maintenance ratably over the term of the underlying maintenance contract term. The
term of the maintenance contract is usually one year. Renewals of maintenance contracts create new performance obligations
that are satisfied over the contract term.
Revenues from professional services mostly consist of time and material services. The performance obligations are satisfied,
and revenues are recognized, when the services are provided or when the service term has expired.
In subscription based arrangements, even though customers use the software element, they generally do not have a contractual
right to take possession of the software at any time during the hosting period without significant penalty to either run the
software on its own hardware or contract with an unrelated third party to host the software. Accordingly, these software as a
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service (SaaS) arrangements, including the software license fees within the arrangements, are accounted for as subscription
services provided all other revenue recognition criteria have been met. The subscription revenue is recognized on a straightline basis over the performance obligation. The Company recognizes subscription revenue once a customer goes-live ratably
over the remaining contract period or estimated customer life whichever is longer. The contract period is typically 1 to 3 years.
The average expected life of a customer is 2 years. The average customer takes about 8 to 10 months to go live. The Company
expects the average life of a customer to increase as more customers begin to renew their subscription contracts. When
implementation, consulting and training services are bundled with the subscription based arrangement, these services are
recognized over the life of the initial contract (performance obligation), once the project goes live.
In contracts with multiple performance obligations, the Company accounts for individual performance obligations separately,
if they are distinct. The Company allocates the transaction price to each performance obligation based on its relative standalone
selling price out of total consideration of the contract. For maintenance and support, the Company determines the standalone
selling price based on the price at which the Company separately sells a renewal contract. The Company determines the
standalone selling price for sales of licenses using the residual approach. For professional services, the Company determines
the standalone selling prices based on the price at which the Company separately sells those services.
The new guidance prefers that revenue in a contract with multiple performance obligations use the adjusted market approach
which includes standalone selling price (“SSP”) or third party evidence (“TPE”) or expected cost plus margin approach as the
methodology for allocating revenues to software. The Company uses the Residual Method for allocating the revenues from a
contract to the license component of the sale. Due to competition, highly variable pricing, customer demographics, varying
size of our customers, and other such factors, the Company’s selling prices are considered uncertain for each perpetual license
sale. Therefore, SSP is not an appropriate methodology as it relates to our license revenue. In terms of TPE as a basis to price
our software, our product is unique and expansive in terms of the system’s inherent functionality. There are no directly
comparable products in the marketplace today, which we could use as the basis to set our standard license pricing based on a
comparison with other vendors. In addition, most of the companies with whom we compete, are privately owned, which
prevents us from obtaining reliable TPE. Accordingly, the new guidance permits the Company to use the Residual Method for
allocating selling price if the first two preferable choices cannot be used. The residual between the total transaction price and
the observable standalone selling prices of those performance obligations with observable standalone selling prices is
considered to be the estimated standalone selling price of the goods or services underlying the performance obligation.
Astea commonly sells its software products bundled with maintenance and professional services. As noted above, the new
standard requires an entity to allocate the transaction price to the distinct performance obligations in a contract on a relative
SSP basis. Under the new guidance, “…an entity shall determine the standalone selling price at contract inception of the distinct
good or service underlying each performance obligation in the contract and allocate the transaction price in proportion to those
standalone selling prices.” SSP is defined as the price at which an entity would sell a promised good or service separately to a
customer. Astea has a history of selling maintenance renewals and professional services on a standalone basis. Therefore, the
Company will utilize SSP for its performance obligations as it relates to service and maintenance revenue. In addition, due to
the Company having different maintenance and service rates in other parts of the world in which it operates, the Company has
developed a reasonable range for its SSP for maintenance and services rather than a single point.
The incremental costs of obtaining a customer contract (i.e., those costs related to obtaining the customer contract that would
not have been incurred if the customer contract was not obtained), such as a sales commission, should be capitalized if the
Company expects to recover those costs (based on net future cash flows from the contract and expected contract renewals).
The Company may expense the incremental costs of obtaining a contract if the amortization period would otherwise be one
year or less. Since sales commissions are costs that are incremental and the amortization of sales commissions would be one
year or less, the Company will continue to expense these items as incurred. Costs of obtaining a customer contract that are not
incremental (i.e., costs related to obtaining the customer contract that would have been incurred regardless of whether the
customer contract had been obtained), such as travel costs incurred to present the customer proposal, should only be capitalized
if those costs are explicitly chargeable to the customer regardless of whether the entity enters into a contract with the customer.
Otherwise, such costs are expensed as incurred. The Company will continue to expense these costs as they are incurred.
The primary change in how we report revenues and expenses under the new guidance will be in the way we report expenses
related to our subscription business. In the past, we deferred all hosting revenue until the customer went live. This practice
will continue. The purpose of this practice is to only recognize subscription revenue over the period in which the customer
receives the benefit of using the system (performance obligation is satisfied). The major change resulting from the adoption of
the new guidance will relate to costs incurred in getting a hosted customer live. Through the end of 2017, the Company charged
all implementation costs to expense in the period incurred. Starting January 1, 2018, we defer all implementation related costs
on the balance sheet (primarily labor costs and hosting costs) until the customer goes live. Once live, we will recognize the
deferred implementation costs related to that customer ratably over the remaining expected life of the customer contract or two
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years, whichever is longer. At this point, based on the Company’s relatively short time-span as a provider of a hosted solution,
our analysis shows that the average lifespan of an Astea hosted customer is 2 years. Therefore, we will amortize the deferred
cost over 2 years or the remaining life of the contract, whichever is longer. This is consistent with the revenue recognition
methodology used for the subscription service revenue for that customer. The Company satisfies performance obligations as
discussed in further detail below. Revenue is recognized at the time the related performance obligation is satisfied by
transferring a promised service to a customer.
We believe that our accounting estimates used in applying our revenue recognition are critical because:
•
•
•
•

the determination that it is probable that the customer will pay for the products and services purchased is inherently
judgmental and includes credit risk;
determining the performance obligations and transaction price to certain elements in multiple-element arrangements
is complex;
the determination of whether a service is essential to the functionality of the software is complex and could potentially
create a new performance obligation; and
the estimated customer life of subscription services.

Changes in the aforementioned items could have a material effect on the type and timing of revenue recognized. In addition,
Company’s payment terms and conditions vary by contract and size of customer, although terms generally include a
requirement of payment within 30 to 60 days of the invoice date. In instances where the timing of revenue recognition differs
from the timing of invoicing, the Company has determined that its contracts generally do not include a significant financing
component. The primary purpose of invoicing terms is to provide customers with simplified and predictable ways of purchasing
our products and services, and not to facilitate financing arrangements. The Company generally has not experienced any
material losses related to receivables from individual customers, or groups of customers. Due to these factors, no additional
credit risk beyond amounts provided by the allowance for doubtful accounts is believed by management to be probable in the
Company’s accounts receivable. The Company has not adjusted revenues for customers related to credit risk.
For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, the Company recognized $27,468,000 and $26,334,000, respectively, of
revenue related to software license fees, subscription revenue, and services and maintenance.
We present taxes assessed by a governmental authority including sales, use, value added and excise taxes on a net basis and
therefore the presentation of these taxes is excluded from our revenues and is included in accrued expenses in the accompanying
consolidated balance sheets until such amounts are remitted to the taxing authority.
The Company is engaged in the design, development, marketing and support of its service management software solutions.
All revenues result from selling of license (perpetual and subscription) software products and related professional services and
customer support services. Accordingly, the Company considers itself to have one reporting segment. The Company’s chief
decision maker further reviews financial information presented on a consolidated basis to determine if revenue can be further
disaggregated in order to make operating decisions and assessing financial performance. It was determined that all revenue
recognized in our consolidated statements of operations is considered to be revenue from contracts with customers, which can
be disaggregated by timing of revenue recognition and geographic regions (see Note 12 in the notes to the Consolidated
Financial Statements for disaggregated revenues by geographic regions).
The following table depicts the Company’s disaggregation of revenue:
Years ended
December 31,
2018
Timing of Revenue Recognition
Performance obligations transferred at a point in time
Performance obligations transferred over time
Performance obligations transferred over time, initiated at go-live
Total revenues

2017

$

2,790,000
18,417,000
6,261,000

$

2,533,000
19,172,000
4,629,000

$

27,468,000

$

26,334,000

The performance obligation transferred at a point in time relates to perpetual license revenue for which there is no deferred
revenue as of December 31, 2018 or 2017. The performance obligations transferred over time consist of professional services
that are recognized based on time and materials, as the services are performed. The performance obligation for support services
is recognized ratably over time based on the contract life, except for a few fixed price contracts are recognized based on certain
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milestones. If the customer pays in advance, then the services are deferred until the performance obligation can be met. For
support services, the fee is paid in advance of the performance obligation. Accordingly, the Company has recorded deferred
revenue fixed price contracts and support services for $7,308,000 and $7,424,000 as of December 31, 2018 and 2017,
respectively. Performance obligations transferred over time, initiated at go-live, relates to our subscription hosting and our
subscription professional services for the implementation. No performance obligation is recognized until the customer is live
and has access to the subscription services. Once live, the performance obligation is recognized over time, which is 2 years
the average customer life or the contract life of a customer whichever is longer. Because subscription fees are paid in advance,
and professional services fees are paid as the services are performed, the revenue from both is deferred until the date in which
the customer goes live. The Company has deferred revenue recorded for performance obligations transferred over time,
initiated at go-live for hosting and hosting services for $3,211,000 and $3,595,000 as of December 31, 2018 and 2017,
respectively.
The long term deferred revenue recorded for $763,000 and $504,000 as of December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively, relates
to the portion of revenue that will be realized in greater than one year for hosting implementation services.
Cost of Software License Fees
Cost of software license fees includes amortization of capitalized software development costs and the cost of third party licenses
sold to customers.
Cost of Subscriptions
Cost of subscription includes compensation and benefits provided to our professional service employees who provide
administrative hosting services, third party hosting costs, and allocated facility costs.
Cost of Services and Maintenance
Cost of services and maintenance includes compensation and benefits provided to our professional service employees,
independent consultants, telecommunication costs, outside monitoring costs, unreimbursed travel expenses and allocated
facility costs.
Product Development
Product development costs include our research and development expenses which consist primarily of personnel, contractors, and
related costs, including salaries and employee benefits for software engineers, net of capitalized software development costs. To
date, our product development efforts have been devoted to new products and service offerings and increases in features and
functionality of our existing products and services.
Sales and Marketing
Sales and marketing costs include compensation, commissions and benefits paid to our sales and marketing teams,
telecommunication costs, travel costs, marketing and sales costs, professional fees and allocated facility costs.
General and Administrative Costs
General and administrative costs include salaries, benefits and related costs for the Company’s finance, administrative and
executive management personnel, external accounting and audit costs, bad-debt expense, professional fees, corporate facility
costs, Board of Directors’ expenses and other costs associated with being a public company.
Depreciation and Amortization
Depreciation is calculated on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives of the assets, which range from three to ten
years for computers and related equipment, furniture and fixtures, software and office equipment, and the lesser of the lease
term or estimated useful life for leasehold improvements.
Deferred Revenue
Deferred revenue includes amounts billed to or received from customers for which revenue has not been recognized. This
generally results from post-contract support, software installation, subscription fees for hosting, hosting consulting fees not yet
recognized and training or license revenue which has been deferred until all revenue recognition requirements have been met
or services performed.
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Accounts Receivable and Allowance for Doubtful Accounts
The Company evaluates the adequacy of its allowance for doubtful accounts at the end of each quarter. In performing this
evaluation, the Company analyzes the payment history of its customer accounts that are significantly past due, subsequent cash
collections on these accounts and comparative accounts receivable aging statistics. Based on this information, along with
consideration of the general strength of the economy, the Company develops what it considers to be a reasonable estimate of
the uncollectible amounts included in accounts receivable. This estimate involves significant judgment by the management of
the Company. Actual uncollectible amounts may differ from the Company’s estimate.
Unbilled accounts receivables are established when revenue is deemed to be recognized based on the Company’s revenue
recognition policy, but due to contractual restraints over the timing of invoicing, the Company does not have the right to invoice
the customer by the balance sheet date.
We believe that our estimate of our allowance for doubtful accounts is critical because of the significance of our accounts
receivable balance relative to total assets. If the general economy deteriorated, or factors affecting the profitability or liquidity
of the industry changed significantly, then this could affect the accuracy of our allowance for doubtful accounts.
Capitalized Software and Research and Development Costs
The Company capitalizes software development costs incurred during the period subsequent to the establishment of
technological feasibility through the product’s availability for general release. Costs incurred prior to the establishment of
technological feasibility are charged to product development expense as they are incurred. Product development expense
includes payroll, employee benefits, other headcount-related costs associated with product development and any related costs
to third parties under sub-contracting or net of any collaborative arrangements.
Capitalized software development costs are amortized on a product-by-product basis over the greater of the ratio of current
revenues to total anticipated revenues or on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives of the products beginning with
the initial release to customers. The Company’s estimated life for its capitalized software products is two years based on
current sales trends and the rate of product release. The Company continually evaluates whether events or circumstances have
occurred that indicate that the remaining useful life of the capitalized software development costs should be revised or that the
remaining balance of such assets may not be recoverable. The Company evaluates the recoverability of capitalized software
based on the net realizable value of each product, which includes the estimated future gross revenues from that product reduced
by the estimated future costs of completing and disposing of that product, including the costs of performing maintenance and
customer support required to satisfy the Company’s responsibility set forth at the time of sale. As of December 31, 2018,
management believes that no revisions to the remaining useful lives or write-downs of capitalized software development costs
are required.
We believe that our estimate of our capitalized software costs and the period for their amortization is critical because of the
significance of our balance of capitalized software costs relative to our total assets. Potential impairment is determined by
comparing the balance of unamortized capitalized software costs to the net realizable value for a capitalized software product.
If efforts to sell that software product are terminated, or if the net realizable value from that software product drops below the
unamortized balance, then an impairment would be recognized.
Stock-Based Compensation – Option Plans
The Company estimates the fair value of stock options granted using the Black-Scholes-Merton (“Black-Scholes”) optionpricing formula and amortizes the estimated option value using an accelerated amortization method where each option grant
is split into tranches based on vesting periods. The Company’s expected term represents the period that the Company’s sharebased awards are expected to be outstanding and was determined based on historical experience regarding similar awards,
giving consideration to the contractual terms of the share-based awards and employee termination data. Executive level
employees who hold a majority of options outstanding, and non-executive level employees each have similar historical option
exercise and termination behavior and thus were grouped for valuation purposes. The Company’s expected volatility is based
on the historical volatility of its traded common stock and places exclusive reliance on historical volatilities to estimate our
stock volatility over the expected term of its awards. The Company has historically not paid dividends to common stockholders
and has no foreseeable plans to issue dividends. The risk-free interest rate is based on the yield from the U.S. Treasury zerocoupon bonds with an equivalent term.
Under the Company’s stock option plans, options awards generally vest over a four-year period of continuous service and have
a 10-year contractual term. The fair value of each option is amortized using an accelerated amortization method over the
option’s vesting period. The fair value of each option is estimated on the date of the grant using the Black-Scholes option
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pricing formula. There were 125,000 and 135,000 options granted during the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017,
respectively.
Accounting for Income Taxes
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are determined based on differences between financial reporting and tax bases of assets and
liabilities and operating loss and tax credit carryforwards and are measured using the enacted tax rates and laws that will be in
effect when the difference and carryforwards are expected to be recovered or settled. A valuation allowance for deferred tax
assets is provided when we estimate that it is more likely than not that all or a portion of the deferred tax assets may not be
realized through future operations. This assessment is based upon consideration of available positive and negative evidence
which includes, among other things, our most recent results of operations and expected future profitability. We consider our
actual historical results to have a stronger weight than other more subjective indicators when considering whether to establish
or reduce a valuation allowance on deferred tax assets.
As of December 31, 2018, we had approximately $10.9 million of net deferred tax assets, against which we provided a 100%
valuation allowance. Our net deferred tax assets were generated primarily by operating losses. Accordingly, it is more likely
than not, that we will not realize these assets through future operations.
The Company prescribes a recognition threshold and measurement attribute for the financial statement recognition and
measurement of a tax position taken or expected to be taken in a tax return. Estimated interest is recorded as a component of
interest expense and penalties are recorded as a component of general and administrative expenses.
New Accounting Pronouncements – Leases
In February 2016, the FASB issued guidance for accounting for leases. The guidance requires lessees to recognize assets and
liabilities related to long-term leases on the balance sheet and expands disclosure requirements regarding leasing arrangements.
The guidance is effective for reporting periods beginning after December 15, 2018 and early adoption is permitted. The
guidance must be adopted on a modified retrospective basis and provides for certain practical expedients. The Company is
required to adopt this guidance in the first quarter of 2019 and we currently expect that the adoption of this guidance will
change the way we account for our operating leases and will result in recording the future benefits of those leases as an asset
and the related minimum lease payments as a liability on our consolidated balance sheets. The Company anticipates a significant
balance sheet gross-up for the right-of-use assets and corresponding liabilities, with no impact to its debt covenant. The
Company does not finance purchases of equipment, but it does have operating leases for office space and equipment in all
locations. The Company has identified all material operating lease agreements. It has also reviewed all significant contracts
for embedded leases. No embedded leases were identified during this process. Changes to processes and internal controls to
meet the standard’s reporting and disclosure requirements have been identified and are being implemented.
We determine if an arrangement is a lease at inception. All leases to which the Company is a party are operating leases.
Beginning January 1, 2019, the operating leases will be reported on our consolidated balance sheet as operating lease right-ofuse (“ROU”) assets and operating lease liabilities. The ROU assets represent our right to use an underlying asset for the lease
term and lease liabilities represent our obligation to make lease payments arising from the lease. Operating lease ROU assets
and liabilities will be recognized at the commencement date based on the present value of the lease payments over the lease
term. As none of our leases provide an implicit interest rate, we will use our incremental borrowing rate based on the
information available at the commencement date in calculating the present value of lease payments. The operating lease ROU
asset also includes any lease payments made and excludes lease incentives. Our lease terms may include options to extend or
terminate the lease when it is reasonably certain that we will exercise the option. Lease expense for lease payments will be
recognized on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
The new guidance provides a number of optional practical expedients in transition. The Company expects to elect the ‘package
of practical expedients’, which permits us under the new guidance not to reassess our prior conclusions about lease
identification, lease classification and initial direct costs. Astea does not expect to elect the use-of hindsight or the practical
expedient pertaining to land easements; the latter not being applicable to us. Astea expects that this guidance will have a
material effect on our financial statements. While we continue to assess all of the effects of adoption, we currently believe the
most significant effects relate to the recognition of new ROU assets and lease liabilities on our balance sheet for our office and
equipment operating leases and providing significant new disclosures about our leasing activities. We do not expect a
significant change in our leasing activities between now and adoption. On adoption, we currently expect to recognize operating
liabilities in the range of $2.6 million to $3.2 million, with corresponding ROU assets of the same amount based on the present
value of the remaining minimum rental payments under current leasing standards for existing operating leases.
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The new guidance also provides practical expedients for an entity’s ongoing accounting. We currently expect to elect the shortterm lease recognition exemption for one of our office equipment leases. This means, for those leases that qualify, we will not
recognize ROU assets or lease liabilities. This includes not recognizing ROU assets or lease liabilities for existing short-term
leases on those assets in transition. We also currently expect to elect the practical expedient to not separate lease and non-lease
components for all of our leases. We also expect that the adoption of this guidance will result in additional lease-related
disclosures in the footnotes to our future consolidated financial statements.
Results of Operations
The following table sets forth for the periods indicated, selected financial data and the percentages of the Company’s total
revenues by each line item for the periods presented:
2017

Years ended December 31,
Revenues:
Software license fees
Subscriptions
Services and maintenance

2018

Total revenues
Cost of revenues:
Cost of software license fees
Cost of subscriptions
Cost of services and maintenance

100.0

100.0

9.7
4.7
50.8

10.0
3.2
56.8

65.2

70.0

Gross profit
Operating Expenses:
Product development
Sales and marketing
General and administrative

34.8

30.0

3.9
13.8
14.8

4.9
13.6
11.4

Total operating expenses
Income from operations
Interest expense, net
Income tax expense (benefit)

32.5
2.3
0.9
0.1

29.9
0.0
0.8
(1.1 )

Total cost of revenues

10.2 %
16.8
73.0

Net income

1.3 %

9.6 %
10.4
80.0

0.4 %

Comparison of Years Ended December 31, 2018 and 2017
Financial results for the year ended December 31, 2018, as compared to the year ended December 31, 2017 reflect the effects
of adopting Revenue from Contracts with Customers, which provided a new basis of accounting for our revenue arrangements
beginning upon adoption on January 1, 2018.
The adoption of Revenue from Contracts with Customers limits the comparability of certain expenses, including cost of
subscriptions, and cost of services and maintenance, presented in the results of operations year ended December 31, 2018, when
compared to the year ended December, 2017. For additional information regarding the adoption of this accounting standard,
refer to Note 1 in the notes to consolidated financial statements under the heading “Recently Adopted Accounting Standards.”
Revenues
Total revenues increased $1,134,000 or 4%, to $27,468,000 for the year ended December 31, 2018 from $26,334,000 for the
year ended December 31, 2017. Software license revenues increased 10% in 2018 compared to 2017. Subscription revenues
increased $1,879,000 or 69% to $4,615,000 from $2,736,000 in 2017. Services and maintenance fees for 2018 amounted to
$20,063,000, a 5% decrease from 2017.
Software license fee revenues increased $257,000 or 10% to $2,790,000 in 2018 from $2,533,000 in 2017. Astea Alliance
license revenues increased to $2,510,000 in 2018 from $2,256,000 in 2017, an increase of 11%. The increase was primarily
due to higher perpetual license sales in the U.S. and Europe partially offset by a decrease in the Asia Pacific region.
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FieldCentrix license revenue increased by 1% to $280,000 in 2018 compared to 2017. FieldCentrix license sales consisted of
the addition of one new customer and additional user licenses sold to existing customers who expanded their user counts in
2018.
Subscription revenue for the year ended December 31, 2018 was $4,615,000, an increase of 69%, compared to $2,736,000 in
2017. The increase resulted from an increase in users which generated more revenue as we charge hosted customers a per user
fee and a higher number of hosted customers went live in 2018 compared to the same period in 2017. One Japanese customer
went live in of 2018 and generated hosting revenue of $424,000. This customer started their implementation in the third quarter
of 2016. The extended implementation period was due to certain functional requirements of the customer that lengthened the
time required for this customer to go-live. Future subscription revenue from this customer will not continue at this same level,
because the previously deferred annual hosting revenues were recognized as the 2-year service period for those hosting services
had lapsed. This implementation was more complex than most, as typically most customers go live in 6 to 10 months. Even
though the Company signed new SaaS customers in 2018, the associated hosting revenue has been deferred until the new
customers go-live.
Total services and maintenance revenues decreased $1,002,000 or 5% to $20,063,000 in 2018 from $21,065,000 in 2017.
Service and maintenance revenue decreased $1,054,000, or 6% on the Astea Alliance products. The decrease was mainly
attributable to a decrease in services in Europe and Asia Pacific, offset by an increase in services in the U.S. and Japan. The
increases resulted from the signing of several license agreements over the past 12 months and the recognition of service revenue
from hosting deals that went live in 2018. Once a hosted customer goes live, we start to recognize deferred implementation
fees over the remaining life of the contract or two years whichever is longer. In addition, there was a slight increase in
maintenance revenue from license sales that closed in 2018. Service and maintenance revenues generated by FieldCentrix
increased by $52,000 or 2% to $2,258,000 in 2018 due to the addition of one new customer and upgrading existing customers.
In 2018 and 2017, there were no customers that accounted for 10% or more of total revenues.
Costs of Revenues
Costs of software license fees increased slightly, by 1%, to $2,667,000 in 2018 from $2,631,000 in 2017. Included in the cost
of software license fees is the amortization of capitalized software development costs and the cost of all third party software
embedded in the Company’s software licenses sold to customers. Amortization of capitalized software development costs
increased slightly, by 1%, to $2,618,000 in 2018 compared to $2,581,000 in 2017. The increase is from Alliance Version 14.5
being released in September 2017 which generated 9 months of amortization in 2018 and Alliance Enterprise Version 15 being
released at the end of September 2018 with the start of its amortization in October 2018. The Company expects amortization
costs to increase over the next two years due to the significant investment needed for the release of Version 15 in September
2018. The gross margin percentage on software license sales was 4% in 2018 compared to (4%) in 2017. The improvement in
the license margin resulted primarily from the increase in software license fees revenue in 2018.
Cost of subscriptions increased 53% to $1,303,000 in 2018 compared to $852,000 in 2017. Beginning in 2018, the Company
defers the costs of subscriptions for hosting customers who are in the implementation process until they go live. Once live, the
deferred cost of subscriptions is recognized ratably along with the deferred subscription revenue. Because a hosted customer
went live during the third quarter of 2018, the implementation costs that had previously been deferred, were fully recognized
because the 2-year service period had lapsed. Under the new revenue guidance, the Company defers certain hosting costs,
which are now amortized over the hosting period once the customer goes live. Under the old guidance, as presented in 2017,
the Company expensed these costs as incurred. The cost increases from 2017 to 2018 resulted from additional costs generated
by a growing base of hosted customers. The gross margin percentage on hosting was 72% in 2018 compared to 69% in 2017.
Had the Company not deferred any hosting costs in 2018, the gross profit percentage would have been 68%.
Costs of services and maintenance decreased 7% to $13,943,000 in 2018 from $14,956,000 in 2017. Part of the decrease was
due to the net impact of the new revenue recognition rules in which the Company deferred $1,150,000 in costs offset by the
recognition of $964,000 in costs. Additional factors causing the decrease in cost of service and maintenance is mainly attributed
to a decrease in contracted service work in Japan and decreased travel expense in all regions. The gross margin percentage was
31% in 2018 compared to 29% in 2017. Had the Company expensed service and maintenance costs that were capitalized as a
result of the new accounting rules in 2018, the gross margin would have been 30%.
Gross Profit
Total gross profit increased 21% to $9,555,000 in 2018 from $7,895,000 in 2017. As a percentage of revenue, gross profit was
35% for the year ended December 31, 2018 compared to 30% for year ended December 31, 2017. Due to the adoption of
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revenue from contract with customers, the Company deferred $1,150,000 of costs that under the previous guidance would have
been expensed as incurred. If the Company expensed these costs in 2018, the gross profit as a percentage of revenue would
have been 30%.
Operating Expenses
Product Development
Product development expenses decreased $236,000 to $1,067,000 in 2018 from $1,303,000 in 2017. Fluctuations in product
development expense from period to period can vary due to the amount of development expense which is
capitalized. Software development costs of $3,144,000 were capitalized in 2018 compared to $2,633,000 during the same
period in 2017 due to additional resources working on Version 15. Extra time and resources were allocated to the development
of Alliance Enterprise Version 15 due to all the additional functionality and upgrades completed. Gross development expense
was $4,211,000 in 2018, an increase of 7%, compared to gross development expense of $3,936,000 for 2017. The increase
was primarily due to salary increases and an unfavorable exchange rate on the Israeli shekel relative to the U.S. dollar, as the
majority of development work is performed in Israel. Product development as a percentage of revenues was 4% in 2018 and
5% in 2017.
Sales and Marketing
Sales and marketing expenses increased 6%, or $215,000, to $3,790,000 in 2018 from $3,575,000 in 2017. The increase in
sales and marketing expense resulted from higher commissions and travel costs due to an increase in license revenue and
subscriptions sales and an increase in third party marketing costs. These increases were partially offset by decrease in sales
headcount. The increase in third party marketing costs is due to the Company expanding its marketing presence through
additional efforts to increase awareness of our products in order to improve lead generation and sales opportunities. Increased
awareness occurs through additional webinars in all regions focused on the vertical industries in which the Company operates,
attendance at more trade shows, and new strategies to improve lead generation for the Company’s sales force. As a percentage
of revenues, sales and marketing expenses was 14% in both 2018 and 2017.
General and Administrative
General and administrative expenses consist of salaries, benefits and related costs for the Company’s finance, administrative
and executive management personnel, legal costs, accounting costs, bad debt expense, currency exchange gains and losses, and
various costs associated with the Company’s status as a public company. General and administrative expenses increased 35%,
or $1,068,000, to $4,062,000 in 2018 from $2,994,000 in 2017 due to increased legal fees, investor relations cost, travel
expenses, salary and benefit, and recruiting costs which we did not incur during the same period in 2017. As a percentage of
revenues, general and administrative expenses were 15% for 2018 compared to 11% for 2017. The Company remains focused
on controlling its operating costs.
Net Interest Expense
Net interest expense was $251,000 in 2018 compared to $225,000 in 2017. The increase in interest expense is mainly due to
interest paid on accrued, but unpaid preferred dividends compared to the same period in 2017 and an increase in the interest
rate charged by Bridge Bank due to an increase in the prime rate. Per the preferred stock agreements, unpaid accrued preferred
dividends incur an interest charge calculated at 10% per annum and the interest rate charged by Bridge Bank to the Company
increased, partially offset by the short term borrowings on its line of credit with its director/officer that it did not have in 2018.
Income Tax (Benefit) Expense
The Company recorded an income tax expense of $21,000 in 2018 compared to an income tax benefit of ($301,000) in 2017.
The Company recorded a $362,000 benefit in 2017 for its AMT credit carryforward pursuant to the Tax Act. Most of the tax
expense resulted from the tax provision in Israel which decreased due to a decrease in net income in Israel. Israel is taxed at
7.5% of its pre-tax income.
International Operations
Total revenues from the Company’s international operations decreased by $235,000 or 2% to $12,096,000 in 2018 from
$12,331,000 in 2017. Revenues from international operations comprised 44% of the Company’s total revenue in 2018 compared
to 47% in 2017. The decrease in international revenues compared to the same period in 2017 is primarily due to decline in
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Europe and Asia Pacific service and maintenance revenues partially offset by an increase in service and maintenance revenues
in Japan.
Liquidity and Capital Resources
Operating Activities
The Company generated $2,402,000 of cash from operating activities in 2018 compared to $3,676,000 in 2017. The decrease
in operating cash flows of $1,274,000 resulted from an increased use of $765,000 to reduce accounts payable and accrued
expenses, reduced cash generated from deferred revenues of $1,821,000, the use of $1,326,000 for deferred hosting costs and
an increase in cash used to prepay expenses of $186,000. Partially offsetting the increased uses of cash were an increase in cash
generated by net income of $265,000, an increase in cash generated by the collection of accounts receivable of $1,599,000,
$615,000 of non-cash changes due to amortization of deferred hosting costs and an increase in cash provided by other longterm assets of $345,000.
Investing Activities
The Company used $3,190,000 for investing activities in 2018 compared to $2,680,000 in 2017. The increase in cash used for
investing activities is primarily attributable to an increase of $511,000 in capitalized software development costs.
Financing Activities
The Company generated $118,000 of cash from financing activities in 2018, which is a decrease of $158,000 compared to the
same period in 2017. The Company paid $105,000 in preferred stock dividends in 2018 compared to $250,000 in 2017. In
2017, the Company borrowed $400,000 and repaid $175,000 on the term loan with WAB. In 2018, the Company paid $225,000
to eliminate its term loan with WAB. The term loan expired in April 2018. In addition, the Company borrowed $11,992,000
and repaid $11,628,000 on its line of credit from WAB in 2018. During the same period in 2017, the Company borrowed
$3,843,000 and repaid $1,538,000 on its line of credit from WAB. In addition, in 2017, the Company borrowed $8,661,000
and repaid $6,734,000 on its line of credit with SVB. The line of credit with SVB was cancelled and fully repaid in August of
2017. The Company borrowed and repaid $350,000 on its line of credit with the CEO/Director during 2017. The Company
also generated cash of $84,000 from the exercise of stock options in 2018.
The effect of exchange rates on cash related to the U.S. dollar exchange rates for most other currencies in which the Company
operates, primarily the Australian dollar, Japanese yen, the Euro, the British pound sterling and Israel shekel, provided an
inflow of $17,000 in 2018 compared to an outflow of $1,000 in 2017.
The Company has a history of net losses and an accumulated deficit of $34,344,000 as of December 31, 2018. In the year
ended December 31, 2018, the Company generated net income of $364,000 compared to net income of $99,000 generated in
the year ended 2017. Further, at December 31, 2018, the Company had a working capital ratio of .61:1, with cash and cash
equivalents of $1,276,000 compared to December 31, 2017 when the Company had cash and cash equivalents of $1,924,000.
The decrease in cash and cash equivalents in 2018 was primarily driven by a decrease of cash provided by operations in 2018
compared to 2017, the repayment of the Company’s term loan for $225,000 and an increase in capitalized software development
costs of $511,000 in 2018.
As of December 31, 2018, the Company owed $2,669,000 against the line of credit from WAB. As of December 31, 2018,
there was $181,000 available under the line of credit. The Company has projected revenues that management believes will
provide sufficient funds along with the additional borrowings available under its line of credit to sustain its continuing
operations through at least April 1, 2020. The Second Modification to Business Financing Agreement increased the availability
under the line of credit from $2,400,000 to $2,850,000 (See Note 7 to the Consolidated Financial Statements).
The Company was in compliance with the WAB financial and liquidity covenant as of December 31, 2018 and expects to be
able to continue to comply with the required covenants under the modified agreement with WAB for at least the next year. As
a result, the amount due to WAB under the line of credit as of December 31, 2018 were classified in the accompanying
consolidated balance sheet in accordance with the repayment terms stipulated in the agreement with WAB.
Our primary cash requirements are to fund operations which mainly include personnel-related costs, marketing costs, third
party costs related to hosting and software, general and administrative costs associated with being a public company, travel
costs, and quarterly preferred stock dividends. The Company expects to continue to incur operating expenses for research and
development and investment in software development costs to achieve its projected revenue growth. We continually evaluate
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our operating cash flows which can vary subject to the actual timing of expected new sales compared to our expectations of
those sales and are sensitive to many factors, including changes in working capital and our results of operations. However,
projections of future cash needs and cash flows are subject to risks and uncertainty.
Management’s current operating plan is to maintain and/or reduce operating expenses in order to be aligned with expected
revenues. The primary area of focus will continue to be headcount and costs from outside consultants. The Company remains
focused on maximizing revenue from its revenue generating resources and will continue to repurpose, if necessary, certain
personnel to become billable so the Company can continue to improve its liquidity. The Company has a substantial professional
services backlog that resulted from new customers added in 2018 as well as upgrade projects from our existing customers as
they move to the latest version of Astea Alliance. In 2019, the Company will continue to consider ways to reduce operating
expenses in certain areas of the Company in order to maintain our liquidity. However, management has implemented new
marketing initiatives which have increased our expected spending in this area in 2019. We believe the new initiatives will
directly contribute to increasing new business, which is essential to our growth. Operations will generate enough cash to meet
obligations at least through April 1, 2020. As noted above, if the Company’s actual results fall short of expectations, the
Company will make cost adjustments to improve the Company’s operating cash flows. In addition, we plan to maintain the
same level of investment in software development and we do not expect to increase capital expenditures.
Our operations are subject to certain risks and uncertainties including, among others, current and potential competitors with
greater resources, dependence on our significant and existing customer base, closing license and subscription sales in a timely
manner, lack of a history of consistently generating net income and uncertainty of future profitability, and possible fluctuations
in financial results.
Contractual Obligations and Commercial Commitments
The following tables summarize our contractual and commercial obligations, as of December 31, 2018:
Total

2019

Payment Due By Period
2020-2021
2022-2023

thereafter

Contractual Cash Obligations:
Operating Leases
Line of Credit

$

3,405,000
2,669,000

$

1,252,000
-

$

1,700,000
2,669,000

$

453,000
-

$

Total

$

6,074,000

$

1,252,000

$

4,369,000

$

453,000

$

-

Dividends may be paid on common stock, when and if, declared by the Board of Directors. However, no dividend has been
paid on common stock since July 2000. Dividends on convertible preferred stock are payable at a rate of 10% on the Series A
and 10% on the Series B on a quarterly basis, as declared by the Board of Directors.
Off-Balance Sheet Transactions
There are no off balance sheet transactions that would require disclosure in the above contractual obligations and commercial
commitments table.
Item 7A.

Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures about Market Risk.

Market risk represents the risk of loss that may impact our financial position due to adverse changes in financial market prices
and rates. Our market risk exposure is primarily a result of fluctuations in interest rates. We do not hold financial instruments
for trading purposes.
Interest Rate Risk
Our exposure to market risk for changes in interest rates relates primarily to our balances outstanding on our revolving line of
credit with WAB, as the interest rate is variable. At December 31, 2018, the outstanding balances on our line of credit under
the revolving credit facility with WAB was $2,669,000, and the term loan with WAB was fully repaid.
Foreign Currency Risk
All costs associated with the Company’s foreign operations in the United Kingdom, Australia, Japan and Israel are denominated
in their respective local currencies and translated into U.S. dollars for financial reporting. As a result, the Company is exposed
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to risks to the extent that the rate of inflation in any of its foreign operating regions differs from the rate of revaluation of their
related currencies in relation to the U.S. dollar or if the timing of such revaluations lags behind inflation in these regions. In
such an event, the costs of the Company’s operations in these regions, measured in U.S. dollars, will change and the U.S. dollar
measured results of operations will be affected.
The Company does not use foreign currency forward exchange contracts or purchased currency options to hedge local currency
cash flows or for trading purposes. All sales arrangements with international customers are denominated in foreign currency.
For the year ended December 31, 2018, approximately 44% of the Company’s overall revenue resulted from sales to customers
outside the United States. A 10% change in the value of the U.S. dollar relative to each of the currencies of the Company’s
non-U.S.-generated sales would not have resulted in a material change to its results of operations. The Company does not
expect any material loss with respect to foreign currency risk.
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Item 8.

Financial Statements and Supplementary Data.

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
The Board of Directors and Stockholders of
Astea International Inc. and Subsidiaries
Opinion on the Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Astea International Inc. and Subsidiaries (the “Company")
as of December 31, 2018 and 2017,and the related consolidated statements of operations, comprehensive income (loss),
stockholders’ deficit, and cash flows for each of the years then ended and the related notes (collectively referred to as the
“financial statements”). In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial
position of the Company as of December 31, 2018 and 2017, and the consolidated results of their operations and their cash
flows for each of the years then ended, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America.
Change in Accounting Principle
As discussed in Note 3 to the consolidated financial statements, the Company has changed its method of accounting for revenue
recognition in 2018 due to the adoption of ASU 2014-09, Revenue from Contracts with Customers.
Basis for Opinion
These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion
on the Company’s financial statements based on our audits. We are a public accounting firm registered with the Public
Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States) ("PCAOB") and are required to be independent with respect to the
Company in accordance with the U.S. federal securities laws and the applicable rules and regulations of the Securities and
Exchange Commission and the PCAOB.
We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement, whether due
to error or fraud. The Company is not required to have, nor were we engaged to perform, an audit of its internal control over
financial reporting. As part of our audits we are required to obtain an understanding of internal control over financial reporting
but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company's internal control over financial reporting.
Accordingly, we express no such opinion.
Our audits included performing procedures to assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due
to error or fraud, and performing procedures that respond to those risks. Such procedures included examining, on a test basis,
evidence regarding the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. Our audits also included evaluating the accounting
principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial
statements. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.

/s/ EisnerAmper LLP
We have served as the Company’s auditor since 2015.
EISNERAMPER LLP
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
April 1, 2019
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ASTEA INTERNATIONAL INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
December 31,
2018
2017
ASSETS
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable, net of reserves
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Deferred hosting costs

$

Total current assets
Property and equipment, net
Capitalized software development costs, net
Restricted cash
Other long-term assets
Total assets

1,276,000
6,294,000
429,000
992,000

$

1,924,000
6,589,000
295,000
-

8,991,000

8,808,000

89,000
4,599,000
72,000
517,000

105,000
4,073,000
77,000
506,000

$

14,268,000

$

13,569,000

$

4,137,000
10,521,000

$

225,000
3,988,000
11,025,000

LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS’ DEFICIT
Current liabilities:
Term note
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Deferred revenues
Total current liabilities
Long-term liabilities:
Borrowings under line of credit
Long-term accrued expenses
Deferred revenues
Deferred tax liability
Total long-term liabilities

14,658,000

15,238,000

2,669,000
323,000
763,000
49,000

2,305,000
312,000
504,000
49,000

3,804,000

3,170,000

8,000
8,000

8,000
8,000

Commitments and Contingencies – Note 9
Stockholders’ deficit :
Convertible preferred stock,$.01 par value, shares authorized 5,000,000:
Series A issued and outstanding 826,000 shares
Series B issued and outstanding 797,000 shares
Common stock $.01 par value, 25,000,000 shares authorized; shares issued
3,659,000 and outstanding 3,617,000 at December 31, 2018;
3,636,000 and outstanding 3,594,000 at December 31, 2017
Additional paid-in-capital
Accumulated deficit
Accumulated other comprehensive loss
Treasury stock at cost, 42,000 common shares
Total stockholders’ deficit
Total liabilities and stockholders’ deficit

$

37,000
31,455,000
(34,344,000)
(1,150,000)
(208,000)

36,000
31,710,000
(35,338,000)
(1,055,000)
(208,000)

(4,194,000)

(4,839,000)

14,268,000

See accompanying notes to the consolidated financial statements.
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$

13,569,000

ASTEA INTERNATIONAL INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS

2018
Revenues:
Software license fees
Subscriptions
Services and maintenance

$

Total revenues

Years ended
December 31,
2017

2,790,000
4,615,000
20,063,000

$

2,533,000
2,736,000
21,065,000

27,468,000

26,334,000

2,667,000
1,303,000
13,943,000

2,631,000
852,000
14,956,000

17,913,000

18,439,000

Gross profit

9,555,000

7,895,000

Operating expenses:
Product development
Sales and marketing
General and administrative

1,067,000
3,790,000
4,062,000

1,303,000
3,575,000
2,994,000

8,919,000

7, 872,000

Income from operations

636,000

23,000

Interest expense, net

251,000

225,000

385,000

(202,000)

21,000

(301,000)

364,000
500,000

99,000
500,000

Costs of revenues:
Cost of software license fees
Cost of subscriptions
Cost of services and maintenance
Total cost of revenues

Total operating expenses

Income (loss) before income taxes
Income tax (benefit) expense
Net income
Preferred dividend
Net loss allocable/available to common stockholders

$

(136,000 )

$

(401,000 )

Basic and diluted loss per share available to
common stockholders

$

(0.04 )

$

(0.11 )

Weighted average shares outstanding used in
computing basic and diluted loss per share

3,608,000

See accompanying notes to the consolidated financial statements.
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3,594,000

ASTEA INTERNATIONAL INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS)

Years ended
December 31,
2018
Net income

$

364,000

2017
$

99,000

Other comprehensive income (loss):
Foreign currency translation adjustment

(95,000 )

Comprehensive income (loss)

$

269,000

(363,000)
$

See accompanying notes to the consolidated financial statements.
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(264,000 )

ASTEA INTERNATIONAL INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN STOCKHOLDERS’ DEFICIT
Series A
Series B
convertible convertible
preferred
preferred
stock at par stock at par
value
value
Balances at December 31, 2016

$

Common
stock

8,000 $

8,000 $

Net income

—

—

—

Series A and B preferred
Dividends

—

—

—

Stock-based compensation

—

—

Other comprehensive loss

—

Additional
paid-incapital

Accumulated
other
comprehensive
Accumulated
loss
deficit

36,000 $ 32,075,000 $

Total
stockholders’
deficit

(692,000) $ (35,437,000) $ (208,000) $

(4,210,000)

—

99,000

—

99,000

(500,000)

—

—

—

(500,000)

—

135,000

—

—

—

135,000

—

—

—

(363,000)

—

—

(363,000)

8,000

8,000

36,000

31,710,000

(1,055,000)

—

—

—

—

8,000

8,000

36,000

31,710,000

Net income

—

—

—

—

Series A and B preferred
Dividends

—

—

—

Stock option exercise

—

—

Stock-based compensation

—

Other comprehensive loss

Balances at December 31, 2017
Cumulative effect
from change in accounting
Balances at January 1, 2018

Balances at December 31, 2018

$

—

Treasury
Stock

—
(1,055,000)

(35,338,000)
630,000
(34,708,000)

(208,000)
—
(208,000)

(4,839,000)
630,000
(4,209,000)

—

364,000

—

364,000

(500,000)

—

—

—

(500,000)

1,000

83,000

—

—

—

84,000

—

—

162,000

—

—

—

162,000

—

—

—

—

—

—

8,000 $

8,000 $

37,000 $ 31,455,000 $

(95,000)

(1,150,000) $ (34,344,000) $ (208,000) $

See accompanying notes to the consolidated financial statements.
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(95,000)
(4,194,000)

ASTEA INTERNATIONAL INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
Years ended December 31,
2018
2017
Cash flows from operating activities:
Net income
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided by
operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization
Amortization of deferred financing costs
Amortization of deferred hosting costs
(Decrease) increase in provision for doubtful accounts
Stock-based compensation
Deferred income taxes
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Receivables
Prepaid expenses and other
Deferred hosting cost
Other assets
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Deferred revenues

$

Net cash provided by operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities:
Capitalized software development costs
Purchases of property and equipment
Net cash used in investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities:
Repayment on line of credit from director/officer
Proceeds from line of credit from director/officer
Repayment on term note
Proceeds from term note
Repayment on line of credit from SVB
Proceeds from line of credit from SVB
Repayment on line of credit from WAB
Proceeds from line of credit from WAB
Dividends paid on preferred stock
Proceeds from exercise of stock options
Payment of deferred financing costs
Net cash provided by financing activities
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash, cash equivalents and
restricted cash

99,000

2,679,000
40,000
964,000
(147,000)
162,000
-

2,653,000
113,000
174,000
135,000
8,000

371,000
(220,000)
(1,326,000)
(10,000)
(147,000)
(328,000)

(1,228,000)
(34,000)
(355,000)
618,000
1,493,000

2,402,000

3,676,000

(3,144,000)
(45,000)

(2,633,000)
(47,000)

(3,189,000)

(2,680,000)

(225,000)
(11,628,000)
11,992,000
(105,000)
84,000
-

(350,000)
350,000
(175,000)
400,000
(8,661,000)
6,734,000
(1,538,000)
3,843,000
(250,000)
(77,000)
276,000

16,000

(1,000)

(653,000)
2,001,000

1,271,000
730,000

$

1,348,000

$

2,001,000

$
$

212,000
22,000

$
$

134,000
27,000

$

395,000

$

500,000

See accompanying notes to the consolidated financial statements.
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$

118,000

Net increase (decrease) in cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash
Cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash balance, beginning of year
Cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash, end of year
Supplemental disclosure of cash flow information:
Cash paid for interest
Cash paid for income taxes
Supplemental disclosure of non-cash investing and
financing activities:
Accrued dividends

364,000

ASTEA INTERNATIONAL INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1.

Company Background

Astea International Inc. and Subsidiaries (collectively the “Company” or “Astea”) are a global provider of service management
software that addresses the unique needs of companies who manage capital equipment, mission critical assets and human
capital. Clients include Fortune 500 to mid-size companies, which Astea services through Company facilities in the United
States, United Kingdom, Australia, Japan, the Netherlands and Israel. The Company’s principal products are Astea Alliance,
FX Service Center and FX Mobile. Astea Alliance supports the complete service lifecycle, from lead generation and project
quotation to service and billing through asset retirement. FX Service Center is a service management and dispatch solution
system that gives organizations command over their field service operations. FX Mobile offerings include mobile field service
automation (“FSA”) systems, which include the wireless devices and support of mobile field technicians using portable, handheld computing devices. Astea Alliance is also offered as a cloud solution. By leveraging the cloud delivery model, companies
can access a solution that has robust and proven functionality at a lower, more predictable cost, with seamless upgrades and a
quicker return on investment. Since its inception in 1979, Astea has licensed applications to companies in a wide range of
sectors including information technology, telecommunications, instruments and controls, business systems, and medical
devices. The Company’s sales and marketing efforts are primarily focused on new software licensing (on premise and cloud
solutions) and support services for its latest generation of Astea Alliance and FieldCentrix products.
Comparability
Effective January 1, 2018, the Company adopted a new accounting standard. Prior periods were not retrospectively restated, so
the consolidated balance sheet as of December 31, 2017 and results of operations for the year ended December 31, 2017 were
prepared using an accounting standard that is different than the one in effect for the year ended December 31, 2018. Therefore,
the consolidated balance sheets as of December 31, 2018 and December 31, 2017 are not directly comparable, nor are the
results of operations for the twelve months ended December 31, 2018 and December 31, 2017.
Accumulated Deficit
The following table presents the cumulative effect adjustment to the beginning accumulated deficit for the new accounting
standard adopted by the Company on January 1, 2018:
Accumulated
Deficit
Balance, December 31, 2017, as previously reported
Cumulative effect adjustment from the adoption
of new accounting standard:
Revenue from Contracts with Customers

$

(35,338,000)

630,000
(34,708,000)
364,000

Balance, January 1, 2018, as adjusted
Net income
Balance, December 31, 2018

$

(34,344,000)

Recently Adopted Accounting Standards - Revenue from Contracts with Customers
In May 2014, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”) issued a new standard related to revenue recognition. Under
the new standard, recognition of revenue occurs when a customer obtains control of promised goods or services in an amount
that reflects the consideration to which the entity expects to receive in exchange for those goods or services. The standard
requires disclosure of the nature, amount, timing, and uncertainty of revenue and cash flows arising from contracts with
customers. Additionally, under the new guidance, expenses incurred, will be deferred as an asset and will be amortized over
the period that services or goods are transferred to the customer.
The Company adopted Revenue from Contracts with Customers on January 1, 2018 using the modified retrospective transition
method. Under this method, the Company evaluated contracts that were in effect at January 1, 2018 as if those contracts had
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been accounted for under the new guidance. The Company did not evaluate individual modifications for those periods prior to
the adoption date. The aggregate effect of all modifications as of the adoption date and such effects are provided below. Under
the modified retrospective transition approach, periods prior to the adoption date were not adjusted and continue to be reported
in accordance with historical, pre-adoption accounting. A cumulative catch up adjustment was recorded to beginning
accumulated deficit to reflect the impact of all existing arrangements under Revenue from Contracts with Customers (“new
guidance”).
The most significant impact of the adoption of revenue from the new guidance was that the Company deferred $630,000 of
incremental hosting costs at the adoption date directly related to hosting customer contracts and the related hosting
implementation costs for customers that had not gone live as of the date of adoption. The Company is amortizing these costs
over the remaining life of the contract or expected customer life whichever is longer, once the customer goes live. The contract
period is generally 1 to 3 years and the average expected hosting customer life is 2 years.
As noted above, upon adoption on January 1, 2018, the Company now recognizes revenues in accordance with “Revenue from
Contracts with Customers”. As such, the Company identifies a contract with a customer, identifies the performance obligations
in the contract, determines the transaction price, allocates the transaction price to each performance obligation in the contract
and recognizes revenues when (or as) the Company satisfies a performance obligation.
The Company’s implementation team has completed its project plan, which included evaluating customer contracts across the
organization, developing policies, processes and tools to report financial results including expanding our disclosures in the
financial statements, and implementing and updating the Company’s internal controls over financial reporting that are necessary
under the new standard. The Company designed specific controls related to revenue recognition under the new guidance that
were implemented beginning in January 2018. The Company then identified differences that would result from applying the
new requirements and controls of the new standard to its perpetual and subscription sales contracts. The Company completed
its analysis of its perpetual contracts under the new standard which supports the recognition of its license fee revenue at the
time the license is delivered, consistent with its current revenue policy.
The Company performed an analysis of the impact for revenue recognition under the new guidance. We completed the
evaluation on the largest perpetual license sales in 2017 and other license sales in the prior years with potential additional
performance obligations. After review of the contracts, it was determined that there would be no impact on revenue recognized
or any new performance obligations identified for these customers as it relates to the new guidance.
Based on the evaluation of our current contracts and revenue streams, revenue recognition is mostly consistent under both the
previous and new standard as noted above, with the exception of subscription costs which are described below. Upon adoption,
the Company will continue to recognize subscription revenue once a customer goes-live ratably over the remaining contract
period or customer life whichever is longer. The contract period is typically 1 to 3 years. The average expected life of a customer
is 2 years. The average customer takes about 8 to 10 months to go live. The Company expects the average life of a customer
to increase as more customers begin to renew their subscription contracts.
The primary change in how we report revenues and expenses under the new guidance is the way we report expenses related to
our subscription business. In the past, we deferred all hosting revenue until the customer went live. This practice continues.
The purpose of this practice is to only recognize subscription revenue over the period in which the customer receives the benefit
of using the system (performance obligation is satisfied). The major change resulting from the adoption of the new guidance
relates to costs incurred in getting a hosted customer live. Through the end of 2017, the Company charged all implementation
costs to expense in the period incurred. Starting January 1, 2018, we defer all implementation related costs on the balance
sheet (primarily labor costs and hosting costs) until the customer goes live. Once live, we report the deferred implementation
costs related to that customer ratably over the remaining expected life of the customer contract or two years, whichever is
longer. At this point, based on the Company’s relatively short time-span as a provider of a hosted solution, our analysis shows
that the average lifespan of an Astea hosted customer is 2 years. Therefore, we amortize the deferred costs over 2 years or the
remaining life of the contract, whichever is longer. This is consistent with the revenue recognition methodology used for the
subscription service revenue for that customer. The Company satisfies performance obligations as discussed in further detail
below. Revenue is recognized at the time the related performance obligation is satisfied by transferring a promised service to
a customer.
Software license fee revenues are recognized when the software licenses have been delivered to the customer.
See Note 2 to Consolidated Financial Statements for further information related to revenue recognition.
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The cumulative effect of the changes made to our consolidated January 1, 2018 balance sheet for the new revenue standard
requirements were as follows:
As of December 31, 2017
Assets
Deferred hosting costs

$

Stockholders’ deficit
Accumulated deficit

$

-

(35,338,000)

Adjustments

As of January 1, 2018

$

630,000

$

$

630,000

$

630,000

(34,708,000)

In accordance with requirements of the new revenue standard, the impact of adoption on our consolidated balance sheet and
statement of operations for the year ended December 31, 2018 was as follows:
As of December 31, 2018
Without
Adoption

As Reported
Assets
Deferred hosting costs

$

Equity
Accumulated deficit

$

992,000

(34,344,000)

$

$

Effect of Change

-

(35,336,000)

$

992,000

$

992,000

For the year ended December 31, 2018
Without
Adoption

As Reported

Effect of Change

Cost of Revenue:
Cost of subscriptions
Cost of services and maintenance

$

1,303,000
13,943,000

$

1,479,000
14,129,000

$

176,000
186,000

Total Cost of Revenue

$

17,913,000

$

17,551,000

$

362,000

Gross Profit

$

9,555,000

$

9,193,000

$

362,000

$

364,000
500,000

$

2,000
500,000

$

362,000
-

$
$

(136,000)
(0.04)

$
$

(498,000)
(0.13)

$
$

362,000
.09

Net income (loss)
Preferred dividend
Net loss allocable to
common stockholders
Basic and diluted

The following table summarizes the effects of adopting the new standard requirements on the financial statement line items of
the Company’s consolidated statement of cash flows for the year ended December 31, 2018:
As of December 31, 2018
Without
Adoption

As Reported
Cash flows from operating activities:
Net income
Amortization of hosting costs
Deferred hosting costs

$

364,000
964,000
(1,326,000)
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$

Effect of Change
2,000
-

$

362,000
964,000
1,326,000

Cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash
The following table provides a reconciliation of cash, cash equivalents, and restricted cash reported within the consolidated
balance sheet that sum to the total of the same such amounts presented on consolidated statement of cash flows:
December 31, 2018
Cash and cash equivalents

$ 1,276,000

Restricted cash
Total cash, cash equivalents, and restricted cash reported
on the consolidated statement of cash flows

December 31, 2017
$

1,924,000

72,000

77,000

$ 1,348,000

$ 2,001,000

Amounts included in restricted cash represent funds required to be set aside by a contractual agreement with the office leasing
companies in Europe. The restrictions will lapse when the building leases expires.
Operating Matters and Liquidity
The Company has a history of net losses and an accumulated deficit of $34,344,000 as of December 31, 2018. In the year
ended December 31, 2018, the Company generated net income of $364,000 compared to a net income of $99,000 generated in
the year ended 2017. Further, at December 31, 2018, the Company had a working capital ratio of .61:1, with cash and cash
equivalents of $1,276,000 compared to December 31, 2017 when the Company had cash and cash equivalents of $1,924,000.
The decrease in cash and cash equivalents in 2018 was primarily driven by a decrease of cash provided by operations in 2018
compared to 2017, the repayment of the Company’s term loan for $225,000 and an increase in capitalized software development
costs of $511,000 in 2018.
As of December 31, 2018, the Company owed $2,669,000 against the line of credit from Western Alliance Bank (“WAB”). As
of December 31, 2018, there was $181,000 available under the line of credit. The Company had a $400,000 term loan with
WAB through April 2018. As of April 2018 the Company repaid the term loan in full. The Company has projected revenues
that management believes will provide sufficient funds along with the additional borrowings available under its line of credit
to sustain its continuing operations through at least April 1, 2020. The Second Modification to Business Financing Agreement
increased the availability under the line of credit from $2,400,000 to $2,850,000 (see Note 7).
The Company was in compliance with the WAB financial and liquidity covenant as of December 31, 2018 and expects to be
able to continue to comply with the required covenants under the modified agreement with WAB for at least the next year. As
a result, the amount due to WAB under the line of credit as of December 31, 2018 were classified in the accompanying
consolidated balance sheet in accordance with the repayment terms stipulated in the agreement with WAB.
Our primary cash requirements are to fund operations which mainly include personnel-related costs, marketing costs, third
party costs related to hosting and software, general and administrative costs associated with being a public company, travel
costs, and quarterly preferred stock dividends. The Company expects to continue to incur operating expenses for research and
development and investment in software development costs to achieve its projected revenue growth. We continually evaluate
our operating cash flows which can vary subject to the actual timing of expected new sales compared to our expectations of
those sales and are sensitive to many factors, including changes in working capital and our results of operations. However,
projections of future cash needs and cash flows are subject to risks and uncertainty.
Management’s current operating plan is to maintain and/or reduce operating expenses in order to be aligned with expected
revenues. The primary area of focus will continue to be headcount and costs from outside consultants. The Company remains
focused on maximizing revenue from its revenue generating resources and will continue to repurpose, if necessary, certain
personnel to become billable so the Company can continue to improve its liquidity. The Company has a substantial professional
services backlog that resulted from new customers added in 2018 as well as upgrade projects from our existing customers as
they move to the latest version of Astea Alliance. In 2019, the Company will continue to consider ways to reduce operating
expenses in certain areas of the Company in order to maintain our liquidity. However, management has implemented new
marketing initiatives which will increase our spending in this area in 2019. We believe the new initiatives will directly
contribute to increasing new business, which is essential to our growth. Operations will generate enough cash to meet
obligations at least through April 1, 2020. As noted above, if the Company’s actual results fall short of expectations, the
Company will make cost adjustments to improve the Company’s operating cash flows. In addition, we plan to maintain the
same level of investment in software development and we do not expect to increase capital expenditures.
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Our operations are subject to certain risks and uncertainties including, among others, current and potential competitors with
greater resources, dependence on our significant and existing customer base, closing license and subscription sales in a timely
manner, lack of a history of consistently generating net income and uncertainty of future profitability, and possible fluctuations
in financial results.
2.

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Principles of Consolidation

The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of Astea International Inc. and its wholly owned subsidiaries and
branches. All significant intercompany accounts and transactions have been eliminated upon consolidation.
Use of Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and
expenses during the reporting period. Actual results could differ from those estimates. Significant assets and liabilities that are
subject to estimates include allowances for doubtful accounts and other intangible assets, valuation of deferred tax assets,
certain accrued liabilities, share-based awards and expected customer life on SaaS contracts.
Revenue Recognition
Astea’s revenue is principally recognized from three sources: (i) licensing arrangements, (ii) subscription services and (iii)
services and maintenance.
The Company markets its products primarily through its direct sales force and resellers. License agreements do not provide
for a right of return, and historically, product returns have not been significant.
In May 2014, the FASB issued the new guidance. The Company adopted the new guidance on January 1, 2018 and applied the
modified retrospective method of adoption with a cumulative catch-up adjustment to the opening balance of accumulated deficit
at January 1, 2018. Under this method, the Company applied the revised guidance in the year of adoption and applied the old
guidance, Revenue Recognition (“old guidance”), in the prior years. As a result, the Company applied the new guidance only
to contracts that were not yet completed as of January 1, 2018. The Company recognized a cumulative catch-up adjustment to
the opening balance of accumulated deficit at the effective date for contracts that still required performance by the Company
at the date of adoption. The new guidance outlines a comprehensive five-step revenue recognition model based on the principle
that an entity should recognize revenue to depict the transfer of promised goods or services to customers in an amount that
reflects the consideration to which the entity expects to be entitled in exchange for those goods or services. The five steps are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Identify the contract with a customer.
Identify the performance obligations in the contract.
Determine the transaction price.
Allocate the transaction price to performance obligations in the contract.
Recognize revenue when or as the Company satisfies a performance obligation.

The Company satisfies performance obligations as discussed in further detail below. Revenue is recognized at the time the
related performance obligation is satisfied by transferring a promised good or service to a customer.
The Company recognizes revenue from license sales when the above criteria are met. The Company generally uses written
contracts as a means to establish the terms and conditions by which our products, services and maintenance support are sold to
our customers. The Company satisfies the performance obligation when the license key has been delivered electronically to
the customer. If these criteria are not met, then revenue is deferred until such criteria are met or until the period(s) over which
the last performance obligation is delivered.
The Company recognizes revenues from maintenance ratably over the term of the underlying maintenance contract term. The
term of the maintenance contract is usually one year. Renewals of maintenance contracts create new performance obligations
that are satisfied over the contract term.
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Revenues from professional services mostly consist of time and material services. Certain professional service contracts are
performed on a fixed price basis and revenue is recognized using the percentage of completion method. However, fixed price
contracts are only utilized on rare occasions. Performance obligations are satisfied, and revenues are recognized, when the
services are provided or when the service term has expired.
In subscription based arrangements, even though customers use the software element, they generally do not have a contractual
right to take possession of the software at any time during the hosting period without significant penalty to either run the
software on its own hardware or contract with an unrelated third party to host the software. Accordingly, these software as a
service (“SaaS”) arrangements, including the software license fees within the arrangements, are accounted for as subscription
services provided all other revenue recognition criteria have been met. The subscription revenue is recognized on a straightline basis over the performance obligation. The Company recognize subscription revenue once a customer goes-live ratably
over the remaining contract period or customer life whichever is longer. The contract period is typically 1 to 3 years. The
average expected life of a customer is 2 years. The average customer takes about 8 to 10 months to go live. The Company
expects the average life of a customer to increase as more customers begin to renew their subscription contracts. When
implementation, consulting and training services are bundled with the subscription based arrangement, these services are
recognized over the life of the initial contract (performance obligation), once the project goes live.
In contracts with multiple performance obligations, the Company accounts for individual performance obligations separately,
if they are distinct. The Company allocates the transaction price to each performance obligation based on its relative standalone
selling price out of total consideration of the contract. For maintenance and support, the Company determines the standalone
selling price based on the price at which the Company separately sells a renewal contract. The Company determines the
standalone selling price for sales of licenses using the residual approach. For professional services, the Company determines
the standalone selling prices based on the price at which the Company separately sells those services.
The new guidance prefers that revenue in a contract with multiple performance obligations use the adjusted market approach
which includes SSP or TPE or expected cost plus margin approach as the methodology for allocating revenues to software.
The Company uses the Residual Approach for allocating the revenues from a contract to the license component of the sale.
Due to competition, highly variable pricing, customer demographics, varying size of our customers, and other such factors, the
Company’s selling prices are considered uncertain for each perpetual license sale. Therefore, SSP is not an appropriate
methodology as it relates to our license revenue. In terms of TPE as a basis to price our software, our product is unique and
expansive in terms of the system’s inherent functionality. There are no directly comparable products in the marketplace today
which we could use as the basis to set our standard license pricing based on a comparison with other vendors. In addition, most
of the companies with whom we compete, are privately owned, which prevents us from obtaining reliable TPE. Accordingly,
the new guidance permits the Company to use the Residual Method for allocating selling price if the first two preferable choices
cannot be used. The residual between the total transaction price and the observable standalone selling prices of those
performance obligations with observable standalone selling prices is considered to be the estimated standalone selling price of
the goods or services underlying the performance obligation.
Astea commonly sells its software products bundled with maintenance and professional services. As noted above, the new
standard requires an entity to allocate the transaction price to the distinct performance obligations in a contract on a relative
SSP basis. Under the new guidance, “…an entity shall determine the standalone selling price at contract inception of the distinct
good or service underlying each performance obligation in the contract and allocate the transaction price in proportion to those
standalone selling prices.” SSP is defined as the price at which an entity would sell a promised good or service separately to a
customer. Astea has a history of selling maintenance renewals and professional services on a standalone basis. Therefore, the
Company utilizes SSP for its performance obligations as it relates to service and maintenance revenue. In addition, due to the
Company having different maintenance and service rates in other parts of the world in which it operates, the Company has
developed a reasonable range for its SSP for maintenance and services rather than a single point.
The incremental costs of obtaining a customer contract (i.e., those costs related to obtaining the customer contract that would
not have been incurred if the customer contract was not obtained), such as a sales commission, should be capitalized if the
Company expects to recover those costs (based on net future cash flows from the contract and expected contract renewals).
The Company may expense the incremental costs of obtaining a contract if the amortization period would otherwise be one
year or less. Since sales commissions are costs that are incremental and the amortization of sales commissions would be one
year or less, the Company will continue to expense these items as incurred. Costs of obtaining a customer contract that are not
incremental (i.e., costs related to obtaining the customer contract that would have been incurred regardless of whether the
customer contract had been obtained), such as travel costs incurred to present the customer proposal, should only be capitalized
if those costs are explicitly chargeable to the customer regardless of whether the entity enters into a contract with the customer.
Otherwise, such costs are expensed as incurred. The Company will continue to expense these costs as they are incurred.
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The primary change in how we report revenues and expenses under the new guidance will be in the way we report expenses
related to our subscription business. In the past, we deferred all hosting revenue until the customer went live. This practice
will continue. The purpose of this practice is to only recognize subscription revenue over the period in which the customer
receives the benefit of using the system (performance obligation is satisfied). The major change resulting from the adoption of
the new guidance will relate to costs incurred in getting a hosted customer live. Through the end of 2017, the Company charged
all implementation costs to expense in the period incurred. Starting January 1, 2018, we are deferring all implementation
related costs on the balance sheet (primarily labor costs and hosting costs) until the customer goes live. Once live, we recognize
the deferred implementation costs related to that customer ratably over the remaining expected life of the customer contract or
two years, whichever is longer. At this point, based on the Company’s relatively short time-span as a provider of a hosted
solution, our analysis shows that the average lifespan of an Astea hosted customer is 2 years. Therefore, we will amortize the
deferred cost over 2 years or the remaining life of the contract, whichever is longer. This is consistent with the revenue
recognition methodology used for the subscription service revenue for that customer. The Company satisfies performance
obligations as discussed in further detail below. Revenue is recognized at the time the related performance obligation is satisfied
by transferring a promised service to a customer.
We believe that our accounting estimates used in applying our revenue recognition are critical because:
•
•
•
•

the determination that it is probable that the customer will pay for the products and services purchased is inherently
judgmental and includes credit risk;
determining the performance obligations and transaction price to certain elements in multiple-element arrangements
is complex;
the determination of whether a service is essential to the functionality of the software is complex and could potentially
create a new performance obligation; and
the estimated customer life of subscription services.

Changes in the aforementioned items could have a material effect on the type and timing of revenue recognized. In addition,
Company’s payment terms and conditions vary by contract and size of customer, although terms generally include a
requirement of payment within 30 to 60 days. In instances where the timing of revenue recognition differs from the timing of
invoicing, the Company has determined that its contracts generally do not include a significant financing component. The
primary purpose of invoicing terms is to provide customers with simplified and predictable ways of purchasing our products
and services, and not to facilitate financing arrangements. The Company generally has not experienced any material losses
related to receivables from individual customers, or groups of customers. Due to these factors, no additional credit risk beyond
amounts provided by the allowance for doubtful accounts is believed by management to be probable in the Company’s accounts
receivable. The Company has not adjusted revenues for customers related to credit risk.
For the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, the Company recognized $27,468,000 and $26,334,000, respectively, of
revenue related to software license fees, subscription revenue, and services and maintenance.
We present taxes assessed by a governmental authority including sales, use, value added and excise taxes on a net basis and
therefore the presentation of these taxes is excluded from our revenues and is included in accrued expenses in the accompanying
consolidated balance sheets until such amounts are remitted to the taxing authority.
The Company is engaged in the design, development, marketing and support of its service management software solutions.
All revenues result from selling of license (perpetual and subscription) software products and related professional services and
customer support services. Accordingly, the Company considers itself to have one reporting segment. The Company’s chief
decision maker further reviews financial information presented on a consolidated basis to determine if revenue can be further
disaggregated in order to make operating decisions and assessing financial performance. It was determined that all revenue
recognized in our consolidated statements of operations is considered to be revenue from contracts with customers, which can
be disaggregated by both the timing of revenue recognition and geographic regions (see Note 12 for disaggregated revenues
by geographic regions).
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The following table depicts the Company’s disaggregation of revenue:
Years ended
December 31,
2018
Timing of Revenue Recognition
Performance obligations transferred at a point in time
Performance obligations transferred over time
Performance obligations transferred over time, initiated at go-live
Total revenues

2017

$

2,790,000
18,417,000
6,261,000

$

2,533,000
19,172,000
4,629,000

$

27,468,000

$

26,334,000

The performance obligations transferred at a point in time relates to perpetual license revenue for which there is no deferred
revenue as of December 31, 2018 or 2017. The performance obligations transferred over time consist of professional services
that are recognized based on time and materials, as the services are performed. The performance obligation for support services
is recognized ratably over time based on the contract life, except for a few fixed price contracts are recognized based on certain
milestones. If the customer pays in advance, then the services are deferred until the performance obligation can be met. For
support services, the fee is paid in advance of the performance obligation. Accordingly, the Company has recorded deferred
revenue fixed price contracts and support services for $7,308,000 and $7,424,000 as of December 31, 2018 and 2017,
respectively. Performance obligations transferred over time, initiated at go-live, relates to our subscription hosting and our
subscription professional services for the implementation. No performance obligation is recognized until the customer is live
and has access to the subscription services. Once live, the performance obligation is recognized over time, which is 2 years,
the average customer life, or the contract life of a customer, whichever is longer. Because subscription fees are paid in advance,
and professional services fees are paid as the services are performed, the revenue from both are deferred until the date in which
the customer goes live. The Company has deferred revenue recorded for performance obligations transferred over time,
initiated at go-live for hosting and hosting services for $3,211,000 and $3,595,000 as of December 31, 2018 and 2017,
respectively.
The long term deferred revenue recorded for $763,000 and $504,000 as of December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively, relates
to the portion of revenue that will be recognized in greater than one year for hosting implementation services.
Reimbursable Expenses
The Company charges customers for out-of-pocket expenses incurred by its employees during the performance of professional
services in the normal course of business. Billings for out-of-pocket expenses that are reimbursed by the customer are included
in revenues with the corresponding expense included in cost of services and maintenance. During the years ended December 31,
2018 and 2017, the Company billed $377,000 and $463,000, respectively, of reimbursable expenses to customers.
Allowance for Doubtful Accounts
The Company records an allowance for doubtful accounts based on specifically identified amounts that management believes
to be uncollectible. The Company also records an additional allowance based on certain percentages of aged accounts
receivables, which are determined based on historical experience and management’s assessment of the general financial
conditions affecting the Company’s customer base. Once management determines that an account will not be collected, the
account is written off against the allowance for doubtful accounts. If actual collections experience changes, revisions to the
allowance may be required.
Activity in the allowance for doubtful accounts is as follows:

Year Ended December 31
2018
2017

Balance at
beginning of year
$
239,000
$
66,000

Reductions
$
(173,000)
$
(1,000)

Bad Debt
Expense
$
26,000
$
174,000

Balance at
end of year
$
92,000
$
239,000

The Company reviews accounts receivable on a monthly basis to determine if any accounts receivables will potentially be
uncollectible. The Company’s bad debt expense decreased due to a receivable balance deemed to be uncollectible and written
off as of December 31, 2018. Based on a review and the increase in the allowance for doubtful accounts at December 31,
2018, the Company believes its allowance for doubtful accounts as of December 31, 2018 and 2017 is adequate.
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Property and Equipment
Property and equipment are recorded at cost. Depreciation and amortization are provided using the straight-line method over
the estimated useful lives of the related assets or the lease term, whichever is shorter. When property and equipment are sold
or otherwise disposed of, the fixed asset account and related accumulated depreciation account are relieved and any gain or
loss is included in operations. Expenditures for repairs and maintenance are charged to expense as incurred and significant
renewals and betterments are capitalized.
Capitalized Software Development Costs
The Company capitalizes software development costs incurred during the period from the establishment of technological
feasibility through the product’s availability for general release. Costs incurred prior to the establishment of technological
feasibility are charged to product development expense. Product development expense includes payroll, employee benefits,
allocation of indirect costs such as rent, other headcount-related costs associated with product development and any related
costs to third parties under sub-contracting arrangements.
Capitalized software development costs are amortized on a product-by-product basis over the greater of the ratio of current
revenues to total anticipated revenues (current and future revenues) or on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives
of the products beginning with the initial release to customers. The Company’s estimated life for its capitalized software
products is two years based on current sales trends and the rate of product release. The Company continually evaluates whether
events or circumstances had occurred that indicate that the remaining useful life of the capitalized software development costs
should be revised or that the remaining balance of such assets may not be recoverable. The Company evaluates the
recoverability of capitalized software based on the net realizable value of each product, which includes the estimated future
gross revenues from that product reduced by the estimated future costs of completing and disposing of that product, including
the costs of performing maintenance and customer support required to satisfy the Company’s responsibility set forth at the time
of sale. As of December 31, 2018 and 2017, management believes that no revisions to the remaining useful lives or writedowns of capitalized software development costs were required.
Research and Development Costs
The Company reports research and development costs as Product Development expense in its consolidated statement of
operations. These costs include the costs incurred prior to the establishment of technological feasibility for new product
development. In addition, research and development costs also include costs related to improving the quality of the Company’s
released software products and any costs incurred by third party companies that may be engaged from time to time, to assist
the Company in its product development efforts that are not considered to be significant enhancements to the software products.
Concentration of Credit Risk
Financial instruments, which potentially subject the Company to credit risk, consist of cash equivalents and accounts
receivable. The Company’s policy is to limit the amount of credit exposure to any one financial institution. The Company
places cash and cash equivalents with financial institutions evaluated as being creditworthy, or investing in short-term money
market funds which are exposed to minimal interest rate and credit risk. Cash balances are maintained with several banks.
Certain accounts may exceed insured limits.
The Company sells its products to customers involved in a variety of industries including information technology, medical
devices and diagnostic systems, industrial controls and instrumentation and retail systems throughout the world. While the
Company does not require collateral from its customers, it does perform continuing credit evaluations of its customers’
financial condition.
Income Taxes
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are determined based on differences between financial reporting and tax bases of assets and
liabilities and operating loss and tax credit carryforwards and are measured using the enacted tax rates and laws that will be in
effect when the difference and carryforwards are expected to be recovered or settled. A valuation allowance for deferred tax assets
is provided when we estimate that it is more likely than not that all or a portion of the deferred tax assets may not be realized
through future operations. This assessment is based upon consideration of available positive and negative evidence which
included, among other things, our most recent results of operations and expected future profitability. We consider our actual
historical results to have a stronger weight than other more subjective indicators when considering whether to establish or reduce
a valuation allowance on deferred tax assets.
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The Company prescribes a recognition threshold and measurement attribute for the financial statement recognition and
measurement of a tax position taken or expected to be taken in a tax return. Estimated interest is recorded as a component of
interest expense and penalties are recorded as a component of general and administrative expenses.
Advertising
Advertising costs are expensed when incurred. Advertising costs for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017 were
$356,000 and $325,000, respectively, and are included in sales and marketing expenses.
Currency Translation
The international subsidiaries and foreign branch operations translate their assets and liabilities from international operations
by using the exchange rate in effect at the balance sheet date. The results of operations are translated at average exchange rates
during the period. The effects of exchange rate fluctuations in translating assets and liabilities of international operations into
U.S. dollars are accumulated and reflected as a currency translation adjustment as a component of other comprehensive loss in
the accompanying consolidated statements of changes in stockholders’ deficit. Foreign exchange transaction gains and losses
are included in general and administrative expenses in the consolidated statements of operations. General and administrative
expenses include exchange losses of $23,000 and $28,000 for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.
Income (Loss) Per Share
Income (loss) per share is computed on the basis of the weighted average number of shares and common stock equivalents
outstanding during the period. In the calculation of diluted earnings per share, shares outstanding are adjusted to assume
conversion of the Company’s non-interest bearing convertible stock and exercise of options as if they were dilutive. In the
calculation of basic income (loss) per share, weighted average numbers of shares outstanding are used as the denominator.
The Company had net losses allocable to the common stockholders for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017. All
options outstanding at December 31, 2018 and 2017 to purchase shares of common stock and shares of common stock issued
on the assumed conversion of the eligible preferred stock were excluded from the diluted loss per common share calculation
as the inclusion of these options and shares would have been antidilutive.
Years ended December 31,
Net income
Preferred dividend

$

Net loss available to common shareholders

2018
364,000
500,000

$

(136,000)

Basic and diluted weighted average number of common shares outstanding
Basic and diluted loss per common share

(401,000)

3,608,000
$

(0.04)

2017
99,000
500,000

3,594,000
$

(0.11)

Comprehensive Income (Loss)
Comprehensive income (loss) consists of net income (loss), foreign currency translation adjustments. The effects are presented
in the accompanying consolidated statements of comprehensive income (loss).
Stock Compensation
The Company estimates the fair value of stock options granted using the Black-Scholes option-pricing formula and amortizes
the estimated option value using an accelerated amortization method where each option grant is split into tranches based on
vesting periods. The Company’s expected term represents the period that the Company’s share-based awards are expected to
be outstanding and was determined based on historical experience regarding similar awards, giving consideration to the
contractual terms of the share-based awards and employee termination data. Executive level employees who hold a majority
of options outstanding, and non-executive level employees each have similar historical option exercise and termination
behavior and thus were grouped for valuation purposes. The Company’s expected volatility is based on the historical volatility
of its traded common stock and places exclusive reliance on historical volatilities to estimate our stock volatility over the
expected term of its awards. The Company has historically not paid common stock dividends. The risk-free interest rate is
based on the yield from the U.S. Treasury zero-coupon bonds with an equivalent term.
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Under the Company’s stock option plans, option awards generally vest over a four-year period of continuous service and have
a 10-year contractual term. The options granted during 2018 and 2017 were valued using the following assumptions:

Risk-free interest rate
Expected life (in years)
Volatility
Expected dividends
Annual forfeiture rate

For the year ended
December 31, 2018
Weighted Average
2.63 %
5.28
77.78 %
17.63 %

For the year ended
December 31, 2017
Weighted Average
1.96 %
4.98
77.26 %
20.98 %

The weighted-average fair value of options granted during the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017 was estimated as
$2.54 and $1.17, respectively.
New Accounting Pronouncements – Leases
In February 2016, the FASB issued guidance for accounting for leases. The guidance requires lessees to recognize assets and
liabilities related to long-term leases on the balance sheet and expands disclosure requirements regarding leasing arrangements.
The guidance is effective for the Company beginning January 1, 2019. The guidance must be adopted on a modified
retrospective basis and provides for certain practical expedients. The adoption of this guidance will change the way we account
for our operating leases and will result in recording the future benefits of those leases as an asset and the related minimum lease
payments as a liability on our consolidated balance sheets. The Company anticipates a significant balance sheet gross-up for
the right-of-use assets and corresponding liabilities, with no impact to its debt covenant. The Company does not finance
purchases of equipment, but it does have operating leases for office space and equipment in all locations. The Company has
identified all material operating lease agreements. It has also reviewed all significant contracts for embedded leases. No
embedded leases were identified during this process.
We determine if an arrangement is a lease at inception. All leases to which the Company is a party are operating leases.
Beginning January 1, 2019, the operating leases will be reported on our consolidated balance sheet as operating lease right-ofuse (ROU) assets and operating lease liabilities. The ROU assets represent our right to use an underlying asset for the lease
term and lease liabilities represent our obligation to make lease payments arising from the lease. Operating lease ROU assets
and liabilities will be recognized at the commencement date based on the present value of the lease payments over the lease
term. As none of our leases provide an implicit interest rate, we will use our incremental borrowing rate based on the
information available at the commencement date in calculating the present value of lease payments. The operating lease ROU
asset also includes any lease payments made and excludes lease incentives. Our lease terms may include options to extend or
terminate the lease when it is reasonably certain that we will exercise the option. Lease expense for lease payments will be
recognized on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
The new guidance provides a number of optional practical expedients in transition. The Company expects to elect the ‘package
of practical expedients’, which permits us under the new guidance not to reassess our prior conclusions about lease
identification, lease classification and initial direct costs. Astea does not expect to elect the use-of hindsight or the practical
expedient pertaining to land easements; the latter not being applicable to us. Astea expects that this guidance will have a
material effect on our financial statements. While we continue to assess all of the effects of adoption, we currently believe the
most significant effects relate to the recognition of new ROU assets and lease liabilities on our balance sheet for our office and
equipment operating leases and providing significant new disclosures about our leasing activities. We do not expect a
significant change in our leasing activities between now and adoption. On adoption, we currently expect to recognize operating
liabilities in the range of $2,600,000 to $3,200,000, with corresponding ROU assets of the same amount based on the present
value of the remaining minimum rental payments under current leasing standards for existing operating leases.
The new guidance also provides practical expedients for an entity’s ongoing accounting. We currently expect to elect the shortterm lease recognition exemption for one of our office equipment leases. This means, for those leases that qualify, we will not
recognize ROU assets or lease liabilities. This includes not recognizing ROU assets or lease liabilities for existing short-term
leases on those assets in transition. We also currently expect to elect the practical expedient to not separate lease and non-lease
components for all of our leases. We also expect that the adoption of this guidance will result in additional lease-related
disclosures in the footnotes to our future consolidated financial statements.
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3.

Accounts Receivable

Billed accounts receivable represent billings for the Company’s products and services to end users and value added resellers.
Unbilled accounts receivable represents contractual amounts due within one year under software licenses that have been
delivered or statements of work for professional services, for work performed but not yet invoiced. Billed accounts receivable
are shown net of reserves for estimated uncollectible amounts. Accounts receivable, net of allowance for doubtful accounts,
consist of the following:

Billed accounts receivable, net
Unbilled accounts receivable

$

$
4.

December 31,
2018
2017
5,862,000
$ 5,815,000
432,000
774,000
6,294,000

$ 6,589,000

Property and Equipment

Property and equipment consist of:

Computers and related equipment
Furniture and fixtures
Leasehold improvements
Software
Office equipment

Useful Life (Years)
3
10
The lesser of lease
term or 10
3
3-7

Less: Accumulated depreciation
and amortization

December 31,
2018
2017
$ 4,610,000
$ 4,564,000
606,000
606,000
477,000
1,088,000
813,000
7,594,000

477,000
1,089,000
813,000
7,549,000

(7,505,000)

(7,444,000)

$

89,000

$

105,000

Depreciation and amortization expense for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017 was $61,000 and $73,000,
respectively.
5.

Capitalized Software Development Costs

Capitalized software development costs consist of:

Capitalized software development costs

Remaining Weighted
Average Life
19.9 months

December 31,
2018
2017
$ 35,005,000
$ 31,861,000

Less: Accumulated amortization

(30,406,000)
$

4,599,000

(27,788,000)
$ 4,073,000

The Company capitalized software development costs of $3,144,000 and $2,633,000 for the years ended December 31, 2018
and 2017, respectively. Amortization of capitalized software development costs for the years ended December 31, 2018 and
2017 was $2,618,000 and $2,581,000, respectively, and is reflected in cost of software license fees in the consolidated
statements of operations. The Company amortizes software developments costs using the greater of the straight-line basis over
the estimated useful lives of the product (two years) or the revenue forecast method.
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6.

Accounts Payable and Accrued Expenses

Accounts payable and accrued expenses consist of:
December 31,
Accounts payable
Accrued compensation and related benefits
Sales and payroll taxes
Preferred dividends
Income tax payable
Third party software costs
Accrued professional services
Other accrued liabilities

$

$
7.

2018
648,000
1,755,000
694,000
895,000
74,000
8,000
58,000
5,000
4,137,000

$

$

2017
839,000
1,788,000
605,000
500,000
123,000
57,000
58,000
18,000
3,988,000

Lines of Credit and Term Note

Line of Credit and Term Loan with Western Alliance Bank
On August 11, 2017, the Company entered into a Business Financing Agreement (the “Financing Agreement”) with Bridge
Bank, a division of WAB, which included a revolving line of credit and a term loan. The agreement was to mature on September
1, 2019.
The Financing Agreement with WAB, established a revolving credit line for the Company in the principal amount of up to
$2,400,000 (the “Revolving Credit Line”) and a Term Loan of $400,000 (the “Term Loan”). Availability under the Revolving
Credit Line is tied to a borrowing base formula that is based on 80% of the Company’s eligible domestic accounts
receivable. Advances under the Revolving Credit Line (the “Advances”) may be repaid and reborrowed in accordance with
the Loan Agreement. Pursuant to the Financing Agreement, the Company agreed to pay to WAB the outstanding principal
amount of all Advances, the unpaid interest thereon, and all other obligations incurred with respect to the Loan Agreement on
September 1, 2019. Interest accrues and is paid monthly at the Wall Street Journal Prime Rate plus 1.5%. At December 31,
2018, the interest rate was 7%.
The original Term Loan provided proceeds of $400,000 to the Company. Beginning in August 2017, for the first six months of
the term loan the Company was only required to pay interest. Then for the next 18 months, the Term Loan was to be amortized
into monthly payments of principal and interest. The interest rate on the original Term Loan was the Wall Street Journal Prime
Rate plus 1.75%. The Term Loan was modified in November 2017 by the First Modification to Business Financing Agreement
(“First Modification”), and as a result, the Company fully repaid the Term Loan by April 30, 2018. The Company repaid
$150,000 of the Term Loan in December 2017, $125,000 in January 2018 and the balance of $125,000 in April 2018.
On July 24, 2018, the Company entered into a Second Modification to Business Financing Agreement (“Loan Modification”)
with WAB which amended the First Modification, dated November 22, 2017. The Loan Modification increased the credit limit
under Company’s credit facility to $2,850,000, extended the maturity date of the credit facility through November 15, 2020
and revised and clarified certain covenants and other terms of the credit facility. No other terms or conditions were modified.
The Company expects to be able to continue to comply with the required covenants contained in the agreement with WAB for
at least the next year. As a result, the amounts due to WAB under the line of credit and term loan as of December 31, 2018 are
classified in the accompanying consolidated balance sheet in accordance with the repayment terms stipulated in the agreement.
As of December 31, 2018 the Company owed $2,669,000 under the revolving line of credit. The Company incurred $186,000
of interest expense to WAB in 2018. As of December 31, 2018, there was availability of $181,000 under the line of credit. The
Company was in compliance with the financial and liquidity covenants of the Loan Modification as of December 31, 2018.
Subject to certain exceptions, the Loan Modification contains covenants prohibiting the Company from, among other things:
(a) conveying, selling, leasing, transferring or otherwise disposing of their properties or assets; (b) liquidating or dissolving;
(c) engaging in any business other than the business currently engaged in or reasonably related thereto; (d) entering into any
merger or consolidation, or acquiring all or substantially all of the capital stock or property of another entity; (e) becoming
liable for any indebtedness; (f) allowing any lien or encumbrance on any of their property; and (g) paying any dividends (other
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than dividends on outstanding convertible preferred stock); and (i) making payment on subordinated debt. In addition, actual
EBITDA, as defined in the Financing Agreement for the trailing 6-month period must be at least $1 as tested quarterly.
The Loan Modification is secured by a first priority perfected security interest in substantially all of the assets of the Company,
excluding the intellectual property of the Company. The Loan Modification contains a negative covenant prohibiting the
Company from granting a security interest in their intellectual property to any party.
Line of Credit with Silicon Valley Bank (SVB)
In August 2017 at the closing of the Financing Agreement with WAB, the Company repaid all outstanding amounts owed to
SVB under the Revolving Facility and terminated the Revolving Facility. The Company incurred $74,000 of interest expense
to SVB for the year ended December 31, 2017.
Line of Credit with Chief Executive Officer/Director
In April 2017, the Company extended its Revolving Loan Agreement and associated Revolving Promissory Note with its Chief
Executive Officer/Director. This loan agreement provided an unsecured $1,000,000 revolving line of credit to the
Company. The line of credit matured on May 1, 2018 and was not renewed.
8.

Income Taxes

Pre-tax income (loss) for domestic locations for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017 was $1,090,000 and ($610,000),
respectively. Foreign locations had pre-tax (loss) income of ($705,000) and $408,000 in 2018 and 2017, respectively.
The provision (benefit) for income taxes is as follows:
Years ended December 31,
Current:
Federal
State
Foreign

Deferred:
Federal
State
Foreign

2018

2017

$

8,000
13,000

$

(354,000 )
45,000

$

21,000

$

(309,000 )

$

-

$

$

21,000

$

8,000
(301,000 )

The effective tax rate differed from the statutory U.S. federal income tax rate as follows:

Statutory tax rate
Effect of tax reform
Permanent differences
Difference between statutory and foreign rates
Other
Change in foreign NOLs
Valuation allowance

Year ended December 31,
2018
2017
(21.0 %)
(34.0 %)
-%
1,964.8 %
(7.4 %)
29.7 %
(0.4 %)
(91.4 %)
(14.7 %)
(107.5 %)
(339.4 %)
-%
377.4 %
(1,910.6 %)
(5.5 %)

(149.0 %)

Deferred tax assets and liabilities represent the future tax consequences of the differences between the financial statement
carrying amounts for assets and liabilities versus the tax bases of assets and liabilities. Under this method, deferred tax assets
are recognized for deductible temporary differences, operating loss and tax credit carryforwards. Deferred liabilities are
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recognized for taxable temporary differences. Deferred tax assets are reduced by a valuation allowance when, in the opinion
of management, it is more likely than not that some portion or all of the deferred tax assets will not be realized. The impact of
tax rate changes on deferred tax assets and liabilities is recognized in the year that the change is enacted.
The approximate income tax effect of each type of temporary difference is as follows:
December 31,
Deferred tax assets:
Timing of revenue recognition
Accruals and reserves not currently deductible for tax
Domestic net operating loss carryforwards
Foreign net operating loss carryforwards
Depreciation and amortization
Non-qualified stock options
Amortization of deductible goodwill
Other

2018
$

Total deferred tax assets
Deferred tax liabilities:
Capitalized software development costs
Revenue recognition
Israel deferred tax liability
Total deferred tax liabilities
Net deferred tax asset before valuation allowance
Valuation allowance
Net deferred tax liabilities

$

1,180,000
249,000
8,147,000
2,380,000
27,000
250,000
56,000
18,000

2017
$

1,000,000
248,000
8,485,000
3,559,000
69,000
230,000
83,000
20,000

12,307,000

13,694,000

(1,204,000
)))
(124,000
)))
(49,000))

(1,061,000)
(49,000)

(1,377,000
)))

(1,110,000)

10,930,000
(10,979,000
)))

12,584,000
(12,633,000)

(49,000
)))

$

(49,000)

Realization of deferred tax assets is primarily dependent on future taxable income, the amount and timing of which is uncertain.
The valuation allowance is adjusted on a periodic basis to reflect management’s estimate of the realizable value of the net
deferred tax assets. A valuation allowance has been recorded for the net deferred tax asset for all jurisdictions with the
exception of a $49,000 deferred tax liability recorded for the Company’s subsidiary located in Israel.
Taxable income for the Israeli subsidiary was $268,000 and $595,000 for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017,
respectively. The Israeli subsidiary has a tax provision of $13,000 and $53,000 for the years ended December 31, 2018 and
2017, respectively.
As of December 31, 2018, the Company had generated U.S. net operating loss carryforwards of approximately $28,499,000 of
which $28,499,000 will expire from 2020 to 2037, net operating losses generated after December 31, 2017 can be carried over
indefinitely.
The NOL carryforwards are available to reduce future taxable income. However, the NOL carryforwards may be, or become
subject to, an annual limitation in the event of certain cumulative changes in the ownership interest of significant stockholders
over a three-year period in excess of 50%, as defined under Sections 382 and 383 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as
amended, as well as similar state tax provisions. This could limit the amount of NOL’s that the Company can utilize annually
to offset future taxable income or tax liabilities. The amount of the annual limitation, if any, will be determined based on the
value of the Company immediately prior to an ownership change. Subsequent ownership changes may further affect the
limitation in future years. If and when the Company utilizes the NOL carryforwards in a future period, it will perform an
analysis to determine the effect, if any of these loss limitation rules on the NOL carryforward balances. Additionally, U.S. tax
laws limit the time during which these carryforwards may be applied against future taxes, therefore, the Company may not be
able to take full advantage of these carryforwards for federal income tax purposes.
The Company has identified its Federal tax return and its state returns in Pennsylvania and California as “major” tax
jurisdictions. Based on the Company’s evaluation, it concluded that there are no significant uncertain tax positions requiring
recognition in the Company’s financial statements. The Company’s evaluation was performed for tax years ended 2014 and
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subsequent years through 2018, the only periods subject to examination. The Company believes that its income tax positions
and deductions will be sustained on a tax authority audit and does not anticipate any adjustments that will result in a material
change to its financial position.
The Company’s policy for recording interest and penalties associated with audits is to record such items as a component of
income before income taxes. Penalties are recorded in general and administrative expenses and interest paid or received is
recorded in interest expense or interest income, respectively, in the consolidated statement of operations. For the years ended
December 31, 2018 and 2017, there were no interest or penalties related to uncertain tax positions.
On December 22, 2017, the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 (the “Act”) was signed into law making significant changes to the
Internal Revenue Code. Changes include, but are not limited to, a federal corporate tax rate decrease from 35% to 21% for tax
years beginning after December 31, 2017, the transition of U.S international taxation from a worldwide tax system to a
territorial system, and a one-time transition tax on the mandatory deemed repatriation of foreign earnings. The Act repeals the
Alternative Minimum Tax (“AMT”) for years beginning after December 31, 2017 and allows Companies with existing AMT
credit carryforwards to receive future refunds of the credit. As a result, the Company has recorded an AMT credit benefit of
$362,000 and recorded a corresponding long term receivable as of December 31, 2017. The Company believes that the most
significant impact on its consolidated financial statements was the reduction of approximately $3,900,000 for the deferred tax
assets related to net operating losses and other assets, which was recorded as of December 31, 2017. Such reduction was offset
by changes to the Company’s valuation allowance. Additionally, the Company has investments in various foreign subsidiaries
for which at December 31, 2018 and 2017, the cumulative earnings and profits of these entities was estimated to be
negative. Accordingly, the Company has not recorded any amount for the transition tax enacted under the Act. There was no
additional impact in 2018.
As of December 31, 2018 and 2017 the Company maintained a 100% valuation allowance for its non-Israeli deferred tax assets,
based on the uncertainty of the realization of the deferred tax assets due to the uncertainty of future taxable income. The
Company is closely evaluating and monitoring the deferred tax assets, especially the net operating losses, every quarter along
with all available evidence to determine if a valuation allowance release may be needed in the future.
9.

Commitments and Contingencies

Leases
The Company leases facilities and equipment under non-cancelable operating leases which may include escalation clauses. Rent
expense for facility leases for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017 was $1,148,000 and $922,000, respectively. Equipment
and vehicle lease expense for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017 was $156,000 and $131,000, respectively.
Future minimum lease payments under the Company’s operating leases as of December 31, 2018 are as follows:
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023

1,252,000
932,000
768,000
452,000
1,000

Litigation
From time to time, the Company may be involved in certain legal actions and customer disputes arising in the ordinary course
of business. In the Company’s opinion, the outcome of such actions will not have a material adverse effect on the Company’s
financial position, results of operations or cash flows.
10.

Profit Sharing Plan/Savings Plan

The Company maintains a discretionary profit sharing plan, including a voluntary Section 401(k) feature, covering all qualified
and eligible employees. Company contributions to the profit sharing plan are determined at the discretion of the Board of
Directors. The Company may match 25% of eligible employees’ contributions to the 401(k) plan up to a maximum of 1.5%
of each employee’s compensation. It was determined by the Board of Directors that there would be a match in 2018 and 2017.
The Company elected to match 25% of 6% of compensation for each eligible employee’s contributions to the 401(k) plans in
2018 and 2017 for a total match of $96,000 and $78,000, respectively.
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11.

Equity Plans

Share-Based Awards
Compensation costs in 2018 and 2017 include compensation costs for share-based payments granted to employees and directors
based on the estimated grant date fair value.
As of December 31, 2018, the total unrecognized compensation cost related to non-vested options amounted to $266,000,
which is expected to be recognized over the options’ weighted average remaining vesting period of 2.71 years.
The Company has Stock Option Plans (the “Plans”) under which incentive and non-qualified stock options may be granted to
its employees, officers, directors and others. Generally, incentive stock options are granted at fair value, become exercisable
over a four-year period, and are subject to the employee’s continued employment. Non-qualified options are granted at exercise
prices determined by the Board of Directors and vest over varying periods. A summary of the status of the Company’s stock
options as of December 31, 2018 and 2017 and changes during the years then ended are as follows:
OPTIONS OUTSTANDING
Wtd. Avg. Exercise
Shares
Price Per Share
Balance, December 31, 2016
Granted
Forfeited
Expired
Balance, December 31, 2017
Granted
Exercised
Forfeited
Expired
Balance, December 31, 2018

710,000

$ 2.73

135,000
(99,000 )
(43,000 )

OPTIONS EXERCISABLE
Wtd. Avg. Exercise
Shares
Price Per Share
485,000

$ 3.12

426,000

$ 2.74

478,000

$ 2.45

1.86
3.23
4.50

703,000

$ 2.39

125,000
(23,000 )
(18,000 )
(25,000 )

3.90
3.65
2.11
4.10

762,000

$ 2.54

There are 453,000 shares available for granting future options as of December 31, 2018. It is the Company’s policy to issue
shares from authorized but unissued common stock when stock options are exercised.
The following table summarizes outstanding options that are vested and expected to vest under the Company’s stock option
plans as of December 31, 2018:

Number of
Shares

Weighted Average
Exercise Price
Per Share

Weighted Average
Remaining
Contractual Term
(in years)

Outstanding Options

762,000

$2.54

5.84

$2,511,000

Vested and Expected to Vest

701,000

$2.51

5.60

$2,334,000

Options Exercisable

478,000

$2.45

4.38

$1,620,000

Options Exercised

23,000

3.65

-
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Aggregate
Intrinsic Value

$34,600

The following table shows total share-based compensation expense included in the consolidated statements of operations:
Years Ended
December 31, 2018
December 31, 2017
$
24,000
$
21,000
4,000
2,000
134,000
112,000

Cost of services and maintenance
Sales and marketing
General and administrative
Stock-based compensation expense

$

162,000

$

135,000

Convertible Preferred Stock
Series A
On September 24, 2008, the Company issued 826,000 shares of Series-A Convertible Preferred Stock (“Series A Preferred
Stock”) to its Chief Executive Officer at a price of $3.63 per share for a total of $3,000,000. Dividends accrue daily on the
Series A Preferred at a rate of 10% and are payable only when, and if, declared by the Company’s Board of Directors, quarterly
in arrears. At December 31, 2018, there were accrued dividends of $541,000.
The Series A Preferred Stock may be converted into common stock at the rate of one share of common for each share of Series
A Preferred Stock. The Company has rights to cause conversion of all of the shares of Series A Preferred Stock outstanding. The
Company may redeem, subject to board approval, all of the shares of Series A Preferred Stock then outstanding at a price equal
to the greater of (i) 130% of the purchase price plus all accrued and unpaid dividends and (ii) the fair market value of such
number of shares of common stock which the holder of the Series A Preferred Stock would be entitled to receive had the
redeemed Series A Preferred Stock been converted immediately prior to the redemption. Each and every outstanding share of
Series A Preferred Stock is subject to mandatory and automatic conversion into shares of common stock if the closing price of
the common stock as reported by the principal exchange or quotation system on which such common stock is traded or reported
exceeds 300% of the then current conversion price for 30 consecutive trading days. In the event of a liquidation of the
Company, the holder of the Series A and Series B preferred stock shall be entitled to receive in preference to the holders of the
common stock, the original amount invested in the preferred stock plus any unpaid and accrued dividends. Preferred stock
dividends on the Series A are declared quarterly by the Board of Directors.
The Company reports the Series A Preferred Stock on the Company’s consolidated balance sheet within stockholders’ deficit.
Series B
On June 20, 2014, the Company issued 797,000 of Series-B Convertible Preferred Stock (“Series B Preferred Stock”) to its
Chief Executive Officer at a price of $2.51 per share in exchange for the cancellation of $2,000,000 of outstanding principal
owed to its Chief Executive Officer under a Revolving Promissory Note dated March 26, 2014.
The Series B Preferred Stock may be converted into shares of common stock on a one-to-one ratio, subject to customary antidilution provisions. The Series B Preferred Stock is entitled to a quarterly dividend, which accrues at an annual rate of
10%. The Company’s Chief Executive Officer may convert 100% of his shares of the Series B Preferred Stock into shares of
common stock. Each and every outstanding share of Series B Preferred Stock is subject to mandatory and automatic conversion
into shares of common stock if the closing price of the common stock as reported by the principal exchange or quotation system
on which such common stock is traded or reported exceeds 300% of the then current conversion price for 30 consecutive trading
days. The Company may redeem all of the outstanding shares of the Series B Preferred Stock issued at a price per share equal
to 300% of the purchase price. The Series B Preferred Stock ranks senior to the common stock and on parity with the
Company’s Series A Preferred Stock. In the event of a liquidation of the Company, the holder of the Series B and Series A
Preferred Stock shall be entitled to receive in preference to the holders of the common stock, the original amount invested in
the preferred stock plus any unpaid and accrued dividends. Preferred stock dividends on the Series B are declared quarterly by
the Board of Directors. At December 31, 2018, there were accrued dividends of $354,000.
The Company reports the Series B Preferred Stock on the Company’s consolidated balance sheet within stockholders’ deficit.
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12.

Geographic Region Data

The Company and its subsidiaries are engaged in the design, development, marketing and support of its service management
software solutions. Substantially all revenues result from the license of the Company’s software products and related
professional services and customer support services. The Company’s chief decision maker reviews financial information
presented on a consolidated basis, accompanied by disaggregated information about revenues by geographic region for
purposes of making operating decisions and assessing financial performance. Accordingly, the Company considers itself to
have three geographic regions as follows:
Year ended December 31,
Revenues
Software license fees

2018

United States

$

Europe
Asia/Pacific
Total foreign software license fees
Total software license fees
Subscriptions
United States
Europe
Asia/Pacific
Total foreign subscriptions
Total subscriptions
Services and maintenance
United States
Europe
Asia/Pacific
Total foreign services and maintenance revenue
Total services and maintenance revenue

1,258,000

2017

$

1,188,000

602,000
930,000

239,000
1,106,000

1,532,000

1,345,000

2,790,000

2,533,000

2,182,000
1,299,000
1,134,000

1,522,000
787,000
427,000

2,433,000

1,214,000

4,615,000

2,736,000

11,933,000

11,292,000

2,394,000
5,736,000

3,580,000
6,193,000

8,130,000

9,773,000

20,063,000

21,065,000

27,468,000

$ 26,334,000

Total revenue
Net income (loss)
United States
Europe
Asia/Pacific

$
$

1,011,000
(998,000)
351,000

$

(262,000)
65,000
296,000

Net income (loss)
Long-lived assets
United States
Europe
Asia/Pacific

$

364,000

$

99,000

$

5,126,000
82,000
69,000

$

4,605,000
88,000
68,000

Total long-lived assets
Total assets
United States
Europe
Asia/Pacific

$

5,277,000

$

4,761,000

$

11,572,000
1,008,000
1,688,000

$

9,890,000
967,000
2,712,000

Total assets

$

14,268,000

$ 13,569,000
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13.

Selected Consolidated Quarterly Financial Data (Unaudited)

2018 Quarter Ended

Dec 31,

Sep 30,

Jun 30,
$

Revenues
Gross profit
Net income (loss)
Net income (loss) allocable to common
shareholders
Basic and diluted net income (loss) per share
Shares used in computing basic and diluted
net income (loss) per share (in thousands)

$

$

7,015,000
2,577,000
124,000
(1,000)
0.00

$

$

3,619

2017 Quarter Ended

7,125,000
2,310,000
(70,000 )
(195,000 )
(0.05 )

6,632,000
2,458,000
304,000

$

3,607

Dec 31,

179,000
0.05

$

Sep 30,

$

7,895,000
2,811,000
819,000
694,000
0.19
3,594
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$

$

3,594

$

Mar 31,
$

5,956,000
1,559,000
(227,000 )

$

(119,000)
(0.03)
3,594

Jun 30,

6,482,000
2,003,000
186,000
61,000
.02

6,696,000
2,210,000
6,000

3,594

$
Revenues
Gross profit
Net income (loss)
Net income (loss) allocable to common
shareholders
Basic and diluted net income (loss) per share
Shares used in computing basic and diluted
net income (loss) per share (in thousands)

Mar 31,
$

(352,000 )
(.0.10 )
3,594

6,001,000
1,522,000
(679,000)

$

(804,000)
(0.22)
3,594

Item 9.

Changes in and Disagreements with Accountants on Accounting and Financial Disclosure.

None
Item 9A.

Controls and Procedures.

Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures
Our management, with the participation of our principal executive officer and our principal financial officer, has evaluated, as of
the end of the period covered by this Form 10-K, the design adequacy and operating the effectiveness of our disclosure controls
and procedures (as defined in as required by Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended
(the “Exchange Act”)). Based on that evaluation, our principal executive officer and principal financial officer have concluded
that these disclosure controls and procedures as of such date are effective at the reasonable assurance level in ensuring that
information required to be disclosed by us in the reports that we file or submit under the Exchange Act, is recorded, processed,
summarized and reported within the time periods specified in the Securities Exchange Commission’s rules and forms. Our
disclosure controls and procedures include, without limitation, controls and procedures that are designed to reasonably assure that
information required to be disclosed by us in the reports we file or submit under the Exchange Act is accumulated and
communicated to our management, including our principal executive officer and principal financial officer, as appropriate to allow
timely decisions regarding required disclosure.
Management’s Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
Our management is responsible for establishing and maintaining an adequate system of internal control over financial reporting
as such term is defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f). Under the supervision and with the participation of our
management, including our principal executive officer and principal financial officer, we conducted an evaluation of the
effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting, based on the framework in the Internal Control - Integrated
Framework (2013) issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (“COSO 2013”).
Our system of internal control over financial reporting is designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of
financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with accounting principles
generally accepted in the U.S.
Our internal control over financial reporting includes those policies and procedures that:
•
•

•

pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and
dispositions of our assets;
provide reasonable assurance that our transactions are recorded as necessary to permit the preparation of our
financial statements in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the U.S., and that our receipts
and expenditures are being made only in accordance with authorizations of our management and our directors;
and
provide reasonable assurance regarding the prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use or
disposition of our assets that could have a material effect on the financial statements.

Because of its inherent limitations, a system of internal controls over financial reporting can provide only reasonable assurance
and may not prevent or detect misstatements. Further, because of changes in conditions, effectiveness of internal controls over
financial reporting may vary over time. Our system contains self-monitoring mechanisms, and actions are taken to correct
deficiencies as they are found.
Our management conducted an evaluation of the effectiveness of the system of internal control over financial reporting based
on the framework in the 2013 Internal Control-Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of
the Treadway Commission. Based on this evaluation, our management concluded that our system of internal controls over
financial reporting was effective as of December 31, 2018.
This Form 10-K does not include an attestation report of our registered public accounting firm regarding internal control over
financial reporting as the rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission applicable to the Company do not require such an
attestation report and permit us to provide only management’s report in this Form 10-K.
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Changes in Internal Controls Over Financial Reporting
There were no changes in ICFR during the quarter ended December 31, 2018 that materially affected ICFR or are reasonably
likely to materially affect it.
Item 9B.

Other Information.

None
PART III
Item 10.

Directors, Executive Officers and Corporate Governance.

Certain information required by Part III is omitted from this Report in that the Company will file a definitive proxy statement
within 120 days after the end of the Company’s fiscal year pursuant to Regulation 14A (the “Proxy Statement”) for its 2019
Annual Meeting of Stockholders proposed to be held on June 21, 2019, and the information therein is incorporated herein by
reference.
The information in the Proxy Statement set forth under the captions “Election of Directors,” “Executive Officers,” “Section
16(a) Beneficial Ownership Reporting Compliance,” “The Board of Directors Leadership Structure and Its Committees—Code
of Conduct and Ethics,” “The Board of Directors Leadership Structure and Its Committees—Nominating and Corporate
Governance Committee” and “The Board of Directors Leadership Structure and Its Committees—Audit Committee” is
incorporated herein by reference.
Item 11.

Executive Compensation.

Executive Severance Agreements
The information in the Proxy Statement set forth under the captions “Compensation Discussion and Analysis” and
“Compensation and Other Information Concerning Directors and Officers” of the Proxy Statement, is incorporated herein by
reference.
Item 12.

Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners and Management and Related Stockholder Matters.

The information set forth under the caption “Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners and Management” of the Proxy
Statement is incorporated herein by reference. See “Securities Authorized for Issuance Under Equity Compensation Plans”
under Part II, Item 5.
Item 13.

Certain Relationships and Related Transactions, and Director Independence.

The information required by this Item is incorporated by reference from the Proxy Statement or amendment to the Form 10-K
under the captions “Certain Relationships and Related Transactions” and “The Board of Directors Leadership Structure and its
Committees.”
Item 14.

Principal Accountant Fees and Services.

The information required by this Item is incorporated by reference from the Proxy Statement under the heading “Principal
Accountant Fees and Services.”
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PART IV

Item 15.

Exhibits and Financial Statement Schedules.
(a)(1)(A)

Consolidated Financial Statements.
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

Consolidated Balance Sheets at December 31, 2018 and 2017.
Consolidated Statements of Operations for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017.
Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Loss for the years ended December 31, 2017 and 2017.
Consolidated Statements of Changes in Stockholders’ Equity for the years ended December 31, 2018
and 2017.
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017.
Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements.

(a)(1)(B)

Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm.

(a)(2)

Schedules.
a)

Schedule II - Valuation and Qualifying Accounts
The schedule listed above has been omitted because the information required to be set forth therein is
not applicable or is shown in the accompanying Financial Statements or notes thereto.

(a)(3)

List of Exhibits.

The following exhibits are filed as part of and incorporated by reference into this Annual Report on Form 10-K:
Exhibit No.

Description

3.1**

Certificate of Incorporation of the Company (Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 3.1 to the
Company’s Registration Statement on Form S-1, as amended (File No. 33-92778)).
By-Laws of the Company (Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 3.2 to the Company’s
Registration Statement on Form S-1, as amended (File No. 33-92778)).
Certificate of Designation of Series A Convertible Preferred Stock (Incorporated herein by reference to
Exhibit 3.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed September 26, 2008).
Certificate of Designation of Series B Convertible Preferred Stock (Incorporated herein by reference to
the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed on June 24, 2014).
Specimen certificate representing the Common Stock (Incorporated herein by Reference to Exhibit 4.1
to the Company’s Registration Statement on Form S-1, as amended (File No. 33-92778)).
Amended and Restated 1995 Non-Employee Director Stock Option Plan (Incorporated herein by
reference to Exhibit 10.9 to the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December
31, 1997 filed on March 30, 1998).
Form of Non-Qualified Stock Option Agreement under the 1995 Non-Employee Director Stock Option
Plan (Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 4.5 to the Company’s Registration Statement on Form
S-8, filed on September 19, 1995 (File No. 33-97064)).
1997 Stock Option Plan (Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.10 to the Company’s Annual
Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1996 filed on March 31, 1997).
Form of Non-Qualified Stock Option Agreement under the 1997 Stock Option Plan. (Incorporated
herein by reference to Exhibit 10.11 to the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year
ended December 31, 1996 filed on March 31, 1997).
Form of Incentive Stock Option Agreement under the 1997 Stock Option Plan (Incorporated herein by
reference to Exhibit 10.12 to the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 1996 filed on March 31, 1997).
1998 Stock Option Plan (Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.14 to the Company’s Annual
Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 1997 filed on March 30, 1998).
Form of Non-Qualified Stock Option Agreement under the 1998 Stock Option Plan. (Incorporated
herein by reference to Exhibit 10.15 to the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended
December 31, 1997 filed on March 30, 1998).
Form of Incentive Stock Option Agreement under the 1998 Stock Option Plan. (Incorporated herein by
reference to Exhibit 10.16 to the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended
December 31, 1997 filed on March 30, 1998).

3.2**
3.3
3.4
4.1**
10.1#

10.2#

10.3#
10.4#

10.5#

10.6#
10.7#

10.8#
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10.9#
10.10#

2001 Stock Option Plan (Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit B to the Company’s Proxy
Statement on Schedule 14A filed July 5, 2001).
Form of Severance Agreement, dated April 14, 2008, between Astea International Inc. and certain of its
officers. (Incorporated herein by reference to the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year
ended December 31, 2007 filed on April 15, 2008)

Schedule of Differences
Each Severance Agreement executed with the executive officers listed below is substantially the same
as the form of each other:
Officers
Zack Bergreen
Rick Etskovitz
10. 11

10.12#
10.13#

10.14#

10.15#

10.16#

10.17#

10.18

10.19

10.20#
10.21

10.22#

10.23

10.25#

21.1*
23.1*
24.1*
31.1*
31.2*
32.1*

Title
Chief Executive Officer
Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer

Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement between Astea International Inc. and Zack Bergreen, dated
September 24, 2008 (Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report
on Form 8-K filed September 26, 2008).
Amended and Restated 2006 Stock Option Plan (Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the
Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed on June 16, 2010).
Form of Incentive Stock Option Agreement under Amended and Restated 2006 Stock Option Plan
(Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.2 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed
June 16, 2010).
Form of Non-Qualified Stock Option Agreement under Amended and Restated 2006 Stock Option Plan
Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.3 to the Current Report on Form 8-K filed June 16,
2010).
Revolving Loan Agreement between Astea International Inc. and Zack Bergreen dated May 29, 2013
(Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed
June 4, 2013).
Amendment No.1 to Revolving Loan Agreement between Astea International Inc. and Zack Bergreen
dated March 26, 2014 (Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.16 to the Company’s Annual
Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2013 filed on March 31, 2014).
Revolving Promissory Note between Astea international Inc., as borrower, and Zack Bergreen, as
lender, dated March 26, 2014 (Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.17 to the Company’s
Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2013 filed on March 31, 2014).
Loan and Security Agreement among Astea International Inc., Network Data, Inc., Virtual Service
Corporation, FC Acquisition Corp., and Silicon Valley Bank dated June 13, 2014 (Incorporated herein
by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed on June 16, 2014).
Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement between the Astea International Inc. and Zack Bergreen dated
June 20, 2014 (Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on
Form 8-K filed on June 24, 2014).
2016 Stock Option Plan (Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit A to the Company’s Proxy
Statement on Schedule 14A filed April 29, 2016).

Business Financing Agreement among Astea International Inc., Network Data, Inc. and Western
Alliance Bank, dated August 11, 2017 (Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.23 to the
Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q filed on August 14, 2017).
Amendment No. 4 to Revolving Loan Agreement between Astea International Inc. and Zack Bergreen
dated April 26, 2017 (Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current
Report on Form 8-K filed on April 28, 2017).
Second Modification to Business Financing Agreement, dated as of July 24, 2018, by and among Astea
International Inc., Network Data, Inc., and Western Alliance Bank (Incorporated herein by reference to
Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed on July 27, 2018).
2018 Chief Operating Officer – North American Sales Compensation Plan, effective November 1, 2018
(Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed
on November 13, 2018).
Subsidiaries of the Registrant.
Consent of EisnerAmper LLP.
Powers of Attorney (See the Signature Page).
Certification pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 – Chief Executive Officer.
Certification pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 – Chief Financial Officer.
Certification pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the SarbanesOxley Act of 2002 – Chief Executive Officer.
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32.2*

Certification pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the SarbanesOxley Act of 2002 – Chief Financial Officer.

* Filed herewith.
** Paper filing
# Management contract or compensatory plan or arrangement.
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this
report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.
ASTEA INTERNATIONAL INC.
By: /s/Zack Bergreen
Zack Bergreen
Chief Executive Officer
April 1, 2019

POWER OF ATTORNEY
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, that each person whose signature appears below constitutes and appoints Zack
Bergreen and Rick Etskovitz, jointly and severally, his attorney-in-fact, each with the power of substitution, for him in any and
all capacities, to sign any amendments to this Report on Form 10-K and to file the same, with exhibits thereto and other
documents in connection therewith, with the Securities and Exchange Commission, hereby ratifying and confirming all that
each of said attorney-in-fact, or his substitute or substitutes, may do or cause to be done by virtue hereof.
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this report has been signed below by the following persons
on behalf of the registrant and in the capacities and on the dates indicated.
Title

Signature

Date

/s/ Zack Bergreen
Zack Bergreen

Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)
and Chairman of the Board of Directors

April 1, 2019

/s/ Rick Etskovitz
Rick Etskovitz

Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial Officer and
Principal Accounting Officer)

April 1, 2019

/s/ Keith Schneck
Keith Schneck

Director

April 1, 2019

/s/ Eric Siegel
Eric Siegel

Director

April 1, 2019

/s/ Mark Simon
Mark Simon

Director

April 1, 2019
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Exhibit 21.1

Subsidiaries of the Registrant

Company Name

Jurisdiction of Organization

Astea FSC
Astea International Japan, Inc.
Astea Israel Ltd.
Astea (UK) Limited
Astea Service and Distribution Systems B.V.
FC Acquisition Corp.
Network Data, Inc.
Virtual Service Corp.
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Barbados
Japan
Israel
England
Netherlands
Delaware
Delaware
Pennsylvania

Exhibit 23.1

CONSENT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM

We consent to the incorporation by reference in the Registration Statements of Astea International Inc. on Form S-8 (Nos. 333168793, 333-107757, 333-61981, 333-34865 and 333-33825) of our report dated April 1, 2019, on our audits of the consolidated
financial statements as of December 31, 2018 and 2017 and for each of the years then ended, which report is included in this
Annual Report on Form 10-K to be filed on or about April 1, 2019.

/s/ EisnerAmper LLP
EISNERAMPER LLP
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
April 1, 2019
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Exhibit 31.1
CERTIFICATION
I, Zack Bergreen, certify that:
1. I have reviewed this Annual Report on Form 10-K of Astea International Inc.;
2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact
necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading
with respect to the period covered by this report;
3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in
all material respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods
presented in this report;
4. The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and
procedures (as defined in the Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as
defined in the Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:
a) Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed
under our supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated
subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is
being prepared;
b) Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be
designed under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and
the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles;
c) Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our
conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by
this report based on such evaluation; and
d) Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the
registrant’s most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has
materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting;
and
5. The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control
over financial reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons
performing the equivalent functions):
a) All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial
reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and
report financial information; and
b) Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the
registrant’s internal control over financial reporting.

Date:

April 1, 2019

By: /s/ Zack Bergreen
Zack Bergreen
Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)
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Exhibit 31.2
CERTIFICATION
I, Rick Etskovitz, certify that:
1. I have reviewed this Annual Report on Form 10-K of Astea International Inc.;
2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact
necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading
with respect to the period covered by this report;
3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in
all material respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods
presented in this report;
4. The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and
procedures (as defined in the Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as
defined in the Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:
a) Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed
under our supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated
subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is
being prepared;
b) Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be
designed under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and
the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles;
c) Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our
conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by
this report based on such evaluation; and
d) Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the
registrant’s most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has
materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting;
and
5. The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control
over financial reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons
performing the equivalent functions):
a) All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial
reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and
report financial information; and
b) Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the
registrant’s internal control over financial reporting.

Date:

April 1, 2019

By: /s/ Rick Etskovitz
Rick Etskovitz
Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial Officer and Principal Accounting
Officer)
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Exhibit 32.1

CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO
18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350,
AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002

In connection with the Annual Report of Astea International Inc. (the “Company”) on Form 10-K for the period ending
December 31, 2018 as filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the “Report”), I, Zack Bergreen,
Chief Executive Officer and Principal Executive Officer of the Company, certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1350, as adopted
pursuant to § 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that:
(1)

The Report fully complies with the requirements of section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934;
and

(2)

The information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results
of operations of the Company.

/s/ Zack Bergreen
Zack Bergreen
Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)
April 1, 2019
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Exhibit 32.2

CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO
18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350,
AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002

In connection with the Annual Report of Astea International Inc. (the “Company”) on Form 10-K for the period ending
December 31, 2018 as filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the “Report”), I, Rick Etskovitz,
Chief Financial Officer and Principal Financial and Chief Accounting Officer of the Company, certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C.
§ 1350, as adopted pursuant to § 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that:
(1)

The Report fully complies with the requirements of section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934;
and

(2)

The information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results
of operations of the Company.

/s/ Rick Etskovitz
Rick Etskovitz
Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial Officer and Principal Accounting Officer)
April 1, 2019
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